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Abstract
Crime is pervasive in everyday life, leading to considerable negative e↵ects
for individuals and society as a whole, including financial losses, physical
harm, psychological distress, and a general reduced quality of life. Furthermore, crime occurs in all types of environments: from highly populated to
less populated areas, and from developing countries to the most developed
countries in the world. As such, it is of the utmost importance for research to
advance our understanding of crime and to support policy makers, as well as
current decision-makers in developing and implementing e↵ective measures
for preventing crime.
Crime is not random, but the result of a complex interaction between
o↵enders, targets, and the environment. Several types of crimes, including
both property crimes and violent crimes, have been shown to reveal spatiotemporal patterns. Long-term crime patterns can persist for years and even
decades, while increased short-term risk has been found over a horizon period
of days to weeks. Hence, both long- and short-term crime prediction models
have theoretical and operational value.
The advent of urban and social big data, paired by constant innovation
in machine learning research, has fueled the development of novel research
in the emerging fields of computational social science and urban computing.
These studies have lead to better understanding of human behavior and
developed analytical solutions to urban challenges. This interdisciplinary
thesis taps into this potential and explores research opportunities emerging from the application or the development of state-of-the-art data science
techniques on ubiquitous data. It presents several studies aiming to advance
the study of spatio-temporal crime concentrations along three dimensions:
data, models, and applications. The benefits for the study of crime are twofold, as this thesis: (1) proposes innovations in terms of spatio-temporal
data and methods for long- and short-term crime prediction and their applications and implications for both researchers and practitioners, and (2) puts
forward a novel application of data from location-based services towards a
very granular and scalable operationalization of crime theory that advances
our general understanding of the crime phenomenon.
Several crime theories, including the social disorganization theory, have
proposed that crime concentrations can be explained to a certain extent by
the social attributes of the neighborhood (such as income levels, residential
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instability, and ethnic heterogeneity). These theories have been extensively
validated in empirical studies utilizing census statistics describing the resident population of the neighborhood. Other theories, such as the crime pattern theory, have proposed a link between crime and the attributes and the
activities of the ambient population in the neighborhood. Yet, until now, the
corresponding empirical studies have had limited data to work with. Hence,
the first study presented in this thesis evaluates di↵erent urban data sources
capturing the activities of the ambient population in a neighborhood for integration in long-term crime prediction models. Aiming at predicting yearly
neighborhood crime counts, the case study leverages several tree-based ensemble models from machine learning on the large and heterogeneous resulting set of features based on Foursquare venues and checkins, subway
exits/entries, and taxi rides. The model specifications including human activity features always improve upon the baselines leveraging only census
features for all crime types and across di↵erent evaluations. For instance,
the R2 metric increased by 30 percentage points when predicting crime in
unseen neighborhoods (geographical test set) and by 7 percentage points
when predicting crime in the following year (temporal test set). The predictive gain from adding the novel features varies across crime types: such
features bring the biggest boost in case of grand larcenies, whereas assaults
are already well predicted by the census features. Notably, the full models incorporating features inferred from Foursquare data deliver the highest
prognostic capacity compared to the models incorporating features derived
from taxi or subway data. The highest improvement brought by the human
activity features has been observed in busy neighborhoods of the city, such
recreational and shopping areas. Besides advancing the urban computing
literature, these results o↵er valuable insights for those responsible for urban
development.
Prior studies, including the first study of this thesis, are limited to aggregated statistics of visitors when assessing the ambient population in an
area. Because of that, they neglect the temporal dynamics of individual human movements. As a remedy, the second study of this thesis presents the
first work which studies the ability of granular human mobility in describing and predicting spatio-temporal crime concentrations. For this purpose,
the study proposes the use of data from location-based services, specifically
Foursquare. This type of data consists of individual transitions and o↵ers the
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possibility to distinguish between di↵erent types mobility flows: (1) incoming or outgoing from a neighborhood, (2) self-looping within it, or (3) transitions where people only pass through the neighborhood. As such, the first
two types of mobility flows model the concept of routine activity nodes from
crime pattern theory, i. e., locations where people routinely spend time for
working, shopping, or going out, while the last type captures the pathways
between these locations. The main result of the study is the strong confirmatory evidence for crime pattern theory: every 100 visitors spending in local
venues increase crime by 4.77 % and every 100 pass-through visitors en route
to other locations result in an additional increase of 7.22 %. These results
establish that human mobility inferred from location-based social networks
(LBSNs) data can be very e↵ective in describing crime concentrations, and
advance the theoretical literature of crime, being highly relevant for criminologists and computational social scientists. Di↵erent types of routine
activities vary in their relationship to crime, with leisure activities having
the highest positive association with crime. Crimes are unequally impacted
by the mobility flows in the area, with larcenies and vehicle thefts having
the strongest positive association with the mobility in the neighborhood.
Furthermore, the novel use of digital location services data proves to be an
e↵ective tool in forecasting temporal profiles of crime. In an out-of-sample
setting, a machine learning model incorporating human mobility flows improves the prognostic capability of a baseline model of historical crime by
10.54 % when accounting for incoming, outgoing, and self-loop flows, and by
11.29 % when additionally accounting for pass-through flow.
Governments around the world have started to experiment with predic”
tive policing“, i. e. the use of predictive analytics with the aim of identifying
the potential locations of criminal activity prior to such an event taking
place. While the focus has hitherto been placed on areas with high population density, the last study presented in this thesis addresses the challenging
undertaking of predicting crime hotspots in regions with low population densities and highly unequally-distributed crime. This results in a severe sparsity (i. e., class imbalance) of the outcome variable, which impedes predictive
modeling. To alleviate this, the study proposes a machine learning approach
for spatio-temporal prediction that is specifically tailored to an imbalanced
distribution of the class labels. The approach consists of a hyper-ensemble
model aggregating the results of several base models trained on balanced
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datasets achieved through random under-sampling. With the task of predicting daily granular burglary hotspots, the model is tested in an actual
setting with state-of-the-art predictors (i. e., socio-economic, geographical,
temporal, meteorological, and crime variables in fine resolution), and outperforms all baselines from literature. The proposed imbalance-aware hyperensemble increases the hit ratio considerably from 18.1 % to 24.6 % when
aiming for the top 5 % of hotspots, and from 53.1 % to 60.4 % when aiming
for the top 20 % of hotspots. When predicting weekly hotspots instead of
daily hotspots, the performance increases and the approach achieves a hit
rate of 51.9 % at 5 % coverage level, and a hit rate of 74.4 % at 20 % coverage
level. From all features sets, the locational features yield the best predictive results in the presented setup, confirming the strong relevance of social
disorganization and crime pattern theories in short-term crime prediction
applied to low population density areas. As direct implications, the findings
help decision-makers in law enforcement and contribute to the adoption of
predictive policing in low population density regions.
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Zusammenfassung
Kriminalität ist allgegenwärtig und hat erheblich negative Auswirkungen sowohl auf Individuen als auch auf die Gesellschaft als Ganzes, einschliesslich
finanzieller Verluste, körperlicher Schäden, psychischer Belastungen und einer allgemein verminderten Lebensqualität. Zudem tritt Kriminalität in allen Arten von Umgebungen auf: Von dicht besiedelten bis zu dünn besiedelten Gebieten, von Entwicklungsländern bis zu den am weitesten entwickelten
Ländern der Welt. Daher ist es von grösster Bedeutung, unser Verständnis
von Kriminalität zu verbessern und Entscheidungsträger bei der Entwicklung und Umsetzung wirksamer Massnahmen zur Kriminalitätsprävention
zu unterstützen.
Verbrechen ist kein Zufall, sondern das Ergebnis einer komplexen Interaktion zwischen Tätern, Zielen und der Umwelt. Verschiedene Arten von
Verbrechen, darunter sowohl Eigentumsdelikte als auch Gewaltverbrechen,
folgen dabei raumzeitlichen Mustern. Langfristige Kriminalitätsmuster können
über Jahre und sogar Jahrzehnte anhalten, während ein erhöhtes kurzfristiges Risiko über einen Zeitraum von Tagen bis Wochen festgestellt werden
kann. Daher haben sowohl lang- als auch kurzfristige Modelle zur Kriminalitätsvorhersage einen theoretischen und praktischen Wert.
Das Aufkommen von urbanen und sozialen Big Data, gepaart mit Innovationen auf dem Gebiet des Maschinellen Lernens, hat die Forschung
in den aufstrebenden Bereichen der Computational Social Science und des
Urban Computing vorangetrieben. Diese Forschung hat zu einem besseren
Verständnis des menschlichen Verhaltens geführt und zur Entwicklung von
analytischen Lösungen für Herausforderungen in unseren Städten. Diese interdisziplinäre Arbeit erschliesst dieses Potenzial und untersucht Forschungsmöglichkeiten, die sich aus der Entwicklung oder der Anwendung moderner
Techniken des Data Science auf allgegenwärtige Daten ergeben. Es werden
mehrere Studien vorgestellt, die darauf abzielen, das Verständnis der raumzeitlichen Konzentration von Kriminalität in den drei Dimensionen Daten,
Modelle und Anwendungen voranzutreiben. Die Vorteile für das Erforschen
von Kriminalität sind zweierlei: (1) Es werden Innovationen im Bereich
raumzeitlicher Daten und Methoden zur lang- und kurzfristigen Kriminalitätsvorhersage und deren Anwendungen und Auswirkungen auf Forschung
und Praxis vorgestellt, und (2) es wird eine neuartige Anwendung von Daten aus ortsbezogenen Diensten vorgestellt, um eine sehr detaillierte und
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skalierbare Operationalisierung der Kriminalitätstheorie zu erreichen. Dies
verbessert unser allgemeines Verständnis von Kriminalität.
Mehrere Kriminalitätstheorien, einschliesslich der Social Disorganization Theory, haben vorgeschlagen, dass Kriminalitätskonzentrationen bis zu
einem gewissen Grad durch die sozialen Eigenschaften der Nachbarschaft
erklärt werden können (wie Einkommensniveau, Wohninstabilität und ethnische Heterogenität). Diese Theorien wurden in empirischen Studien mit
Hilfe von Volkszählungsstatistiken, welche die Wohnbevölkerung der jeweiligen Nachbarschaft beschreiben, umfassend validiert. Andere Theorien, wie
die Crime Pattern Theory, haben eine Verbindung zwischen Kriminalität
und den Eigenschaften und Aktivitäten der lokalen Bevölkerung vorgeschlagen. Doch bisher hatten die entsprechenden empirischen Studien nur begrenzte Daten zur Verfügung. Daher wertet die erste Studie in dieser Arbeit die Integration verschiedener urbaner Datenquellen, welche die Aktivitäten der umgebenden Bevölkerung erfassen, in Modelle zur langfristigen Vorhersage von Kriminalität aus. Mit dem Ziel, jährliche Kriminalitätszahlen in einer Nachbarschaft vorherzusagen, wendet die Studie mehrere Entscheidungsbaum-basierte Ensemblemodelle aus dem Maschinellen
Lernen an. Zu diesem Zweck wurde eine grosse und heterogene Menge von
Merkmalen aus Foursquare Locations und Check-ins, U-Bahn-Ausgängen
und Eingängen und Taxifahrten erstellt. Die Modellspezifikationen inklusive der menschlichen Aktivitätsmerkmale verbessern immer die Baselines,
welche nur Zensusdaten verwenden, und dies für alle Arten von Kriminalität und für verschiedene Auswertungen. Zum Beispiel erhöht sich die R2Kennzahl um 30 Prozentpunkte bei der Vorhersage von Kriminalität in zuvor
nicht betrachteten Stadtteilen (geographisches Testset) und um 7 Prozentpunkte bei der Vorhersage von Kriminalität im folgenden Jahr (zeitliches
Testset). Die Genauigkeit der Vorhersage variiert durch das Hinzufügen der
neuen Merkmalen je nach Kriminalitätsart: Den grössten Zugewinn erlangt
man bei schweren Diebstählen, während Übergri↵e durch die Zensusdaten
bereits gut vorhergesagt werden. Insbesondere liefern diejenigen Modelle,
welche Merkmale aus den Foursquare-Daten verwenden, die höchste prognostische Kapazität im Vergleich zu Modellen, welche Merkmale aus den
Taxi- oder U-Bahn-Daten verwenden. Die grösste Verbesserung durch die
Verwendung menschlicher Aktivitätsmerkmale wurde in belebten Stadtvierteln mit zum Beispiel Freizeit- oder Einkaufszonen beobachtet. Neben der
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Weiterentwicklung der Urban-Computing-Literatur bieten diese Ergebnisse
wertvolle Erkenntnisse für die Verantwortlichen der Stadtentwicklung.
Frühere Studien, einschliesslich der ersten Studie dieser Arbeit, beschränken
sich auf aggregierte Statistiken der Besucher bei der Beurteilung der Umgebungspopulation in einem Gebiet. Aus diesem Grund vernachlässigen sie die
zeitliche Dynamik der einzelnen menschlichen Bewegungen. Diesen Punkt
adressiert die zweite Studie dieser Arbeit. Sie präsentiert die erste Untersuchung, in wie weit granuläre Daten menschlicher Mobilität die raumzeitliche Konzentration von Kriminalität beschreiben und vorhersagen können.
Zu diesem Zweck schlägt die Studie die Verwendung von Daten aus standortbezogenen Diensten, insbesondere Foursquare, vor. Diese Art von Daten besteht aus einzelnen Bewegungen und bietet die Möglichkeit, zwischen
verschiedenen Arten von Mobilitätsströmen zu unterscheiden: (1) ein- oder
ausgehend aus einer Nachbarschaft, (2) in ihr verbleibend, oder (3) Bewegungen, bei denen Menschen sich durch eine gegebene Nachbarschaft hindurchbewegen. Dementsprechend modellieren die ersten beiden Typen von
Mobilitätsströmen das Konzept der routinemässigen Aktivitätsknoten aus
der Crime Pattern Theory, d.h. Orte, an denen Menschen routinemässig
Zeit zum Arbeiten, Einkaufen oder Ausgehen verbringen, während der letzte Typ die Wege zwischen diesen Orten erfasst. Das Hauptergebnis der
Studie ist die starke Bestätigung der Kriminalitätstheorie: Pro 100 Besucher, die zusätzlich an einem Standort verbleiben, erhöht sich die Kriminalität um 4.77 % und pro 100 Durchreisenden auf dem Weg zu anderen
Standorten erhöht sich die Kriminalität um 7.22 %. Diese Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die menschliche Mobilität, die aus den LBSN-Daten abgeleitet
wird, sehr e↵ektiv bei der Beschreibung der Kriminalkonzentration sein
kann und die theoretische Literatur der Kriminalität vorantreibt. Dies ist
für Kriminologen und Informatiker von hoher Relevanz. Verschiedene Arten
von Routinetätigkeiten unterscheiden sich in ihrem Verhältnis zur Kriminalität, wobei Freizeitaktivitäten den höchsten positiven Zusammenhang mit
Kriminalität aufweisen. Verbrechen werden ungleichmässig von den Mobilitätsströmen in der Region beeinflusst, wobei Diebstähle und Fahrzeugdiebstähle den stärksten positiven Zusammenhang mit der Mobilität in der
Nachbarschaft haben. Darüber hinaus erweist sich die neuartige Nutzung
digitaler Standortdaten als wirksames Instrument zur Vorhersage zeitlicher
Kriminalitätsprofile. In einer Out-of-Sample Evaluation verbessert ein ma-
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schinell lernendes Modell unter Verwendung menschlicher Mobilitätsströme
die Prognosefähigkeit eines Baseline Modells der historischen Kriminalität
um 10.54 % bei der Berücksichtigung von Eingangs- oder Ausgangs- und
Verbleibsströmen und um 11.29 % bei der zusätzlichen Berücksichtigung von
Transitströmen.
Regierungen auf der ganzen Welt haben begonnen, mit Predictive Po”
licing“ zu experimentieren, das heisst dem Einsatz von analytischen Methoden zur Identifikation von Orten krimineller Aktivität, bevor eine solche
überhaupt stattgefunden hat. Während der Schwerpunkt hier bisher auf
Gebiete mit hoher Bevölkerungsdichte gelegt wurde, befasst sich die letzte
in dieser Arbeit vorgestellte Studie mit dem anspruchsvollen Unterfangen,
Kriminalitäts-Hotspots in Regionen mit geringer Bevölkerungsdichte und
sehr ungleichmässig verteilter Kriminalität vorherzusagen. Dies führt zu einer starken Sparsity (Klassenungleichgewicht) der Ergebnisvariablen, was
die prädiktive Modellierung erschwert. Um dieses Problem zu adressieren,
schlägt die Studie einen Ansatz maschinellen Lernens für die raumzeitliche
Vorhersage vor, der speziell auf eine unausgewogene Verteilung der Klassenlabel zugeschnitten ist. Der Ansatz besteht aus einem Hyper-EnsembleModell, das die Ergebnisse mehrerer Basismodelle aggregiert, welche auf ausgewogenen Datensätzen, die durch zufälliges Under-Sampling kreiert wurden, trainiert worden sind. Mit der Aufgabe, tägliche granuläre Hotspots von
Einbrüchen vorherzusagen, wird das Modell in einem Setting mit modernsten Prädiktoren (sozioökonomischen, geografischen, zeitlichen, meteorologischen und kriminellen Variablen in feiner Auflösung) getestet und übertri↵t
alle Baselines aus der Literatur. Das hier vorgeschlagene Hyper-Ensemble
erhöht die Tre↵erquote deutlich von 18.1 % auf 24.6 %, wenn es um die Top
5 % der Hotspots geht, und von 53.1 % auf 60.4 %, wenn es um die Top 20 %
der Hotspots geht. Bei der Vorhersage von wöchentlichen Hotspots anstelle von täglichen Hotspots steigt die Performance und der Ansatz erreicht
eine Tre↵erquote von 51.9 % bei 5 % Abdeckung und eine Tre↵erquote von
74.4 % bei 20 % Abdeckung. Von allen Merkmalen liefern die Standortmerkmale die besten prädiktiven Ergebnisse in der dargestellten Konfiguration
und bestätigen die starke Relevanz der Social Disorganization Theory und
der Crime Pattern Theory für die kurzfristige Kriminalitätsvorhersage in
Gebieten mit geringer Bevölkerungsdichte. Als direkte Auswirkung helfen
die Ergebnisse den Entscheidungsträgern bei der Strafverfolgung und tra-
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gen zur Einführung der prädiktiven Polizeiarbeit in Regionen mit geringer
Bevölkerungsdichte bei.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Context and motivation

Crime is omnipresent in daily life. In the US alone, the total number of
reported crimes amounts to 2,837 per 100,000 inhabitants.1 This leads, first
of all, to immense financial losses to individuals, businesses, and organizations. For instance, according to recent figures from the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, annual financial losses due to burglary in the United States
amount to 3.6 bn USD, with an average cost of 2,361 USD per incident.2
But crime also often leads to other negative e↵ects such as physical harm
and psychological distress. The negative emotional reactions to crime, such
as fear of crime and heightened level of perceived risk, were found to result
in significant decrease in the quality of life (e.g., Grabosky, 1995; Doran &
Burgess, 2012).
Crime is not strictly a product of urban life, but it occurs in regions
with varying levels of urbanization and population density. Notably, over
50 % of household burglaries in the US occur in suburban or rural regions.3
Finally, crime represents a serious issue for most countries, including highly
developed ones. For example, Switzerland is one of the countries with the
highest life quality index in the world; yet, it has been consistently a top
destination for burglars in Europe due to its nature and location.4
Consequently, it is of utmost importance for research to advance our
1

https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2016/crime-in-the-u.s.-2016/topicpages/tables/table-1
2
https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2016/crime-in-the-u.s.-2016/topicpages/burglary
3
https://www.bjs.gov/index.cfm?ty=nvat
4
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/products-datasets/-/crim off cat
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understanding of crime and to support public decision-makers by developing
strategies for e↵ective crime prevention. Knowing where and when crime is
more likely to occur can help various actors engaged in crime reduction, such
as urban planners to design safer cities (Clarke, 2009) and police forces to
better direct their patrols (Braga, 2005).
Crime does not occur randomly in space and time. In fact, both property
crimes (such as burglary and larceny) and violent crimes (such as assault)
have been shown to exhibit spatio-temporal patterns (Johnson, 2010). Longterm crime patterns can persist for years and even decades (Weisburd et al.,
2012), while increased short-term risk has been found over a horizon period
of days to weeks (Bowers et al., 2004; Johnson et al., 2007). As such, both
long- and short-term crime prediction models have theoretical and operational value (Johnson, 2010; Taylor et al., 2015).
Year-to-year crime risk heterogeneity models are conceptually linked to
community criminology and the geography of crime (Shaw & McKay, 1942;
Brantingham & Brantingham, 1993) and have identified structural and physical correlates of high-crime communities at di↵erent spatial scales (Pratt
& Cullen, 2005; Taylor et al., 2015). Many studies have established the
relationship between high crime and the attributes of the resident population5 (for instance, ethnic heterogeneity, low socio-economic status, and
residential instability) (e.g., Taylor et al., 2015; Sampson et al., 1997) and
the attributes of the environment (for instance, the presence of bars, highway exits, or pawn shops) (e.g., Brantingham & Brantingham, 1995; Moreto,
2010).
Established theories of crime such as crime pattern theory (Brantingham
& Brantingham, 1993) have also proposed the link between neighborhood
crime and the non-residential activities of visitors in the neighborhood, yet
full operationalizations of these concepts are very scarce in the empirical
literature. With the emergence of mobile and ubiquitous computing after
the turn of the century, a plethora of geo-tagged human generated data can
now o↵er an approximation of the ambient population6 and its activities
throughout the city (Goodchild, 2007; Zheng et al., 2014a). Mobility data
5
The resident population is defined as the population which maintains residency (domicile) in a given neighborhood.
6
The ambient population is defined as the population which spends time (e. g. for
travel, work, study, or leisure) in a given neighborhood and does not necessarily maintain
residence there.
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from public transport or taxi operators and, in particular, LBSNs7 o↵er
a very vivid image of the city, being able to not only provide time and
location of human activity, but also the context (like traveling, shopping,
working, going out, etc.) in which activities occur. This leads to the unique
opportunity of measuring theoretical concepts at unprecedented granularity
and scale, and using them towards more robust tests of criminological theory
and more accurate forecasts of crime levels.
Short-term crime risk forecasts have foundations in the literature on
(near) repeat victimization (Bowers et al., 2004; Johnson, 2010; Mohler
et al., 2011), according to which an initial crime event will trigger a series
of related events in the upcoming days and weeks. In addition to information on past crime, these predictive models are often extended by further
spatio-temporal information describing the location and time (e.g., Wang
& Brown, 2012; Gerber, 2014). A number of studies, including randomized
controlled trials, have revealed the operative potential of short-term crime
prediction models (Chainey et al., 2008; Mohler et al., 2015). In response,
predictive policing solutions, such as PredPol8 and HunchLab9 , have been
developed and integrated into the daily work of police officers in several
major cities. This has led the National Research Council Committee to review research on police policies and practices, finding strong evidence that
taking a focused geographic approach to the problem of crime can increase
the e↵ectiveness of policing and could lead to better public decision-making
(National Research Council, 2004).

1.2

Background

This thesis is an interdisciplinary quest and this fact is strongly reflected in
its research background. Before the research objectives of this thesis can be
presented, it is important to survey the research background in the following
three key literature streams: (1) relevant theories from criminology aiming
at explaining spatio-temporal crime concentrations, (2) current approaches
7

Typical LBSNs such as Foursquare and Facebook Places, allow users to check in“
”
at real-world venues (e. g., restaurant, hotel, bar), share the check-in with their online
friends, and leave service reviews and other information. The check-in action bridges the
gap between the digital and physical worlds, resulting in an unprecedented opportunity
to understand the spatial, temporal, and semantic aspects of human activity.
8
https://www.predpol.com/
9
https://www.hunchlab.com/
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from statistical modeling to describe or predict crime and the data they
leverage, and (3) available sources and existing use cases of mining geotagged big data in the field of urban computing. This chapter outlines the
existing fundamental research on each of these subjects, while an additional
discussion of the specific related work can be found in Chapters 2, 3, and 4
respectively.

1.2.1
1.2.1.1

Theoretical background on crime concentrations
Spatio-temporal crime concentrations

Decades of research in criminology have demonstrated that crime is concentrated at di↵erent spatial scales, starting from concentrations at the area
level, to concentrations at the street and even the point level (Johnson,
2010). Regardless of the granularity level and the area under analysis, some
areas (so-called hotspots) have disproportionately more crime than others
(Johnson, 2010; Weisburd, 2015).
More recent work has also shown that crime concentrates with regularity not only in space, but also in time, and exhibits seasonal, weekly,
and even daily patterns (Andresen & Malleson, 2013, 2015). Furthermore,
numerous studies conducted across a variety of countries established that
burglary clusters temporally, where the location of a previous burglary (and
potentially its surrounding) will be targeted again (Johnson, 2008).
These findings have clear implications for the potential of spatio-temporal
crime prediction, and strongly motivate the current work.
1.2.1.2

Theories of crime

Aiming to derive an explanation of why crime concentrates, criminologists
have developed a series of theories. These theories have then been tested in
empirical studies which attempt to establish which of the proposed characteristics are indeed predictors of crime levels, in other words, which of them
better explain the statistical variation in the real world crime observations.
Theories of crime can be broadly split into two categories: (1) macrolevel or ecological theories that analyze how the overall characteristics of
delimited geographic units are related to crime, and (2) theories that focus
on those characteristics of individual o↵enders that incline them toward
crime (Pratt & Cullen, 2005).
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Since the aim of this work is crime modeling by means of aggregated
and anonymized data, only macro-level theories will be discussed in more
detail in the following paragraphs. Yet, for completeness reasons, the most
prominent examples of individual theories are noted here. The self-control
theory of crime (also called the general theory of crime) focuses on the role
of impulsivity in driving criminal behavior (Gottfredson & Hirschi, 1990),
while the general strain theory argues that negative experiences, or strains,
can lead to emotions that sometimes motivate criminal behavior (Agnew,
1992). The rational choice theory proposes that o↵enders are rational agents,
guided by their perceptions of e↵ort and reward (Cornish & Clarke, 1987).
Social disorganization theory
The first theory presented in detail in this section is the social disorganization theory and its o↵shoots (e.g., Shaw & McKay, 1942; Sampson et al.,
1997). The authors argue that structural conditions lead to higher levels
of social disorganization in neighborhoods, which in turn results in higher
crime rates. The theory is operationalized through measures of ethnic heterogeneity, socio-economic status estimates, and residential mobility in the
neighborhoods (Shaw & McKay, 1942). The contemporary versions of the
theory incorporate also measures of family disruption and collective efficacy
(Sampson, 1987; Sampson et al., 1997).
Lifestyle exposure theory
The lifestyle exposure theory suggests that victim behavior is very important
in the study of victimization (Hindelang et al., 1982). The authors observed
that particular subgroups of the population experience greater empirical risk
of victimization than other groups, and proposed that victimization was a
function of the victim’s lifestyle. Spending more time outside at night, away
from family, and in proximity of high-o↵ending groups could lead to more
exposure to crime. As such, young men from minority groups were found to
be at an increased risk (Hindelang et al., 1982).
Routine activity theory
The routine activity theory proposes that both o↵enders and victims play a
role in the criminal event. This theory highlights the importance of three
variables in the equation of crime: a motivated o↵ender, a suitable vic-
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tim/target, and the lack of guardianship (Cohen & Felson, 1979). For a
crime to occur, the physical convergence in time and space of these conditions is required. In everyday life, people (victims and o↵enders alike) spend
their time in so-called routine activities: working, studying, shopping, going
out. It is during these activities or on the way there, that potential victims
and o↵enders come in contact with each other. For example, a person who
works during the day in an office and returns home after work will probably
have a low probability of becoming a victim of theft or assault. In contrast,
if the person attends regularly crowded bars and sports events, the risk of
victimization increases.
Crime pattern theory
Crime pattern theory brings together rational choice theory, routine activity
theory and environmental factors towards a comprehensive explanation of
crime (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1993). The theory incorporates the
concept of routine activities and defines routine activity nodes as locations
where people live, work, or regularly spend leisure time. The routes people
take to travel back and forth from these nodes are called paths. A person’s awareness space awareness space is comprised of nodes and paths, and
represents those areas in the city that are familiar to her. Crime is then
theorized to emerge at the intersection of o↵enders and victims awareness
spaces or close by.
The same authors go further and also introduce the concept of criminogenic places in cities and divide them into crime attractors and crime generators (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1995). Crime attractors are places
which attract criminals, because there are known opportunities in those areas. As a consequence, the probability of a crime happening in those places
is higher compared to other places (e. g. night life district). In turn, crime
generators are places in which crime emerges at times where large number
of people are attracted to those places for reasons other than to o↵end (e. g.
massive sports events). Finally, specific places, such as areas around police
stations, can act as crime detractors (Kinney et al., 2008).
Broken windows theory
This survey has covered so far only theories that look at aggregated characteristics of o↵enders, victims, and their routines, but there are also other
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factors that influence criminal behavior. Notably, the broken windows theory proposes that degraded urban environments (such as broken windows,
graffiti, excessive litter) enhance criminal activities in the area (Wilson &
Kelling, 1982).
Eyes-on-the-street and defensible-space theories
Besides the above theories in criminology, there are also other, more qualitative works in urban planning, that have looked at the relationship between
the built environment, population and safety. Specifically, two notable works
do not agree whether the density and diversity of human activity within an
area are attracting crime or not. In the eyes-on-the-street theory, Jacobs
postulates that higher densities of people and buildings, pedestrian areas
and a mix of activities in the neighborhood act as crime deterrents (Jacobs,
1961). On the other hand, Newman suggests in the defensible-space theory that less built areas with more segregated activities are safer (Newman,
1973).
(Near) repeat victimization
When analyzing temporal crime variations, repeat victimization has a central focus. Research has shown that both individuals and properties which
have been once a target, are more likely to be robbed or burglarized again
in the future (Farrell & Pease, 2001; Johnson et al., 2007). In the case of
residential burglary, repeat victimization refers to either exact-repeat events
(consecutive burglaries at the exact same location) or to near-repeat events
(burglaries occurring within the spatial neighborhood of an initial focal burglary event) (Johnson et al., 2007). The former suggests that repeat victimization is the consequence of a contagion-like process: if a home has been
burgled on one occasion, the risk to the home is boosted, since the burglar
will return to exploit the opportunity further (Johnson, 2008). The latter
suggests that patterns of repeat victimization may be explained by variation
in time-stable risk factors across neighboring homes (Johnson, 2008).

1.2.2

Spatio-temporal crime modeling

Researchers in a wide range of fields like criminology, physics and data
mining have looked at modeling crime at various spatial and temporal scales,
using various methods and data. In this section, an overview of the existing
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literature along these two dimensions is presented.
1.2.2.1

Methods

One approach stemming from physics is to model crime and cities as complex
systems, through the lenses of urban scaling laws. Several studies at the
macro-place level have found that crime indicators scale super-linearly with
the population sizes of cities (Bettencourt et al., 2007, 2010; Alves et al.,
2013, 2015). In general, these studies carry out uni-variate (Alves et al.,
2013, 2015) or multi-variate (Alves et al., 2018) analysis of crime, i.e. crime
as a function of population or of other socio-economic variables, and at a high
aggregation level – that of cities. Also, at lower resolution, researchers have
confirmed that crime concentrates regardless of city (Oliveira et al., 2017)
and have found relevant allometric relations between peace disturbance and
the resident population, as well as between property crimes and the floating
population (Caminha et al., 2017).
But most research in crime modeling occurs at intra-city level, i.e. at
meso-place or micro-place levels, and looks at spatial units of analysis such
as existing administrative units (e. g., census tracts), grid cells, or street
segments (Weisburd, 2015). Furthermore, by looking at the temporal unit
of analysis, one can distinguish between two types of prediction models.
The first type of models, consisting of long-term crime prediction models,
aim at modeling long-term crime by looking at aggregated crime rates over
1 to 5 years. Such models are usually utilized to understand the long-term
underlying risk of a region and the potential factors associated with it and
have the potential to deliver useful insights for both criminology and urban
studies. The second category of models is the category of short-term crime
prediction models, where the dependent variable is aggregated over short
time periods varying from 1 day to 1 month. Such models can be highly
beneficial in tactical setups, such as predictive policing, and are as such,
highly relevant for practice.
The most basic and widely applied model that relies on the insights
from spatial crime concentrations is the hotspot model (Eck et al., 2005). It
clusters past incidents into regions of high risk (the so-called hotspots) using
statistical methods like kernel density estimation (KDE) or mixture models.
In this case, the past is prologue for the future: crime is likely to occur where
crime has already occurred. This model was advanced into the prospective
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hotspot model, where overlapping kernels are combined in order to compute
the risk at a given location and time. Instead of a simple summation, the
prospective hotspot model utilizes an atypical risk function with parameters
set a priori, which gives events in the near past a stronger contribution to
the final risk density (Bowers et al., 2004). Hotspot models are used for both
long-term and short-term predictive modeling (Bowers et al., 2004; Johnson
et al., 2008).
Another set of basic models relying only on past crime are repeat and
near-repeat models. The assumption is that some future crimes will occur
very near to current crimes in time and place. Very much like contagious diseases or earthquakes, crime can spread through micro-time and micro-place
(D’Orsogna & Perc, 2015; Mohler et al., 2011). One of the most established
models is the adaptation of self-exciting point processes from earthquake
modeling to crime modeling (Mohler et al., 2011). It enjoyed high media
coverage, and lead to the development of PredPol10 – a predictive policing
software deployed by many US-based police departments. The intuition behind it is as follows: (1) every map location has a long-term background
”
rate“ at which new crimes occur, (2) when a new crime has just been committed, the rate for new crimes at the location will jump up temporarily
– seen as the aftershock rate“. This is particularly true for burglaries.
”
Further models of crime and terrorism were developed, such as the marked
point process which captures short-term and long-term patterns of risk over
di↵erent types of incidents (Mohler, 2014). By construction, these models
are suitable for short-term crime forecasting.
A common major drawback of all the previous methods is their lack
of applicability to new study areas where no past crime data is available.
They also do not make use of any additional data that might be available.
Di↵erent approaches present in literature mitigate these shortcomings and
can accommodate for the incorporation of crime correlates in predictive
models of crime: risk terrain modeling (RTM), generalized linear models, as
well as more sophisticated methods from machine learning and data mining.
RTM is a heuristic approach which identifies the level of risk stemming
from characteristics of the environments based on a preliminary manual
analysis of spatial features that correlate with crime (Caplan et al., 2011).
The environmental characteristics identified are highly dependent on the
10
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type of crime. For example, spatial crime correlating factors for urban residential burglary include positive correlates (e. g., proximity to pawn shops)
and negative correlates (e. g., proximity to police stations) (Moreto, 2010).
The key challenge for applying RTM in a certain area is to find the spatial characteristics with high correlation values and then to explicitly define
the crime risk as a weighted sum of them. In studies that use RTM for
crime prediction (e.g., Dugato, 2013), the main drawback of the generated
models is their static nature, since only time-invariant characteristics are
considered and combined additively. The forecast horizon for which predictions are made (e. g., the next 6 months) renders RTM as suitable only for
long-term modeling.
Generalized linear models fit a parametric function between the dependent variable (crime) and a set of explanatory variables. Next to linear
regression (e.g., Felson & Boivin, 2015; Wang et al., 2016; Kadar et al.,
2017), the Poisson regression has been used extensively in the literature to
predict crime counts (e.g., Osgood, 2000; Kadar et al., 2015; Wang et al.,
2016; Vomfell et al., 2018). It assumes that the predicted quantity has
a Poisson distribution and models the logarithm of its expected value as a
linear combination of the input variables. Alternatives are the negative binomial regression to correct for over-dispersion in the data (the variance of the
observations is greater than the conditional mean) or the zero-inflated Poisson and negative binomial models to handle zero-inflation (the case when
counts are often zero) (Piza, 2012). To account for the fact that crime
distributions have a marked spatial auto-correlation, researchers introduce
spatial lag models (e.g., Kadar et al., 2017; Vomfell et al., 2018) or spatially
smoothed outcome variables (e.g., Taylor et al., 2015) to account for the
contribution of the neighboring observations. In general, such models are
fitted in-sample and employed for long-term predictive crime modeling.
In contrast, machine learning models bring the ability to incorporate and
combine rich spatio-temporal datasets from various data sources in a nonlinear fashion. They are also able to better generalize and deliver competitive predictive performance out-of-sample. First examples of such models
are spatio-temporal GAMs (Wang & Brown, 2011, 2012). These models are
extensions of regression models on grids, where the spatio-temporal features
can be indexed by time. The real e↵ect of such factors on the level of crime is
often not linear, and the GAMs can capture such non-linearities by modeling
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the link function of the dependent variable as a linear combination of unknown smooth functions of the independent variables. Recently, researchers
have also employed logistic regression (Gerber, 2014; Rummens et al., 2017),
gradient boosting (Vomfell et al., 2018), neural networks (Rummens et al.,
2017), and random forests (Bogomolov et al., 2014; Vomfell et al., 2018) to
predict short-term crime. The form of the dependent variable varies from
daily hotspots (e.g., Gerber, 2014) to bi-weekly (Vomfell et al., 2018) and
monthly crime counts (e.g., Bogomolov et al., 2014; Wang & Brown, 2012).
Due to their high flexibility, machine learning models lend themselves for
both short- and long-term crime prediction.
Next to the place-centric approaches explained in the previous paragraphs, researchers have devoted attention also to people-centric approaches.
For instance, Series Finder is a machine learning approach to the problem
of detecting specific patterns in crimes towards identifying those committed
by serial o↵enders, individual or groups (Yu et al., 2014).
Finally, in a di↵erent branch of the literature, in order to deal with the
complex, spatially and temporally distributed nature of crime, researchers
have attempted the use of agent-based modeling (ABM) to simulate crime
patterns. The applications include theory testing (e.g., Gro↵, 2007), testing
of prevention strategies (e.g., Devia & Weber, 2013), and even forecasting
the development of crime (e.g., Malleson et al., 2010). While most works
concentrate on the cognitive reasons for an o↵ender to commit crime by
including the agent’s individual characteristics and the guardianship level
of the targets, recent work has attempted to simulate o↵ender mobility onroute to possible targets (Rosés et al., 2018).
1.2.2.2

Data

Central to all techniques presented above is crime incidents data. This
data consists of reported crime events, whereby each event is characterized
by: location (exact address or aggregated, e. g., at the level of zip code),
time (exact timestamp or date), and additional attributes such as crime
type (burglary, robbery, vehicle theft, and so on). Depending on country
and legislation, complete incident-level data can be public and as such directly available to researchers (e. g., in the case of US) or not public (e. g.,
in the case of Switzerland). Crime data always represents the dependent
variable in the models, and, in the case of models inspired by (near) repeat
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victimization, it is also used to code historical crime events.
Traditionally, census data on socio-demographic and economical factors
such as population density, unemployment rates, average net income, percentage of minority groups, percentage of rented or vacant households was
used by criminologists to explain neighborhood crime rates (Rummens et al.,
2017; Shaw & McKay, 1942; Sampson et al., 1997; Taylor et al., 2015). The
motivation lies in the social disorganization theory and its derivates.
An alternative approach relies on static land use indicators as metrics for
neighborhood function (e.g., Brantingham & Brantingham, 1975), but these
studies are limited by an only implicit temporal dimension: the presence
of workplaces increases day-time population, while a district with bars and
restaurants attracts people at night (Felson & Boivin, 2015). Continuing to
draw upon findings from routine activity theory and crime pattern theory,
researchers have used a combination of more elaborate spatial data (such as
proximity to or counts of bus stations, governmental buildings, pawn shops,
night life establishments, stores, parks, etc.), and temporal data (such as
time of day/week/year, temporal proximity to special events such as football
games, etc.) to predict criminal incidents (Rummens et al., 2017; Wang &
Brown, 2011, 2012).
Most recent work in criminology builds on origin-destination transportation data from household surveys to model population flows in cities Felson
& Boivin (2015) and account for urban routine activities. This approach is
very costly and does not scale. Also, it is prone to omitting tourists and,
most importantly, lacks temporal dynamics.
In addition, research in the data mining community has explored the
use of geo-located big data from online services and infrastructure systems
in explaining, predicting, and even simulating models of crime. Researchers
investigated: topics derived from Twitter posts combined with KDE on
past crime (Gerber, 2014), aggregated mobile phone data (Bogomolov et al.,
2014; Traunmueller et al., 2014), points-of-interest (POI)s and aggregated
transportation data (Wang et al., 2016), and aggregated human activity
data (e. g., the number of Foursquare check-ins and tweets) (Kadar et al.,
2017; Vomfell et al., 2018; Rosés et al., 2018). In general, adding novel
predictors resulted into an increase of model fit, prediction performance, or
calibration to past data. However, these works employ aggregated numbers
(such as total numbers of POIs, check-ins, or tweets) as an indicator of
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visitors presence in the area, and are ignoring their actual pathways while
moving in the city.

1.2.3

Urban computing

Nowadays, sensing technologies and large-scale computing infrastructures
produce a variety of big data in urban spaces: infrastructure data, human
mobility data, communications data, air quality data, etc. The vision of
the emerging field of urban computing (Zheng et al., 2014a) is to unlock the
power of big and heterogeneous data collected in urban spaces and apply it to
solve major issues cities face today. The authors identify several application
areas of urban computing, such as urban planning, transportation systems,
environmental issues, energy consumption, social applications, commercial
applications, and public safety and security (Zheng et al., 2014a). While
the work put forward in this thesis fits in the latter category, in this section
examples from all application areas will be provided.
Traditionally, urban planners have relied heavily on surveys to infer
trends in urban phenomena and inform their decision making. But survey data may not be timely enough and may lack the desired granularity
and coverage. For example, the development of a city leads to a gradual formation of di↵erent functional regions, such as business areas and residential
areas. While in some cases, these areas may have been initially envisioned
by the urban developers, in other cases, they may have emerged organically
according to the actual lifestyles and needs of the local population. Hence,
one of the focus areas of urban computing has been to automatically infer
functional regions in a city. For instance, researchers in Cranshaw et al.
(2012) employ a spectral clustering algorithm to extract dynamic areas of
a city based on check-ins collected from users of a LBSN. Qualitative interviews with the local residents validated that the approach revealed the
distinctly characterized areas of the city. In another setup, authors in Yuan
et al. (2012) use a topic-based model to extract the distribution of functions
across a city’s regions by exploiting POIs and taxi trips data, and match
the discovered regions agains the official land use planning.
With more people moving to the cities, cities will be su↵ering from an
overly stressed road transportation network. Hence, modeling and managing citywide traffic patterns, as well as building more e↵ective and travelerfriendly public transportation systems, are a top priority for city officials
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around the world. Towards this vision, researchers have, for example, proposed a model for estimating the travel time of a path based on current and
historical vehicle trajectories and static map data (Wang et al., 2014), developed a service which provides taxi drivers with locations and routes where
they are more likely to pick up passengers quickly and passengers with locations in walking distance where they can easily find vacant taxis (Yuan
et al., 2013), or mined electronic ticketing data to develop personalized travel
tools for passengers (Lathia et al., 2010) and minimize their future spendings on public transportation (Lathia & Capra, 2011). Researchers have also
mined heterogeneous urban open data for optimal placement of bike sharing
stations (e.g., Chen et al., 2015).
Rapid urbanization also has often times a negative impact on the environment and leads to higher pollution, such as decreased air quality and
increased noise levels. Research in Zheng et al. (2015) utilizes current meteorological data, weather forecasts, and current air quality data to forecast
air quality within the next two days. Towards this end, the work proposes a
predictive framework which dynamically aggregates forecasts from specialized predictors based on spatial, temporal, and inflection data. Research
in Zheng et al. (2014b) infers the fine-grained noise situation in the city
at di↵erent times of the day, by means of POIs, road network, and LBSN
check-ins data. Noise is inferred based on a tensor decomposition, and the
method is evaluated both on historical data and on recorded noises from a
field study.
Growing cities consume more and more energy, requiring technologies
that can sense and optimize city-wide energy demands. Towards this goal,
authors in Zhang et al. (2015) use taxi trajectories towards a real-time sensing of refueling behavior and citywide gas consumption. As in similar work
noted above, a context-aware collaborative filtering approach is used to solve
the data sparsity issue. Aiding the design of charging and storage infrastructure for electrical vehicles, the work presented in Momtazpour et al. (2012)
proposes a clustering technique for the placement of charging stations.
Significant research within the field of urban computing answered fundamental questions for science and society as a whole. This is partly due to
the unique ability of LBSNs to bridge the gap between the behavior of users
in the physical and digital worlds (Cranshaw et al., 2010). For example,
Foursquare data proved instrumental in basic research on human dynamics,
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where it aided the discovery of universal patterns of human urban mobility
(Noulas et al., 2012). In general, geo-tagged tweets, photos, and checkins helped in understanding behavioral patterns and lifestyles (Yuan et al.,
2013). Similarly, geo-located social media data was used for measuring urban
social diversity (Hristova et al., 2016), for quantifying the impact of cultural
investments (Zhou et al., 2017), and even for modeling the spatio-temporal
evolution of chronic diseases (Wang et al., 2018).
By combining several data sources of urban big data, previous research
has predicted real estate rankings and prices from the urban environment
(e.g., De Nadai & Lepri, 2018; Fu et al., 2014). Other works have looked
specifically at the application of LBSN check-ins data in a commercial context. Such data was used for retail site location planning (Karamshuk et al.,
2013), for predicting the temporal activity pattern of newly opened venues
(D’Silva et al., 2018b), as well as for predicting the survival of already existing retail businesses (D’Silva et al., 2018a).
Environmental disasters, pandemics, accidents, crime and terrorism pose
threats to public safety and security. Examples of studies tackling these
issues include mining a large database of GPS records to discover short and
long-term evacuation behaviors of individuals during disasters (Song et al.,
2013), and mining traffic anomalies from drivers’ routing behavior on the
urban road network and social media for matching incident descriptions
(Pan et al., 2013). Finally, related work on mining urban big data for crime
prediction was extensively reviewed in the previous section.

1.3

Objective and approach

The work outlined in this thesis explores research opportunities emerging
from the application or development of state-of-the-art data science techniques on ubiquitous large-scale data. The benefits for the study of crime
are two-fold. On the one hand, this thesis proposes innovations in terms of
spatio-temporal data and methods for long- and short-term crime prediction and their applications and implications for criminology, urban studies,
and predictive policing. On the other hand, this thesis also puts forward
a novel application of LBSN data towards a very granular and scalable operationalization of crime theory that advances our general understanding
of the crime phenomenon phenomenon and our ability to explain and pre-
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dict crime concentrations. The exact thesis objectives are detailed in the
following sections.

1.3.1

Advancing long-term crime prediction

As outlined in Section 1.2, crime concentrations can be explained to a certain extent by the attributes of the resident population in the neighborhood.
More precisely, the theories that have proposed this link – such as the social disorganization theory (Sampson et al., 1997; Shaw & McKay, 1942) –
have been extensively validated in empirical studies utilizing official statistics from the census (Pratt & Cullen, 2005). Yet, studies related to theories
that propose a link between crime and the attributes of the ambient population in the area – such as the crime pattern theory (Brantingham &
Brantingham, 1993) – have had limited data to work with (Felson & Boivin,
2015).
Section 1.2 also described that, within the growing field of urban computing, the value of geo-located big urban data from various platforms has
been recently established in a variety of application areas. As such, spatial
and spatio-temporal factors describing the structure and dynamics of cities
may also prove valuable within the application area of urban safety. Specifically, data sources capturing the activities of the ambient population and
potential criminogenic places in an area (e. g., bars, restaurants, shopping
malls) should be evaluated and leveraged in prediction models of neighborhood crime. Hence, the first research objective of this thesis is to advance
the literature on long-term crime prediction and investigate in a explorative
study the following research question:
Research Question 1: Which urban human activity data can be leveraged
to improve long-term crime prediction models?
In order to answer this question, and in contrast to other studies, an
extensive set of spatial and spatio-temporal features from di↵erent data
sources of urban human activity was derived based on existing literature
from criminology, urban studies, and urban computing. The ability of the
proposed features to predict yearly crime counts was systematically tested
and compared against the ability of traditional features derived from the
official census. In a case study on data from NYC, di↵erent machine learning
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techniques were evaluated on the large resulting set of features. Specifically,
over 273,000 Foursquare venues which experienced over 122 million checkins, 21 million subway turnstile counts, 340 million taxi drives, and over
174,000 crime incidents were processed in this case study.

1.3.2

Advancing theory testing

The results presented in Chapter 2 have revealed that, among all investigated
data sources of human activity, LBSN data showed the greatest potential
for integration in crime models, exhibiting the highest prognostic capacity.
However, a strong limitation of this work and of prior research is that they
use only aggregated proxies for activity locations (i. e., check-ins in venues)
and neglect the mobility of people between these locations.
Yet, crime pattern theory defines people’s awareness spaces as consisting
of two distinct elements: routine activity nodes (locations of regular activities, such as work, shopping, or leisure) and pathways (frequently traveled
routes between the activity nodes). As such, a rigorous operationalization
of this theory requires the instantiation of the movements taken by the nonresidential visitors, and not only of their activities conducted in the neighborhood. This motivates the second research objective of this thesis which
is to advance theory testing and answer the following research question:
Research Question 2: How can LBSN data be leveraged to rigorously test
crime pattern theory?
To address this question, detailed human mobility flows were derived
from proprietary Foursquare data and used to operationalize the awareness
spaces of individuals in an urban environment. Both activity nodes (by
means of venue check-ins) and pathways (by means of shortest paths taken
by users between consecutive check-ins) were fully captured at unprecedented urban coverage and temporal granularity. Notably, both components
were found to be significantly and positively linked to the crime levels in the
neighborhood. Furthermore, they were found to yield e↵ective forecasting
of the hourly profiles of neighborhood crime levels, outperforming established baselines. Almost 2.7 million consecutive check-ins and 115,000 crime
incidents over the course of two years were processed in this study.
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1.3.3

Advancing short-term crime prediction

The availability of large-scale, geo-tagged, human-generated data in urban
environments has provided alternative measures for the ambient population
and enabled the formulation of the previous two research objectives. Yet
such data remains unavailable beyond large metropolitan areas. Nonetheless, understanding spatio-temporal crime concentrations and developing effective crime prevention strategies (such as predictive policing) is highly
relevant also for areas with lower population densities, and not only for
metropolitan areas.
Large and sparsely populated areas including towns and villages exhibit
highly unequally-distributed crime levels. This results in a severe class imbalance of the outcome variable (crime or no crime), which challenges the
direct application of traditional machine learning algorithms towards spatiotemporal prediction of crime hotspots. Hence, the final research objective
of this thesis is to advance the literature on short-term crime prediction and
answer the following research question:
Research Question 3: How can predictive policing be applied to low population density areas?
In order to answer this question, and di↵erent to the current approaches
in high population density areas, an imbalanced-aware machine learning approach was proposed to tackle the sparsity of crime events in low population
density areas. The ability of the proposed framework to predict daily burglary hotspots was systematically tested and compared against established
baselines in the literature for class imbalance on empirical data from the
canton of Aarau in Switzerland. Specifically, a hyper-ensemble of random
under-sampling models was introduced and evaluated on socio-economic,
geographical, temporal, meteorological, and past crime features in a granular spatio-temporal resolution that allows for the tactical application of the
model in a predictive policing setting.
Despite the fact that they answer di↵erent research questions, all supporting studies in the upcoming chapters follow a similar structural approach:
understanding the relevant theoretical background from criminology
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and urban studies;
identifying the corresponding data sources, processing the data, and
applying feature engineering according to the theory insights;
employing existing or proposing new predictive/explanatory crime models and baselines, depending on the intended audience and goal;
formulating the implications of the obtained results for both research
and practice.

1.4

Thesis outline

In this opening chapter, the motivation for the research presented in this
thesis, the related work, and the research objectives, were outlined. The
remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Firstly, Chapter 2 thoroughly investigates the potential of combining several large-scale datasets of
urban human activity and techniques from machine learning to predict longterm neighborhood crime counts. Subsequently, Chapter 3 concentrates on
testing crime pattern theory at unprecedented granularity, by leveraging
urban human mobility flows from location-based services. Changing focus
from highly populated areas to less populated areas, Chapter 4 proposes
techniques of imbalance-aware machine learning for predicting short-term
burglary hotspots. Finally, this thesis is concluded with a summary of key
findings, the implications for both research and practice, and an outlook on
the opportunities that the presented, along with additionally proposed, data
science techniques bring to the future of spatial crime modeling.
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Chapter 2
Leveraging human activity data for
long-term crime prediction in high
population density areas

This chapter addresses the first of the research objectives presented in Section 1.3 of this thesis. Namely, it aims at answering whether novel data
capturing the ambient population of a neighborhood can be used to accurately predict the neighborhood crime levels and whether such data can
outperform traditional data capturing the resident population of the neighborhood. To this end, public data from an open data platform, census,
public transportation and taxi operators, and location-based services are
leveraged.
The chapter opens by revisiting the motivation of understanding the
impact of the ambient population on crime, and going into more detail on
the latest studies that the analysis builds upon. The specific materials and
methods that were utilized to create features describing the ambient and the
resident population, and the prediction of yearly neighborhood crime counts
from these, are then described. The results of the empirical analysis on data
from NYC are then presented. Finally, the chapter closes with a discussion
of the findings and the conclusions that can be drawn from the work.

2.1

Introduction

Initially, criminological studies have focused solely on socio-demographic
and economical attributes as factors correlating with both criminality and
victimization. Under the umbrella of the social disorganization theory, a
series of criminological studies have explained crime as a product of the
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ecological attributes of the neighborhood: ethnic heterogeneity, low income
levels, and residential instability lead to more criminal activity in the neighborhood (Pratt & Cullen, 2005; Sampson et al., 1997). Moreover, specific
groups of people tend to have lifestyles that expose them to higher risk of
victimization compared to other groups – as explained by the lifestyle exposure theory (Hindelang et al., 1982). For instance: men, young adults, and
African Americans have been found to experience higher risk of victimization
(Hindelang et al., 1982).
The routine activity theory extends the model beyond the attributes of
the resident population towards opportunity and postulates there are three
elements which need to be present in time and space for a crime to occur:
a motivated o↵ender, a suitable target, and a lack of guardianship (Cohen
& Felson, 1979). Crime pattern theory builds upon the routine activity
theory and analyzes criminogenic places in cities: places that make crime
easy and profitable and are the by-products of the environments that are
built to support the requirements of everyday life (e. g. homes, shops, offices,
government buildings, parks, bus stops or sports stadia) (Brantingham &
Brantingham, 1993).
In terms of data, traditionally, quantitative models explaining crime have
leveraged statistics available from the census, describing the resident population of a given neighborhood (Hindelang et al., 1982; Sampson et al., 1997).
From a theoretical point of view, these models have relied on the initial
theories in criminology, such as social disorganization theory and lifestyle
exposure theory.
But census data has an intrinsic limitation, in that it only o↵ers a static
and sometimes obsolete image of the city, without capturing the environment
and the people dynamics over time and space. There is now the opportunity
for non-conventional factors to be integrated in crime prediction models by
tapping into novel data sources that reflect the structure and dynamics of
cities.
With the advent of internet-enabled mobile devices, citizens have become sensors (Goodchild, 2007) that produce rich data revealing the intensity and nature of human activity in cities. Specifically, location-based social
networks (LBSNs) like Foursquare bridge the physical and digital worlds by
allowing their users to share their location when visiting di↵erent spots in a
city. Such services expose information on the location, time, and nature of
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the activities their users engage in (like shopping, eating out, commuting,
being at home, etc.). Moreover, the users can be seen as exponents of the
ambient population in an area, a more loyal measure of the population at
risk expected in that area at any given time. This thesis argues that characteristics of such data can be integrated in models of urban crime. Such
data already proved its added value in other applications. For example,
researchers have successfully showed that Foursquare can be used to automatically infer urban clusters which reflect the local dynamics and character
of life of the area (Cranshaw et al., 2012). Furthermore, transportation data
has the capability of capturing the population in and outer flows in di↵erent
parts of the city. For example, researchers have mined subway usage data
to identify deprived areas in the city (Smith et al., 2013). All this leads to
the current unique chance of empirically measuring aspects of criminological theories relying on human activity data (such as crime pattern theory)
which was previously prohibited at large scale.

Hence, in this work, the potential of geo-tagged human activity data
for long-term crime prediction models is investigated. Such data is used
to model: (1) criminogenic places (attractors and generators) in form of
POI and (2) the ambient population in a neighborhood in form of spatiotemporal factors derived from LBSN check-ins, taxi pick-ups/drop-o↵s and
metro entries/exits. These factors are then compared to the classical factors
from census that capture the resident population in a neighborhood. The
full models (including both sets of features) can predict yearly neighborhood
crimes with a coefficient of determination (R2 ) of up to 65% when testing
on neighborhoods which have not been used during the training phase of
the models, and with a R2 of up to 89% when testing on next year data.
In comparison to the census-only baselines, this translates to improvements
of 30 percentage points (on a geographical out-of-sample test set) and of
7 percentage points (on a temporal out-of-sample test set). Furthermore,
looking at the major crime types, it is shown that, in the case of grand larcenies, improvements of up to 43 percentage points and of up to 9 percentage
points, respectively, can be achieved.
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2.2
2.2.1

Related work
Human activity data

A special category of urban big data consists of human activity data and
researchers in the di↵erent application areas started to leverage it. For example, within the urban planning and transportation domains, the authors
in Yuan et al. (2012) attempt to infer the functions of di↵erent regions in the
city of Beijing by analyzing the spatial distribution of commercial activities
and GPS taxi traces, while the authors in Chen et al. (2015) mine di↵erent
urban open data sources including LBSNs in the cities of Washington, D.C.
and Hangzhou for optimal bike sharing station placement. Furthermore,
for commercial purposes, researchers mine LBSNs for optimal retail store
placement (Karamshuk et al., 2013) or the London metro data for insights
into the financial spending of transport users (Lathia & Capra, 2011), and a
variety of urban big data sources for predicting commercial activeness (Yang
et al., 2017).
Within the public safety and security sector, scholars have just recently
started to investigate the potential use of social media (Gerber, 2014), of
mobile data (Bogomolov et al., 2014), and of taxi flow data (Wang et al.,
2016) for the purpose of crime inference/prediction across several major
cities (Los Angeles, London, and Chicago, respectively). In a related literature stream, authors in (Venerandi et al., 2015) exploit POI from di↵erent
sources to build classifiers of urban deprivation (a composite score of seven
domains, with crime being just one of them) for neighborhoods in the UK,
while authors in (Smith et al., 2013), assess the potential of subway flow
data to identify areas of high urban deprivation in London.
However, a systematic test of spatio-temporal human activity features
is lacking in the literature. Here, three sources of urban human activity
data in NYC will be tested in regard to their potential for long-term crime
prediction: Foursquare venues check-ins, subway stations exits/entries, and
taxi rides pick-ups and drop-o↵s.

2.2.2

Long-term crime prediction

In terms of techniques, long-term crime prediction models rely on classical
inference models like the, sometimes geographically-weighted (Taylor et al.,
2015; Wang et al., 2016; Kadar et al., 2017), linear (Wang et al., 2016),

Switzerland

Philadelphia

Chicago

NYC

NYC

Osgood (2000)

Kadar et al. (2015)

Taylor et al. (2015)

Wang et al. (2016)

Kadar et al. (2017)

This work

Spatial resolution

Census tracts (geographic hierarchy)

Census tracts (geographic hierarchy)

Community areas (geographic hierarchy)

Census block groups (geographic hierarchy)

Communities (geographic hierarchy)

Counties (geographic hierarchy)

Temporal resolution

1 year

4 years

1 year

1 year

1 year

5 years

Features

Census + POI + LBSN + taxi + subway

Census + LBSN

Census + POI + taxi

Crime + census

Census + POI + roads

Census

Method

Random forest, gradient boosting, extra-trees

Spatial lag model

Geographical negative binomial model

Spatially smoothed negative binomial model

LASSO Poisson model

Poisson, negative binomial models

Table 2.1: Key studies on long-term crime prediction (i. e., 1 to 5 years). The overview shows the lack of works that apply
machine learning techniques to study the predictive power of spatio-temporal features from sources of human activity data.

Study area

US

Study
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Poisson (Osgood, 2000; Kadar et al., 2015) or negative binomial (Osgood,
2000; Wang et al., 2016) regressions, where the task is to predict crime
levels and the performance of the model is evaluated in terms of in-sample
goodness of fit.
In terms of data, the traditional models in criminology make use of the
classical demographic crime correlates, such as residential instability, ethnic
heterogeneity, poverty rates, or income rates (Osgood, 2000; Taylor et al.,
2015). Moving to the data mining community, authors in Kadar et al. (2015)
use census data, OpenStreetMap POI data, and features of the road network
to predict annual burglary levels for municipalities in Switzerland by means
of regularized linear regressions tested on a one year left-out sample. Most
recent work on long-term crime prediction (Wang et al., 2016) makes use of
novel nodal features (Foursquare POI data next to demographic data) and
edge features (geographical influence of direct neighbors or as computed
by taxi flow data) to explain crime rates at community level by means of
geographical linear and negative-binomial regressions. Similarly, authors in
Kadar et al. (2017) compare and contrast the explanatory power of a limited
set of census and Foursquare features for describing aggregated census tract
crime levels.
These studies are summarized in Table 4.1 across several dimensions.
The overview exposes the fact that all studies to date employ generalized
linear models and highlights the dearth of works utilizing machine learning techniques. In this work, tree-based ensemble models from machine
learning (random forest, gradient boosting, and extra-trees) are proposed
to improve the prediction performance on an out-of-sample test set of the
high-dimensional multi-modal feature vector.

2.2.3

Research gap and contributions

This work advances the literature on long-term crime prediction models.
Compared to previous work in this body of work, it makes following contributions:
1. in terms of data, it is the first to craft a comprehensive set of spatial
and spatio-temporal features describing the dynamics of human activity in an area, as captured by the usage of social networks, public
transportation, and road transportation and use this data describing
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the ambient population to enhance the traditional set of features describing the resident population as modeled by the census statistics.
2. in terms of techniques, it employs latest averaging and boosting ensemble techniques from machine learning, which in comparison to the
current linear models in literature, can deal with the large number of
features described above.
3. in terms of evaluation, it tests the models on geographical and temporal out-of-sample test sets, to prove generalization and compare them
against a weak-baseline based solely on census data and a against a
strong-baseline based on census and POI data. This research furthermore compares the individual predictive power of the considered data
sources of human activity: Foursquare venues/check-ins, subway exits/entries, and yellow and green taxi rides.
4. in terms of unit of analysis, it analyzes crime at a granular level, with
counts of various types of urban crime being e↵ectively predicted at a
high degree of geographic resolution, namely census tracts. Di↵erent
degrees of predictive performance are obtained across the di↵erent
crime types.
5. in terms of interpretability and unlike most studies within the urban
computing community, it motivates the choice of features in criminal theory and discuss and interpret the results of the models in this
context.

2.3
2.3.1

Methods and materials
Data

NYC is a city that has experienced crime across time, though the levels have
dropped since the 1990s (Langan & Durose, 2003), some attributing the success to new policing tactics and the end of the crack epidemic (Blumstein &
Wallman, 2000). Furthermore, as part of an initiative to improve the accessibility, transparency, and accountability of the city government, the NYC
Open Data platform1 provides massive data in machine-readable formats on
1

https://nycopendata.socrata.com/
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buildings, streets, infrastructure, businesses, permits, licenses, crime, 311
complaints, public transportation, and many more. Furthermore, NYC’s
8.5 million inhabitants leave rich digital footprints of their daily activity in
various location-based online services, NYC being the most popular city on
Foursquare2 with about 132 million check-ins as of May 20163 .
2.3.1.1

Crime data

The raw crime dataset was downloaded from the NYC Open Data platform.
For anonymization reasons, in case the o↵ense has not occurred at an intersection, the New York Police Department (NYPD) projects the location
of the incident to the center of the block (street segment). Furthermore,
crime complaints which involve multiple o↵enses are classified according to
the most serious o↵ense4 . Next to the total number of incidents, this work
concentrate on the following five felony types: grand larceny (which is the
theft of another’s property, including money, over a certain value), robbery,
burglary, felony assault, and grand larceny of motor vehicle – leaving out the
murder and rape cases which have very di↵erent underlying causal mechanisms and are also reported on a higher aggregation level. The data of the
last 2 complete years (2014 and 2015) is kept for analysis. This yields a
total number of 174,682 incidents across the five boroughs of NYC: Bronx,
Brooklyn, Manhattan, Queens and Staten Island.
2.3.1.2

Census data

The census data for NYC was obtained from two separate sources, the 2010
Decennial Census, as well as the 2010-2014 and the 2011-2015 American
Community Survey (ACS). In both cases, the data was fetched from the
FTP sites of the US Census Bureau5 , and was filtered out to keep only the
data on a census tract level.
The Decennial Census includes basic demographic figures, which are
based on actual counts of persons dwelling in the US and is conducted
only once every 10 years. The Summary File 1, used for this study, includes
2

http://www.foursquare.com/
http://www.4sqstat.com/
4
https://data.cityofnewyork.us/Public-Safety/NYPD-7-Major-FelonyIncidents/hyij-8hr7
5
http://www.census.gov/
3
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items describing the population, such as gender, age, race, origin, household
relationship, household type and size, family type and size, etc. In addition,
housing characteristics are captured through the occupancy/vacancy status
and tenure. The ACS estimates are based on yearly collected survey data
over a sample of the US population. For the purposes of this study, the 5year estimates were used, as the largest and most reliable sample, where the
data is available on a census tract (and smaller) geography level. Apart from
the demographics, ACS contains a rich set of social, housing and economic
features, with residential stability, poverty and income being of interest for
this study.
2.3.1.3

Foursquare venues data

The Foursquare dataset was collected via the Foursquare API, using the
venues search and venue details endpoints. The Foursquare API has been
serving both the Foursquare 8.0 and the Swarm apps since the 2014 split of
the original Foursquare app. While Foursquare continues to provide a local
search-and-discovery service for places near a user’s current location, Swarm
lets the user share their location with friends at di↵erent precision levels (at
city and neighborhood levels, or by checking-in to a specific venue).
The collected data consists of NYC venues with compact metadata like
id, name, location, check-ins count (total check-ins ever done in that venue),
users count (total users who have ever checked in), associated categories,
menu, opening and popular hours, user-generated tips, etc. The API has
been queried by searching for venues in the proximity of every incident
location described previously, and this resulted into an extensive database
of 273,149 di↵erent venues, that have experienced in total over 122 million
check-ins since their creation on the platform until the time of the data
collection (June 2016). This leads to probably one of the most complete
and unbiased check-ins datasets in the literature, as researchers have been
mostly interested so far into individual trajectories of users and their checkins (e. g. Yang et al. (2013)) and not complete aggregates on venues level.
From these, 250,926 venues have an assigned category. The Foursquare
categories span a broad ontology, headed by the following top ten categories:
Arts and Entertainment (11,794 venues), College and University (7,082),
Event (84), Food (47,590), Nightlife Spot (11,140), Outdoors and Recreation
(18,011), Professional and Other Places (64,055), Residence (14,632), Shop
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and Service (62,627), Travel and Transport (13,911). The distribution of the
top categories across the venues is uneven and biased towards establishments
where people go out for services, working, shopping, or dining.
2.3.1.4

Subway usage data

Subway usage data, commonly referred to as turnstile data, is released regularly by the Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) and contains
entries and exits audit data, generated from the Control Areas from its three
main divisions: Interborough Rapid Transit Company (IRTC), Independent
Subway System (IND) and Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Company (BMT).
While the original dataset contains data from several other associated agencies, for consistency reasons these were left out of the final dataset since
the corresponding stations were not located within NYC, or represent train,
bus or cable car stations. The turnstile data was downloaded from the New
York State Open Data portal6 and the MTA website7 for the two full years
of 2014 and 2015. In addition, a geocoded list of MTA stations was also
obtained from the same portal8 .
To perform the preliminary data cleaning and combine the two data
sources, a careful manual examination of station names was conducted. The
goal was to resolve situations where the same station appeared with di↵erent
names in the turnstile dataset, e. g. both ’18 AV’ and ’18 AVE’ where coded
as ’18 AV’, and to unify the names used in both datasets. Once the data
was cleaned and merged, each station was further examined for location
accuracy, by comparing and adjusting it with the corresponding station geolocation provided by Google Maps. In the end, 455 distinct subway station
locations were compiled. In the two years of analysis, they have experienced
almost 21 million turnstile updates (the turnstile counters updated every 4
hours).
2.3.1.5

Taxi usage data

The taxi dataset was downloaded from the official website of the City of New
York, specifically the Taxi and Limousine Commission9 and combines the
6

https://data.ny.gov/en/browse?q=turnstile
http://web.mta.info/developers/turnstile.html
8
https://data.ny.gov/Transportation/\gls {NYC}-Transit-Subway-EntranceAnd-Exit-Data/i9wp-a4ja
9
http://www.nyc.gov/html/tlc/html/about/trip record data.shtml
7
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2014 and 2015 complete records of both yellow and green taxi trips. These
are the two types of services permitted to pick up passengers via street
hails, thus o↵ering a great footprint of human activity. Furthermore, yellow
cabs are concentrated around Manhattan and the two main airports (JFK
International Airport and LaGuardia Airport), while green cabs are allowed
above the 110th Street in Manhattan and in the outer-boroughs of NYC.
With the two datasets joined, a good coverage of the whole city is obtained.
The trip records include fields capturing pick-up and drop-o↵ timestamps
and locations, next to other meta-data like driver-reported passenger counts
and trip distances. In total over 340 millions taxi drives have been processed
for this work.

2.3.2

Spatio-temporal discretization

The goal of this study is long-term crime forecasting. Therefore, the prediction problem is casted as a regression task on the yearly neighborhood crime
counts. As the distribution of the crime data is positively skewed with many
observations having low count values, the crime counts are log-transformed
and used as the dependent variable y in the regression task.
For each census tract, all crime incidents (total and per crime type) occurring in 2014 and in 2015 within the census tract are considered. Crime
counts and not crime rates (which are crime counts normalized by the census population) were deliberately chosen, as to show the explicit e↵ect of
both the resident population (as recorded by census) and of the ambient
population (as recorded by the di↵erent proxies) on the raw counts.10
Census tracts provide a stable set of geographic units for the presentation
of statistical data and generally have a population size between 1,200 and
8,000 people, with an optimum size of 4,000 people11 . In the case of NYC
they span a few blocks and o↵er a natural unit for crime analysis at a detailed
level. NYC has a total of 2,167 official census tracts. A few of these consist
only of water or shoreline areas, which have not been experiencing any crime
incidents in either of the analysis years. Furthermore, some NYC census
10

As a technical remark: points situated in the area of each census track, bu↵ered by 50
feet (which is half the width of the main Manhattan avenues) are considered, as to account
for potential precision inaccuracies in the di↵erent spatial data types and to integrate the
crime locations that lie on the bordering streets. The same applies for venues, subway,
and pick-up/drop-o↵ locations.
11
https://www.census.gov/geo/reference/gtc/gtc ct.html
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tracts consist fully of military posts or jail facilities (like e. g. Fort Hamilton
and Rikers Island) which exhibit di↵erent crime reporting schemes, next
to restricted human presence. These census tracts are removed, yielding a
final number of N = 2, 154 census tracts. Please note that many census
tracts with no resident population, such as parks or airports, are included,
as these still experience crime, and the opportunity to model it by means of
the ambient population presents itself.

2.3.3

Feature generation

In what concerns the independent variables x, an extensive set of features
based on the collected massive datasets is crafted. Each feature represents
a numeric score that characterizes a given census tract and is motivated by
domain knowledge in criminology or urban computing, as explained below.
The features are classified into three broad categories: (1) socio-demographic
and economical features derived from the census sources, (2) spatial features
which exploit solely the static information about the venues and subway stations, and (3) spatio-temporal features which integrate knowledge about the
way the population moves around the city (by means of check-ins, subway
entries/exits, taxi pick-ups/drop-o↵s).12
Census features
To account for the fact that the units of analysis are heterogeneous, the
census tract’s area (in square miles) and total population are included as
controls in the regression. Next, a standard set of factors deemed in past
criminological studies as significantly influential of crime and that have been
used also in related work in data mining, like (Wang et al., 2016), is created.
The first factors operationalize concepts from the lifestyle exposure theory and social disorganization theory. These include indicators of population
at risk and of concentrated disadvantage (Hindelang et al., 1982; Pratt &
Cullen, 2005; Sampson et al., 1997): fraction of male population, fraction of black population, fraction of hispanic population, fraction
of population under the poverty level. As violence has been associated
12

The data has been imported into a PostGIS-enabled PostgreSQL database, which
o↵ers in-built optimized temporal and spatial queries that are required to process the
data for feature generation per unit of analysis, as described in the remainder of this
section.
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with residential instability of neighborhoods (Sampson et al., 1997; Graif
& Sampson, 2009), the fraction of vacant households, the fraction of
rented households from the occupied ones, and the fraction of stable
population (individuals who moved in prior to 2010) are included.
Furthermore, population diversity has been shown to play a role in the
crime phenomenon (Jacobs, 1961; Graif & Sampson, 2009; Osgood, 2000)
so several diversity indexes based on the socio-demographic and economical
information are computed: a racial ethnic diversity index, an age index, and an income diversity index. The racial ethnic index is defined
by the plurality of multiple ethnic and racial groups within a certain area
and is computed based on five exhaustive and mutually exclusive aggregates
(non-Hispanic whites, non-Hispanic blacks, Hispanics of any race, Asians,
and others – Native Americans, members of other races, and multi-racial
persons) (Lee et al., 2012). The age index measures the variance in ages of
the residents across four main age groups (under 18, 18-34, 35-64, and over
65 years), and the income index measures the variance in household income
across three main income levels (low, medium, and high-income households)
(Lima & Melnik, 2010).
POI features
This category of features describes the characteristics of a neighborhood, as captured by the Foursquare venues and subway stations within its
perimeter. In general, the venues can be seen as criminogenic places – particular places in which potential victims and o↵enders meet (Brantingham
& Brantingham, 1995).
The number of venues of each category measures the venues counts
within a census tract and it is a static popularity metric of that area. It is
di↵erent from the total number of a standard set of POI in that area, as the
Foursquare venues set is biased towards establishments where people go out
(as opposed, for example, to small local businesses).
Also, based on the MTA dataset, the total number of subway stations within each census tract is computed. It reflects whether the area is
subject to high-volume population transit from other parts of the city.
Human activity features
In this section, metrics of human activity in the area are derived. Analo-
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gous to the census data, metrics of density and diversity are considered – but,
while the census features exploit information about the reported residential
population, the human activity features are computed based on the ambient
population, as measured by their usage of public venues and transportation.
The fractions of venues of each category capture the specifics of
the life within a census tract, and it is an empirical metric for the functional
decomposition of that particular area in the city. The venues diversity
index is then a single measurement capturing the diversity of this decomposition. Inspired by Karamshuk et al. (2013), the entropy measurement
from information theory (Shannon, 1948) is employed as a diversity metric.
Intuitively, the entropy quantifies the uncertainty in predicting the category
of a venue that is taken at random from the area.The final formula models
the normalized Shannon diversity index (also called the Shannon equitability index (Sheldon, 1969)), which is the Shannon diversity index divided by
the maximum diversity. For a given census tract ti , the count of included
venues of category c is denoted by Vc (ti ) and the total number of included
venues is denoted by V (ti ). The venues diversity index of that census tract
is formally defined as follows (smoothing is provided by adding the constant
1 to the numerator and denominator to prevent zero divisions):
X 1 + Vc (ti )
1 + Vc (ti )
(
⇥ ln
)/ ln |C|
1 + V (ti )
1 + V (ti )

c2C

The higher the index, the more heterogeneous the area is in terms of types
of places, and following that, in terms of functions and activities of the
neighborhood, whereas a least entropic area would indicate an area with a
dominant function. For example, a census tract dominated by venues from
the College and University category, would indicate a part of the city where
people primarily study and would have a low diversity index.
Motivated by the work in Venerandi et al. (2015), a metric called the
o↵ering advantage is created to denote to what extent a particular neighborhood o↵ers more venues of a particular category in comparison to the
average neighborhood. Intuitively, the presence of one venue of an unpopular
category, is more informative in profiling a neighborhood than the presence
of one venue from a well-spread category. The o↵ering advantage of category
c in each census tract ti of the total N census tracts in NYC, is computed
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with the following formula:
1 + Vc (ti ) total venues
⇥ PN
1 + V (ti )
i=1 Vc (ti )

where total venues is the number of total venues in NYC with an assigned
category.
The number of check-ins per category measure the popularity of
the area. The empirically observed Foursquare check-ins can be regarded as
a more accurate measure of human activity than the traditional population
density statistics from the census.
Further, the Foursquare usage in each census tract is exploited by looking at the popular hours of the venues (those times of the week where the
venues experience most activity – check-ins, reviews, etc.) and computing
the number of venues that are popular in a typical morning, afternoon, evening or night – split by weekdays and weekends in each.
These features give valuable information about the temporal break-down of
human activity in the area.
Analogous to the previous section, the fraction of check-ins of each
category in the area is computed. These can be seen as measurements of
the intensity of the di↵erent activity contexts in which the population engages. For instance, an area with many check-ins in the Residence category
would correspond to a residential neighborhood, which is very di↵erent to
an entertainment district, that would in turn be characterized by a high
number of check-ins in the Food, Nightlife Spot, and Shop and Service categories. Next, the check-ins diversity index is computed as an index of the
distribution of human activity within the census tract. It can be seen, that
the venues and check-ins diversity indexes are the best operationalization of
Jacobs’ and Newman’s concept of mixed land use.
Inspired by recent work on digital neighborhoods (Anselin & Williams,
2015), local quotients of (digital) social activity within an area are computed. Let C(ti ) denote the total number of check-ins and P (ti ) the total
population count within a census tract. The concentrations of check-ins relative to the number of businesses and to the reference census population are
then defined as:

1 + C(ti )
total venues
⇥
total checkins
1 + V (ti )
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1 + C(ti )
total population
⇥
total checkins
1 + P (ti )

where total checkins denotes the number of total check-ins in NYC, and
total population the total census population of NYC. Neighborhoods with
local quotients >> 1 can be regarded as (digital) hotspots, while neighborhoods with local quotients << 1 can be regarded as (digital) deserts.
It can be observed, that the o↵ering advantage and the local quotient
metrics are both refined measures of the relative intensity of human activity
in an area as opposed to the whole city (one being based on the static
distribution of the venues, and the other on the more dynamic distribution
of the check-ins).
To make use of the temporal dimension of the turnstile subway data, the
data is aggregated to weekly averages of the number of individuals
entering and exiting the subway stations – split into Mon-Fri and
Sat-Sun intervals. A subways entries/exits diversity index is computed by considering these four di↵erent categories: subway entries/exists
in week/weekend.
Finally, the taxi ride data is leveraged to compute weekly averages of
the number of passengers being picked up or dropped o↵ in the
census tracts – split into Mon-Fri and Sat-Sun intervals. Complementary to the popular hours of the venues, and the subway features, these
features should give an additional indication of the average in- and out-flows
of the population traveling to and from the area. A taxi rides diversity
index is also computed by considering the numbers of pick-up/drop-o↵ rides
within the neighborhood.
It is worth acknowledging that other approaches to generating features
would have been possible, all the way to completely automatically generating higher-level features from the raw data using techniques such as deep
learning. The middle way is chosen, where a high number of features is generated based on domain knowledge. This approach is prevalent in the urban
computing and data science literature, used for instance: to identify optimal
retail store placement (Karamshuk et al., 2013), to quantify the relationship
between urban form and socio-economic indexes (Venerandi et al., 2018), or
to understand economic behavior in the city (Zhang et al., 2016).
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Model specification

Three di↵erent tree-based machine learning models are trained: a random
forest regressor (Breiman, 2001), an extra-tree (i. e., extremely randomized
tree) regressor (Geurts et al., 2006), and a gradient boosting regressor (Friedman, 2002) – all known in the literature for their ability to yield competitive
prediction quality in high-dimensional heterogeneous feature spaces. Due to
their non-parametric nature, they make no assumption about the data and
can work with many, collinear features, while also requiring little preparation of the data (Hastie et al., 2009). On the other hand, linear models
assume that the explaining variables are non-collinear, which is not the case
in the current data-rich setup. Furthermore, a linear model has proved to
yield poor performance on these datasets and is not reported.
Random forests are very popular in practice, as they are easy to use,
robust, and yield good performance. An entire set of decision trees are
grown at training time, and their mean prediction is output at testing time,
thus lowering the variance of the individual learners. The extra-trees add a
third level of randomization in comparison to the random forests, in that the
split tests at each node of the decision trees are random, next to the chosen
sub-sets of samples and features. In practice, they yield sometimes better
performance thanks to the introduced smoothing e↵ect, and also remove
computational burdens linked to the determination of optimal cut-points
in random forests. While these first two models are averaging models and
build their constituent decision trees in parallel, gradient boosting builds
the model in a stage-wise fashion. It constructs additive regression models
by sequentially fitting a simple base learner on the current pseudo-residuals.
Boosted trees have been shown to be the best performing models across a
variety of tasks, at least in the pre-deep-learning era (Caruana & NiculescuMizil, 2006).
In addition, all these tree-based ensemble methods can be exploited to
infer the relative importance of the input variables (based on the order
in which they appear in the constituent decision trees) and to rank them
accordingly (Hastie et al., 2009).
The performance of the algorithms across di↵erent model specifications
utilizing di↵erent subsets of the features introduced previously is analyzed.
The first model is a weak baseline consisting only of the socio-demographic
and economical factors derived from the census. The second model is a
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strong baseline consisting additionally of the numbers of POI per category.
This model specification is designed to reproduce the nodal features from
(Wang et al., 2016). It should be noted that the venues dataset might be
slightly di↵erent from a standard dataset of POI inferred for example from
OpenStreetMap or Google Maps, as the Foursquare venues set is biased towards establishments where people spend time, and map already better to
the concept of criminogenic places then standard POI. Hence, it is expected
that venues counts would outperform standard POI counts as features in
crime prediction models. The third model is making use of all human activity features inferred from the human activity data sources, while the forth
model is a full specifications, exploiting the complete set of features.
Furthermore, three additional model specifications are created. Each
model makes use, additionally to the standard census features, of the full feature set of a given data source: Foursquare check-ins, subways entries/exits,
and yellow or green taxi rides. This enables a direct comparison of the ubiquitous data sources in terms of their predictive power for the crime domain
– in case in practice a model selection decision should be required.
Internally, the regressors always optimize the MSE on total number of
log-transformed incidents y, and following two metrics are reported: MSE,
P
as well as R2 . The MSE metric is given by n1 ni=1 (yi yˆi )2 , with lower

scores being preferred. The R2 metric measures the percentagePof variance
in the dependent variable that the model at hand explains: 1

n

(yi yˆi )2
2,
i=1 (yi y¯i )

Pi=1
n

where yi are the true values, yˆi are the predicted values, and y¯i is the mean

of the sample. Best possible score is 1.00 and it can be negative (because
the model can be arbitrarily worse). A constant model that always predicts
the expected value of y, disregarding the input features, would get a score
of 0.00. It primarily helps comparing models between the di↵erent feature
configurations, but it can also be used to compare the performance on the
di↵erent incident types, as it is independent of the sample range.
For each machine learning model, incident type, and model specification,
the performance of the algorithms is calculated on unseen data. To asses
their geographical out-of-sample generalization, the following model evaluation experiment using nested cross-validation is employed. In a nested
cross-validation, two cross-validation loops are performed: one outer loop
to measure the prediction performance of the estimator and one inner loop
to choose the best hyper-parameters of the estimator. This approach is
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implemented with 5 outer loops for model assessment (i.e. setting the size
of the test set to 20%), and 2 inner loops for model selection (i.e. setting
the size of the training and validation sets to 40%, respectively). Table 2.2
presents the final average MSE and R2 scores and standard deviations of
the models on the left-out test subsets. The resulting scores are therefore
unbiased estimates of the prediction score on new geographical samples. A
temporal evaluation of the approaches is also provided. A model is trained
on the complete 2014 data (with 5-fold CV for hyper-parameter tuning, i.e.
model selection) and tested on the unseen 2015 data for model assessment.
For model interpretation the focus will be on (1) examining the importance and the contribution of the individual features defined in Section 2.3.3
and (2) understanding where in the city do the ambient population features
improve the baseline models.
The first exercise will return those features that proved to be most discriminative for geographical crime prediction task. By examining them, once
can understand what type of factors are most relevant for the predictive algorithms, and also identify those criminological theories that have informed
the best features. It is important to stress the fact that, these techniques
would not allow to infer any causal relationships between the features and
the crime counts. The identified factors are most discriminative in the context of the used model, but they not necessarily best explain crime levels.
But the feature importance rankings only can tell which features are predictive of crime, but not how they contribute to the models. There are several
approaches on how to achieve that. One approach is to plot partial dependency plots which visualize the marginal e↵ect of a given single feature on
the crime outcome.
The second exercise will look at the geographical distribution of the
prediction errors and identify those census tracts, where the di↵erent model
specification perform either very well or very poorly.

2.4
2.4.1

Results
Descriptive statistics

Figure 2.1 is depicting the histograms of the total incidents counts per census
tract, before and after the log transformation.
Across all three feature categories, 89 features were obtained. For ex-
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(a) Original 2014 crime counts

(b) Original 2015 crime counts

(c) Log-transformed 2014 crime counts

(d) Log-transformed 2015 crime counts

Figure 2.1: Histogram of the original and log-transformed yearly crime incidents per census tract.

emplification purposes, Figure 2.2 depicts the 2015 aggregated crime counts
per census tract, together with a selection of the 2015 features computed at
census tract level.13 .

2.4.2

Prediction performance

Across all experiments, the hyper-parameters optimized in the validation
phase of the random forest and extra-trees are the number of trees in the
ensemble (values ranging from 50 to 400) and the maximal depth (values
ranging from one third, to one half, to the full set of features). The first
parameter controls the model complexity, while the second controls the level
of pruning of the trees, in other words performing regularization to avoid
overfitting. For gradient boosting, a grid search is performed over the number of trees (values ranging from 100 to 400), the maximal depth (values
ranging from 1 to 4), and the learning rate (values ranging from 0.01 to
0.2).14

13

All maps in this chapter have been generated using the open source software QGIS.
The implementations provided in the Python packages pandas and scikit-learn are
used.
14
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(a) Number of crime incidents

(b) Percentage of rented houses

(c) Number of food venues

(d) Number of check-ins in shops

(e) Number of subway exists

(f) Number of picked-up taxi passengers

Figure 2.2: Visualization of NYC census tracts (based on 2015 data).
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Census
(weak baseline)

Census + POI
(strong baseline)

LBSN + subway + taxi
(human activity)

Census + LBSN + subway + taxi
(full model)

MSE

R2

MSE

R2

MSE

R2

MSE

R2

0.58±0.11
0.57±0.10
0.57±0.10

0.33±0.19
0.35±0.16
0.35±0.16

0.46±0.05
0.45±0.04
0.44±0.04

0.58±0.07
0.60±0.06
0.61±0.06

0.55±0.07
0.55±0.03
0.57±0.06

0.38±0.20
0.40±0.07
0.36±0.08

0.44±0.03
0.43±0.03
0.42±0.03

0.62±0.03
0.63±0.03
0.65±0.03

0.72±0.17
0.70±0.15
0.71±0.15

0.14±0.18
0.18±0.12
0.16±0.13

0.53±0.05
0.52±0.05
0.53±0.05

0.52±0.08
0.53±0.08
0.52±0.08

0.53±0.05
0.53±0.05
0.53±0.05

0.52±0.10
0.52±0.08
0.52±0.08

0.50±0.04
0.50±0.04
0.49±0.03

0.57±0.06
0.57±0.06
0.59±0.07

0.70±0.05
0.69±0.06
0.68±0.05

0.36±0.11
0.38±0.12
0.40±0.11

0.65±0.05
0.64±0.04
0.63±0.05

0.46±0.10
0.47±0.07
0.48±0.09

0.77±0.06
0.77±0.04
0.77±0.03

0.23±0.13
0.23±0.10
0.22±0.09

0.62±0.04
0.62±0.04
0.62±0.04

0.50±0.08
0.49±0.08
0.49±0.08

0.60±0.04
0.59±0.04
0.57±0.03

0.19±0.03
0.21±0.06
0.27±0.04

0.55±0.03
0.56±0.03
0.55±0.03

0.31±0.05
0.31±0.04
0.32±0.04

0.62±0.04
0.61±0.03
0.63±0.02

0.13±0.12
0.16±0.08
0.11±0.06

0.56±0.03
0.55±0.04
0.56±0.03

0.30±0.06
0.31±0.05
0.29±0.04

0.68±0.04
0.67±0.02
0.66±0.04

0.46±0.09
0.47±0.07
0.48±0.07

0.61±0.03
0.60±0.04
0.61±0.04

0.56±0.05
0.58±0.05
0.57±0.06

0.78±0.05
0.79±0.03
0.80±0.05

0.27±0.14
0.27±0.10
0.26±0.08

0.61±0.03
0.60±0.03
0.60±0.03

0.56±0.07
0.58±0.06
0.57±0.07

0.62±0.08
0.61±0.05
0.62±0.08

0.10±0.12
0.13±0.06
0.09±0.12

0.61±0.07
0.62±0.06
0.61±0.07

0.12±0.10
0.10±0.05
0.11±0.08

0.63±0.03
0.64±0.03
0.62±0.02

0.04±0.06
0.00±0.10
0.07±0.06

0.58±0.03
0.61±0.05
0.59±0.04

0.19±0.04
0.12±0.03
0.16±0.04

0.58±0.10
0.58±0.10
0.58±0.08

0.29±0.18
0.30±0.17
0.29±0.14

0.45±0.06
0.45±0.05
0.45±0.05

0.57±0.09
0.58±0.09
0.58±0.06

0.56±0.06
0.57±0.06
0.56±0.08

0.35±0.10
0.32±0.09
0.34±0.14

0.44±0.05
0.44±0.05
0.45±0.06

0.59±0.06
0.59±0.06
0.59±0.08

0.70±0.15
0.69±0.14
0.72±0.16

0.13±0.17
0.17±0.13
0.09±0.17

0.52±0.07
0.51±0.07
0.52±0.08

0.52±0.09
0.53±0.08
0.52±0.08

0.53±0.06
0.54±0.06
0.53±0.07

0.49±0.08
0.49±0.06
0.49±0.05

0.50±0.06
0.50±0.07
0.49±0.06

0.56±0.07
0.56±0.06
0.57±0.05

0.70±0.04
0.70±0.04
0.69±0.05

0.35±0.11
0.36±0.11
0.37±0.12

0.65±0.06
0.64±0.06
0.64±0.06

0.44±0.12
0.47±0.10
0.46±0.11

0.80±0.05
0.81±0.05
0.81±0.08

0.16±0.16
0.13±0.18
0.12±0.25

0.64±0.05
0.63±0.05
0.62±0.04

0.47±0.10
0.48±0.10
0.50±0.08

0.64±0.04
0.63±0.03
0.61±0.03

0.19±0.02
0.20±0.03
0.27±0.01

0.59±0.03
0.58±0.02
0.58±0.03

0.30±0.05
0.32±0.03
0.33±0.02

0.63±0.05
0.64±0.05
0.64±0.06

0.21±0.08
0.18±0.07
0.18±0.09

0.58±0.03
0.58±0.03
0.58±0.04

0.31±0.05
0.32±0.05
0.32±0.05

0.70±0.04
0.69±0.04
0.68±0.04

0.43±0.08
0.45±0.07
0.47±0.08

0.64±0.05
0.62±0.03
0.62±0.03

0.53±0.09
0.56±0.06
0.56±0.06

0.84±0.07
0.86±0.05
0.84±0.06

0.18±0.15
0.14±0.12
0.19±0.10

0.64±0.04
0.62±0.04
0.66±0.04

0.53±0.08
0.56±0.07
0.50±0.07

0.61±0.04
0.62±0.03
0.62±0.05

0.11±0.09
0.08±0.05
0.08±0.09

0.62±0.04
0.63±0.04
0.62±0.04

0.10±0.08
0.07±0.08
0.08±0.08

0.63±0.02
0.63±0.02
0.64±0.02

0.05±0.05
0.05±0.05
0.03±0.04

0.59±0.03
0.60±0.02
0.59±0.03

0.17±0.05
0.14±0.03
0.16±0.04

2015
Total incidents
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Grand larcenies
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Robberies
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Burglaries
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Assaults
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Vehicle larcenies
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
2014
Total incidents
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Grand larcenies
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Robberies
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Burglaries
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Assaults
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Vehicle larcenies
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting

Table 2.2: Geographical out-of-sample results of the regressors using different subsets of the features: comparing human activity features against
baselines (for each year, repeatedly trained on 80% of the census tracts, and
tested on 20% of the census tracts).
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Census + LBSN

Census + subway

Census + taxi

MSE

R2

MSE

R2

MSE

R2

0.46±0.05
0.44±0.03
0.44±0.04

0.58±0.07
0.61±0.07
0.62±0.06

0.52±0.09
0.51±0.07
0.51±0.07

0.45±0.14
0.48±0.09
0.49±0.09

0.49±0.07
0.50±0.09
0.51±0.12

0.52±0.08
0.51±0.12
0.48±0.19

0.52±0.04
0.51±0.04
0.51±0.04

0.53±0.09
0.54±0.09
0.54±0.10

0.64±0.14
0.63±0.12
0.63±0.12

0.32±0.10
0.33±0.08
0.33±0.08

0.67±0.04
0.58±0.12
0.61±0.14

0.42±0.10
0.43±0.06
0.38±0.10

0.64±0.05
0.64±0.04
0.62±0.04

0.46±0.10
0.47±0.08
0.49±0.07

0.65±0.05
0.65±0.04
0.65±0.05

0.44±0.10
0.45±0.08
0.45±0.10

0.59±0.12
0.68±0.06
0.69±0.11

0.42±0.06
0.39±0.14
0.35±0.24

0.56±0.03
0.55±0.03
0.55±0.03

0.30±0.06
0.32±0.04
0.31±0.04

0.59±0.03
0.58±0.03
0.56±0.03

0.23±0.04
0.25±0.05
0.29±0.04

0.60±0.03
0.59±0.04
0.59±0.04

0.20±0.09
0.22±0.06
0.21±0.05

0.61±0.03
0.60±0.04
0.61±0.03

0.56±0.07
0.57±0.06
0.57±0.05

0.65±0.03
0.64±0.02
0.63±0.02

0.51±0.06
0.52±0.04
0.53±0.04

0.65±0.02
0.65±0.02
0.64±0.02

0.49±0.06
0.50±0.04
0.52±0.04

0.62±0.07
0.62±0.05
0.63±0.07

0.09±0.10
0.09±0.04
0.07±0.08

0.61±0.08
0.61±0.06
0.62±0.08

0.11±0.12
0.11±0.07
0.09±0.12

0.58±0.03
0.61±0.05
0.58±0.04

0.19±0.04
0.13±0.04
0.19±0.04

0.46±0.06
0.45±0.05
0.45±0.05

0.56±0.09
0.58±0.09
0.57±0.07

0.53±0.09
0.53±0.06
0.53±0.07

0.42±0.14
0.42±0.09
0.42±0.10

0.51±0.09
0.53±0.11
0.55±0.15

0.45±0.15
0.42±0.20
0.36±0.31

0.51±0.06
0.51±0.06
0.51±0.06

0.54±0.09
0.54±0.08
0.54±0.07

0.64±0.12
0.63±0.11
0.64±0.11

0.28±0.12
0.31±0.09
0.28±0.10

0.62±0.17
0.63±0.17
0.64±0.21

0.34±0.15
0.32±0.16
0.30±0.25

0.66±0.07
0.64±0.06
0.66±0.06

0.43±0.13
0.45±0.12
0.43±0.11

0.66±0.04
0.65±0.04
0.65±0.05

0.43±0.09
0.44±0.10
0.44±0.10

0.68±0.04
0.73±0.14
0.70±0.08

0.39±0.11
0.26±0.37
0.33±0.21

0.59±0.03
0.58±0.03
0.59±0.04

0.30±0.06
0.32±0.06
0.30±0.04

0.62±0.03
0.62±0.03
0.60±0.03

0.23±0.03
0.24±0.04
0.29±0.01

0.62±0.04
0.62±0.05
0.62±0.04

0.23±0.04
0.23±0.08
0.23±0.03

0.64±0.05
0.62±0.04
0.65±0.04

0.52±0.09
0.55±0.08
0.52±0.06

0.67±0.04
0.65±0.03
0.65±0.04

0.49±0.08
0.52±0.07
0.51±0.07

0.68±0.05
0.68±0.08
0.68±0.06

0.47±0.09
0.46±0.13
0.46±0.10

0.62±0.05
0.62±0.03
0.63±0.04

0.08±0.10
0.08±0.06
0.07±0.07

0.61±0.04
0.62±0.03
0.62±0.05

0.11±0.08
0.09±0.03
0.08±0.09

0.59±0.02
0.63±0.05
0.61±0.04

0.19±0.05
0.06±0.13
0.12±0.07

2015
Total incidents
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Grand larcenies
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Robberies
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Burglaries
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Assaults
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Vehicle larcenies
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
2014
Total incidents
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Grand larcenies
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Robberies
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Burglaries
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Assaults
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Vehicle larcenies
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting

Table 2.3: Geographical out-of-sample results of the regressors using di↵erent subsets of the features: comparing LBSN, subway and taxi (for each
year, repeatedly trained on 80% of the census tracts, and tested on 20% of
the census tracts).
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2.4.2.1

Geographical evaluation

Looking at the 2015 geographical prediction in Table 2.2, it can be observed
that the novel behavioral features derived from the di↵erent data sources
improve significantly the census-only and census + POI baselines for all
incident types, with the exception of burglaries and assaults, where the
models already saturate at the hard baseline of census + POI. For the total
number of incidents, a competitive R2 score of 65% is achieved, followed by
the grand larcenies, robberies, and assaults categories with scores from 50%
to 59%, while for burglaries and especially for vehicle larcenies the scores are
lower. This can be explained by the fact that the latter categories of crime
are not driven by the population characteristics, but by the characteristics
of the target: house and car, respectively. As no attributes of the built
environment and of the stollen goods were included in the models, it was
expected that these specific two categories would generally perform worse
in comparison to the other categories.
For the total number of incidents, the best model on the full data set
is 30 percentage points better than the best model in the weak-baseline
and 4 percentage points better than the hard-baseline. But the highest improvement in comparison to the census-only baseline is observed in the case
of grand larcenies: roughly 41 and 7 percentage points, respectively. This
crime category includes di↵erent kinds of thefts, including pickpocketing. It
was therefore expected that data describing the popularity of an area would
be most informative, yet the improvement is spectacular. The weak baseline
performs best for the assaults category. This category groups o↵enses that
involve inflicting injury upon others, and it is already well explained by the
collected socio-demographic and economical attributes of the neighborhood.
Furthermore, for the case of total incidents and grand larcenies, it can be
observed that models based solely on attributes of the ambient population
outperform the models based on the classical demographic features – and, in
the case of grand larcenies, even reach performance levels comparable with
those of the census + POI baseline.
Inspecting the results for the 2014 geographical prediction, very similar
insights emerge: the full models for the total incidents, grand larcenies and
the robberies categories perform best, with their absolute achieved MSE and
R2 scores being slightly bigger/lower than on the 2015 data.
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Results of additional model specifications are presented in Table 2.3:
census + LBSN, census + subway, census + taxi. The strong advantage
in the prognostic performance of the specification utilizing location-based
service data is noticed across all crime types, with the exception of vehicle
larcenies, which are better predicted by the specification utilizing taxi data,
but in general the performance is poor. Comparing the additional predictive
power of the subway vs taxi rides, a significant advantage of the taxi usage
data in case of the grand larcenies category is noticed.
2.4.2.2

Temporal evaluation

Switching to the temporal prediction presented in Table 2.4 and in Table
2.5, it can be concluded that predicting future crime aggregates within the
same neighborhoods appears to be easier than predicting crime aggregates
in new neighborhoods as the ecological attributes of a neighborhood, as well
as the aggregated crime levels, do not vary that much between the two years.
The total number of incidents proves to be the most predictable from one
year to the other – with an R2 score of 89%. In terms of crime sub-types:
grand larcenies, robberies and assaults remain the types that can be best
predicted by the data. Similarly to the geographical evaluation, the human
activity only models outperform the census only models in the case of total
incidents and grand larcenies. With the exception of the census baseline,
all model specifications including ubiquitous data perform similarly good,
whereby the models including LBSN-derived features (census + POI, census
+ LBSN, and the full model) achieve the highest absolute scores.

2.4.3
2.4.3.1

Relevance of features
Feature importance

To test the stability of the features rank, following bootstrapping procedure
is performed: the importance of the features is calculated for 100 random
di↵erent samples (80% of the data) and a box-plot ranked by the median
importance of the outputs returned by the di↵erent samples is provided.
Figure 2.3 visualizes the top one third variables in these rankings: in white
features inferred from the census, in blue features inferred from human activity data.
The traditional census features score indeed high across all three crime
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Census
(weak baseline)

Census + POI
(strong baseline)

LBSN + subway + taxi
(human activity)

Census + LBSN + subway + taxi
(full model)

MSE

R2

MSE

R2

MSE

R2

MSE

R2

0.11
0.11
0.22

0.82
0.82
0.64

0.07
0.07
0.09

0.88
0.89
0.85

0.09
0.08
0.12

0.84
0.87
0.80

0.07
0.07
0.08

0.88
0.89
0.87

0.19
0.21
0.28

0.73
0.71
0.61

0.14
0.14
0.17

0.81
0.81
0.77

0.14
0.14
0.16

0.81
0.80
0.78

0.13
0.14
0.15

0.82
0.80
0.79

0.27
0.26
0.38

0.71
0.72
0.59

0.24
0.23
0.29

0.75
0.75
0.69

0.28
0.27
0.32

0.70
0.70
0.66

0.23
0.27
0.28

0.75
0.71
0.70

0.25
0.25
0.30

0.47
0.47
0.38

0.24
0.24
0.25

0.50
0.50
0.47

0.25
0.33
0.27

0.47
0.32
0.42

0.24
0.32
0.23

0.49
0.34
0.51

0.24
0.24
0.34

0.75
0.76
0.65

0.22
0.22
0.29

0.77
0.78
0.71

0.28
0.28
0.46

0.72
0.71
0.53

0.22
0.27
0.24

0.77
0.73
0.76

0.31
0.33
0.32

0.31
0.27
0.28

0.29
0.29
0.31

0.34
0.36
0.30

0.31
0.37
0.34

0.31
0.16
0.23

0.30
0.38
0.30

0.34
0.15
0.33

Total incidents
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Grand larcenies
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Robberies
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Burglaries
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Assaults
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Vehicle larcenies
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting

Table 2.4: Temporal out-of-sample results of the regressors using di↵erent
subsets of the features: comparing human activity against baselines (trained
on 2014 data and tested on 2015 data).
Census + LBSN

Census + subway

Census + taxi

MSE

R2

MSE

R2

MSE

R2

0.07
0.07
0.08

0.89
0.89
0.86

0.09
0.07
0.12

0.85
0.88
0.80

0.09
0.07
0.15

0.85
0.88
0.75

0.13
0.15
0.18

0.82
0.79
0.75

0.19
0.22
0.23

0.74
0.70
0.68

0.15
0.15
0.22

0.79
0.80
0.69

0.23
0.28
0.27

0.75
0.70
0.71

0.26
0.27
0.34

0.72
0.71
0.63

0.27
0.36
0.38

0.70
0.61
0.59

0.25
0.32
0.25

0.48
0.32
0.48

0.25
0.25
0.28

0.48
0.47
0.41

0.24
0.26
0.29

0.49
0.45
0.40

0.23
0.28
0.27

0.77
0.72
0.73

0.24
0.25
0.32

0.75
0.75
0.67

0.24
0.26
0.36

0.76
0.74
0.63

0.30
0.40
0.29

0.32
0.12
0.34

0.29
0.29
0.30

0.35
0.35
0.32

0.28
0.32
0.31

0.37
0.28
0.30

Total incidents
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Grand larcenies
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Robberies
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Burglaries
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Assaults
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting
Vehicle larcenies
Random forest
Extra-tree
Gradient boosting

Table 2.5: Temporal out-of-sample results of the regressors using di↵erent
subsets of the features: comparing LBSN, subway and taxi (trained on 2014
data and tested on 2015 data.
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categories and across all algorithms. Specifically, their very high contribution in the assaults model is noted. As already hinted in the previous
section, this type of violent crime remains best predicted by the attributes
of the residential population in an area.
Also the spatial features from Foursquare have significant contributions
across all models. The shopping venues contribute most in the grand larcenies category, followed by professional and travel venues. On the other hand,
the food establishments, followed by the shopping establishments have a significant contribution in the assaults models.
In terms of human activity features from Foursquare, importance is assigned to many features derived from check-ins data, like check-ins in food
and shops and check-ins diversity index. Also, the number of afternoon popular venues during the week receives a high weight for the grand larcenies
category. In terms of features inferred from the taxi data, high loadings
are observed for the diversity index of the taxi drives and the total number
of pick-ups in the larcenies and total incidents categories. The features inferred from the subway data have in general a lower predictive contribution,
with the diversity index having the relative higher scores in this features
subgroup and making it into the top features for total incidents and grand
larcenies.
2.4.3.2

Partial dependence plots

Figure 2.4 depicts the contributions of some of the features identified in the
previous section as having higher predictive importance. The same three
types of crime is investigated: total incidents, grand larcenies, and assaults.
The tick marks on the x-axis represent the deciles of the feature values in
the training data. Census tracts with higher population numbers, higher
poverty, and higher percentage of rented houses tend to have higher crime
levels. Also, neighborhoods in NYC with a higher percentage of minorities
tend to have higher crime levels, with a stronger e↵ect noticed in the assaults
category. On the other hand, highly diverse neighborhoods might be slightly
safer. The POI features exhibit strong marginal e↵ects: especially census
tracts with shopping establishments tend to experience more grand larcenies, and census tracts with food establishments tend to experience more
assaults. From the spatio-temporal features, taxi drives diversity exhibits a
positive relationship to the crime level across all three categories. Finally,
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(a) Total incidents

(b) Grand larcenies

(c) Assaults

Figure 2.3: Variable importance plots (top one third of the variables) reported by the full specification of the gradient boosting
models (based on 2015 data).
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(a) Total incidents

(b) Grand larcenies

(c) Assaults

Figure 2.4: Partial dependence plots as returned by the gradient boosting
models (based on 2015 data).
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neighborhoods with more popular venues during working day afternoons are
associated with higher number of larcenies.

2.4.4

Geographical error

Finally, to understand the additive predictive power of the human activity features in the case of the temporal prediction, a deeper analysis of the
residuals is performed. Figure 2.5 presents the absolute error (computed
as yi

yˆi , rounded to integer precision) of the best models (random forest

regressors) on the di↵erent model specifications for the 2015 grand larcenies
crime category. There are 1652 (out of 2154) census tracts with an absolute error between

0.5 and 0.5 in the census weak baseline. This number

increases to 1838 in the census + POI strong baseline, and to 1850 in the
full model specification. Notably, the human activity specification achieves
a competitive high number of 1808 census tracts with low errors.
Looking at the di↵erent boroughs, the models incorporating features
from LBSN and taxi trips consistently perform better in comparison to the
census baseline in the Manhattan and Bronx boroughs, while some areas in
Queens remain poorly predicted across all models. Looking at the function of
the neighborhoods, these models bring improvements for parks (e. g. Central
Park or Prospect Park), entertainment areas (e. g. around the NY Aquarium
or the College Point Multiplex Cinemas) or the JFK airport. Between the
hard-baseline incorporating only LBSN venues information and the model
incorporating also LBSN check-in information, improvements are seen for
instance in the Brooklyn promenade recreational areas or in the shopping
areas south-east of College Point.

2.5
2.5.1

Discussion
Interpretation and link to the literature

The results of this work add to the existing body of empirical literature.
Compared to Traunmueller et al. (2014), this study goes beyond correlation
analysis between human activity features and crime counts, and explores
a highly multi-variate non-linear prediction setup. While the diversity and
ratio metrics do not match one-to-one, similar metrics to the ones used in
their work make it also to the top most discriminative features in this work,
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(a) Census
(weak baseline)

(b) Census + POI
(strong baseline)

(c) LBSN + subway + taxi
(human activity)

(d) Census + LBSN + subway + taxi
(full model)

Figure 2.5: Absolute error of predicted vs actual values of yearly larcenies
per census tract (2015 data).
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e. g. the age diversity index. Yet, caution should be exercised when interpreting the results as supporting or opposing Jacobs’/Newman’s theories, as
the modeled relationships between the population density and diversity and
crime are non-causal and non-linear in this study. Similarly to Wang et al.
(2016), it is found that features derived from the venues consistently improve
the basis models based solely on census data. In comparison to their work,
this study goes beyond simple POI counts and derive second-order features
from Foursquare informed by works in criminology and urban computing,
and also additionally exploit sources of transportation patterns: subway
and taxi drives. While they employed standard regression models, this work
employed non-parametric machine learning models, which boosted the performance. Also, similar to Bogomolov et al. (2014), this study demonstrated
the potential of human activity features for the crime domain. In comparison to their work, this work leverages location-based service, subway, and
taxi data instead of telecommunication data, which is arguably easier to
access for research and poses less ethical questions. Also a more comprehensive analysis is performed by leveraging: (1) more extensive datasets in
terms of temporal coverage of the collected data (weeks versus years) and
(2) several machine learning techniques for a more difficult prediction task
(regression versus binary classification). Finally, compared to all of these
previous works, this study is the only one to take deeper dives into the
di↵erent crime types and do careful model interpretation.

This study also contributes to the methodological literature. The main
strengths of the employed machine learning algorithms are their very high
predictive power and their ability to deal with heterogeneous data sources
and potentially collinear factors. This opens the door for future incorporation of new variables as features for which, a priori, there is no substantive
theory underlying their association with crime, but might be found to have
a strong predictive power. The model interpretation techniques available
for tree-based ensemble models (feature importance rankings, partial dependence plots) make the models more transparent and o↵er insights in
terms of the predictive power of each feature. On the weaknesses side, as
for any supervised learning technique, the presented models can be used for
prediction, but not for inferring a causal e↵ect between the features and the
dependent variable.
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Implications for research and practice

On the research side, new crime predictors were derived from massive ubiquitous data sources. As such, this study extends the empirical literature
in urban computing and computational social science. The results show
that, enriching the traditional census features describing the characteristics
of the residential population with spatial and spatio-temporal features describing the activities of the ambient population, substantially improves the
quality of the prediction models. Factors describing crime attractors and
crime generators (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1995) prove therefore essential for competitive crime prediction models. The highest improvement
they bring has been observed in predicting crime in busy public parts of
the city: recreational areas, parks, shopping areas, entertainment areas, and
airports. In terms of the analyzed sources of timestamped geo-referenced
human activity data, LBSNs achieve the highest predictive power. Enhancing the models with subway or with taxi data yields similar results, with the
exception of the grand larcenies category, where the taxi features exhibit a
higher predictive ability.
In general, the best performing novel features for all crime incidents
have been: the total number of shopping/eating/travel venues and checkins as proxy for the general popularity of that area, the number of popular
venues in a normal afternoon as proxy for the temporal break-down of human activity in the area, the total number of taxi pick-ups as proxy for the
population outer flow to more remote areas, and the taxi drives index as
proxy for the entropy of the human movement in the area. Many of these
top features can be mapped as criminogenic places and have been informed
by the theories that the place and time where the o↵enders and victims
meet are strong crime predictions (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1995; Cohen & Felson, 1979). While the mixed land use concept theorized by Jacobs
and Newman have not been found as particularly discriminative for crime
prediction in comparison to the other features, Jacob’s metrics of raw human density and activity have been found to strongly improve the models.
Furthermore, specific novel predictors emerge for specific crime types.
From the census features, the metrics of concentrated disadvantage have
scored highest across all crime types, which is aligned with the findings
within the frameworks of the social disorganization theory (Pratt & Cullen,
2005; Sampson et al., 1997).
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On the practical side, a direct application of these results would be
to have a first estimation of the safety of new developments and public
spaces, for instance shopping and recreational areas. So far, crime prevention
through environmental design (CPTED) (Newman, 1996) has concentrated
mostly on the attributes of the built environment (e. g. lightning, visibility,
access and height of buildings) and less so on the the human activity that will
be generated within the newly created space. A derived product can also be
used by individuals (either locals or tourists) to assess the incidents risk when
traveling, going out or going shopping to new areas that they are not familiar
with. Furthermore, an extension of the presented prediction models could be
operationally deployed by local police agencies for short term risk assessment
and e↵ective deployment of patrol resources. Forces on the ground could
better target specific types of crimes expected in a small geographical area.
Current software solutions like PredPol15 only work e↵ectively for burglaries
and rely mostly on recent crime (near-repeat victimization) and less on
attributes of the environment or of the ambient population. The findings
therefore expand the scope to street crimes and utilize further information
on the time and place of potential crimes.

2.5.3

Limitations and potential for future research

The geographical (more urban areas) (Hecht & Stephens, 2014), social bias
(younger, more educated, wealthier users) (Cranshaw et al., 2012), and selfselection bias (choose to make the check-in public or not) (Silva et al., 2018)
of Foursquare usage should be acknowledged, though the choice of NYC (as
the city with most activity on Foursquare) and of the complete aggregated
information on venues level (as opposed to incomplete extracts of check-ins
on users level which are common in literature (e.g., Yang et al., 2013)) are
good mitigation approaches. Quantifying such biases would become relevant
once comparing di↵erent locations (Quattrone et al., 2015), but are for now
out of scope for this study.
Also, the crime data itself presents a so-called reporting bias, as crime
incidents remain unreported by the population or undiscovered by the police
(Lum & Isaac, 2016). Training models on biased historical data and having
police focus on certain communities, will increase the arrests of minorities,
15

http://www.predpol.com
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but will not solve the underlying crime problem (Lum & Isaac, 2016).
Finally, to be aligned with previous work in criminology (Pratt & Cullen,
2005) and to be able to benchmark against prior work on crime prediction
(Wang et al., 2016), this study used the race of the inhabitants when crafting several of the census features for the prediction problem. A potential
mitigation would be to show how well the models do without taking race
into consideration, especially if planned to be used operationally. In this
work, it has been shown that, for certain types of crime, models using only
aggregated human activity data can out-perform the models based only on
the census data. This is a significant contribution and an important step
towards more fairness in crime prediction.
For future work and to make more general claims about the predictive power of such factors for long-term crime prediction globally, the same
methodology can be applied on data from other major cities around the
globe. Furthermore, the models can be enhanced by exploiting further ubiquitous data sources describing the pulse of cities, like additional social media signals, 311 calls, and IoT devices. Especially for some specific type
of crimes, like burglaries and vehicles thefts, incorporating spatial features
describing the built environment (houses, streets, land use, etc.), has the
potential to improve the models significantly. Finally, introducing temporal
crime correlates (weather data, near-repeat patterns, entertainment events,
etc.) has support in criminology and the potential to improve the presented
prediction models towards short-term prediction.

2.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, long-term crime prediction has been investigated at a finegrained level, with yearly crime data being analyzed at census track level
and across several crime categories. In constructing the prediction features,
census data, Foursquare venues data, subway usage data, and taxi usage data
has been used to operationalize di↵erent concepts from criminological and
urban theories. The work has both theoretical and practical implications.
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Chapter 3
Leveraging human mobility data for
testing crime pattern theory at scale

This chapter1 builds on the insights gained from Chapter 2 and addresses
the second of the research objectives presented in Section 1.3 of this thesis.
Here the focus is on a rigorous operationalization of the awareness spaces
of individuals in an urban environment. The operationalization is based on
mobility flows inferred from the most appropriate data source type identified
in Chapter 2, namely location-based services. Using data on consecutive
check-ins from Foursquare, this chapter succeeds in distinguishing between
people (1) spending time in local activity nodes, or (2) passing through the
neighborhood, and finds that both components are positively linked to the
crime levels of the neighborhood. As such, this work finds strong evidence
for crime pattern theory. It also shows how these human mobility flows
inferred from digital location services data can be an e↵ective tool for crime
forecasting.
The chapter opens by reiterating that crime might be linked to human
movements of non-residential visitors, and that prior studies are limited to
aggregated statistics of visitors rather than mobility flows and, because of
that, neglect the temporal dynamics of individual human movements. The
specific materials and methods that were utilized to infer human mobility
flows from Foursquare are then described. This is followed by the results of
both explanatory and predictive modeling of temporal crime profiles based
on the temporal profiles of the human mobility flows in San Francisco. Finally, the chapter closes with the contributions of this work for both theory
1

Most of this work was carried out while the author was a visiting researcher at the
University of Cambridge.
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and practice, limitations, and future work.

3.1

Introduction

Theoretical works in criminology research have conceptualized the spatiotemporal characteristics of crime as the primary entity of interest Johnson
(2010). It is well established that crime does not occur randomly or uniformly in space and time. However, most theoretical formalizations neglect
the fact that humans are also subject to spatio-temporal dynamics. Rather,
crime is the result of complex interactions between motivated o↵enders and
unguarded victims/targets and, therefore, it occurs when these elements
presumably converge (Cohen & Felson, 1979).
Leisure

Shopping
Travel3routes

Work

Figure 3.1: Schematic visualization of crime pattern theory. According to
this representation, crime (i. e., orange stars) emerges where the daily awareness spaces of victims and o↵enders overlap (i. e., gray shading).
One of the few theories that specifically accounts for spatio-temporal
variations due to human mobility is crime pattern theory (Brantingham &
Brantingham, 1993). According to this theory, people pursue a variety of
recurrent activities – such as working or shopping – at di↵erent locations,
which are called routine activity nodes. Around these locations, as well as on
the pathways between these locations, the theory defines so-called awareness
spaces (equally for o↵enders and for victims). Crime can potentially occur
where and when these awareness spaces intersect. Hence, more crime should
crop up in areas that either attract more people due to a larger number of
routine activity nodes, or that are located along frequently traveled routes
between these nodes. The idea is illustrated in Figure 3.1, which presents
routine activity nodes (i. e., work, shopping, and leisure) in an area, as well as
the corresponding pathways. Accordingly, crime should theoretically occur
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in the represented awareness spaces. However, this theory has hitherto not
been rigorously validated.
Testing crime pattern theory is challenging as it requires exact mobility
patterns for determining awareness spaces in the form of both routine activity nodes and pathways. Another challenge is that testing crime pattern
theory not only requires detailed mobility data, but, in order to obtain valid
estimates, such data should be of high temporal granularity, i. e., at the level
of hours. However, these are limitations of prior research, which has used
only aggregated proxies for activity locations and has largely neglected the
routes to or from these locations. For instance, Kadar & Pletikosa (2018)
and Chapter 2 use aggregated check-in counts from location-based services
to account for ambient populations. However, no existing literature links
the mobility trajectories of individuals to spatio-temporal crime concentrations. Hence, it has remained unclear how to operationalize daily awareness
spaces as represented by both routine activity nodes and pathways.
This work tests crime theory with reference to human mobility: it proposes a novel approach for operationalizing awareness spaces consisting of
both routine activity nodes and pathways in order to study the relationship
between urban population flows and spatio-temporal crime concentrations.
For this purpose, it suggests the use of data from large-scale online location services, such as Foursquare. The anonymized data used in this study
originates from the company’s consumer apps, which allow users to report
online the venues where they go for eating, drinking, working, and so forth
(so-called check-ins“). This provides new insights into the spatio-temporal
”
dynamics of human activity, which is beneficial for the presented research:
venues associated with check-ins denote activity nodes, while transitions
between the venues represent pathways. This study later derives how to
infer the pathways as the shortest path across the city between consecutive
check-ins. According to crime pattern theory, more check-ins or pathways in
a neighborhood should increase the number of overlapping awareness spaces
and thus elevate crime levels.
Confirmatory evidence for crime pattern theory is found. That is, crime
concentration in a neighborhood is described by check-in counts in the neighborhood venues and by transitions where people only traverse the neighborhood without stopping. Both variables are positive and statistically significant, even when controlling for location, time, and past crime. In fact, 100
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additional check-ins increase crime by 4.77 % while, more importantly, 100
additional pass-through visitors en route to other locations result in an additional 7.22 % increase. This highlights the relative importance of human
pathways in explaining crime.
In an out-of-sample setting, the extent to which data from awareness
spaces can improve crime forecasting is tested. Here a machine learning
model incorporating human mobility flows improves predictive ability: the
corresponding mean squared error over the baseline model of historical crime
is reduced by 11.29 %. This improvement is larger than that obtained by
accounting only for routine activity nodes, which corresponds to a 10.54 %
lower error over the baseline model. Altogether, these findings suggest considerable benefits of human mobility data for the task of crime forecasting
in public decision-making.

3.2
3.2.1

Related Work
Theoretical background

Studies in environmental criminology have described crime concentrations
based on (a) temporal and (b) spatial dimensions as follows. Temporal
variations in crime have been found across, for instance, seasons, months,
and even days of the week (Andresen & Malleson, 2013, 2015). Spatial
variations of crime concentrations have been repeatedly observed at various
spatial scales, such as areal units or at street level (Johnson, 2010). In this
regard, factors that explain such spatial variations in crime concentrations
were located in traditional attributes of the resident population. For instance, it was found that concepts from social disorganization theory, such
as residential stability, ethnic heterogeneity, and income levels, help in explaining neighborhood crime (Shaw & McKay, 1942; Sampson et al., 1997).
An alternative explanation builds upon static land use indicators as metrics
for neighborhood function (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1995). Consistent with crime pattern theory, one source of spatio-temporal variations in
crime concentrations could be due to human mobility; yet, this has not been
rigorously tested.
There are di↵erent theories that o↵er opposing suggestions concerning how human presence in an area should relate to crime. On the one
hand, crime pattern theory stipulates a positive relationship (Brantingham
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& Brantingham, 1993). According to this theory, greater population flows
should increase the number of awareness spaces and thus result in elevated
levels of crime. On the other hand, it has been argued that people on the
street should act as guardians and thus lower crime (Jacobs, 1961). According to this eye-on-the-street concept, policy-makers can specifically elicit
such behavior through higher densities and diversity of human activities.

3.2.2

Geo-tagged data for modeling crime

Many studies in environmental criminology use static characteristics of the
spatial environment such as the presence of bars or highway exits (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1995), while most recent work builds on destination
data from transportation surveys (Felson & Boivin, 2015). The former approach has a temporal dimension by implication only, while the latter is
prone to omitting tourist visitors and further lacks temporal dynamics.
Works in computational social science and data mining have modeled
aggregated crime counts based on features derived from human-generated
digital data with geo-tagging. Examples include points-of-interest (Wang &
Brown, 2012; Wang et al., 2016), Twitter data (Gerber, 2014; Vomfell et al.,
2018), telecommunication data (Bogomolov et al., 2014; Traunmueller et al.,
2014), transportation data (Kadar & Pletikosa, 2018; Wang et al., 2016),
and check-in counts from location services data (Kadar et al., 2017; Kadar &
Pletikosa, 2018). However, the latter work employed the number of check-ins
as an indicator of the ambient population and is thus limited to pure checkins, while ignoring actual movements. Wang et al. (2016) experimented
with aggregated taxi data with the goal of modeling model connectivity
between communities in the context of crime. However, it overlooks the
actual trajectory of the journey such as being manifested in pass-through
traffic.
The modeling approaches in the aforementioned studies can be grouped
as follows. First, the unit of analysis (i. e., the spatial resolution of the crime
variable) usually originates from discretizing the city, either into squared grid
cells of a predetermined size (Gerber, 2014) or based on existing administrative units such as census tracts (Kadar & Pletikosa, 2018; Vomfell et al.,
2018). This study adhere to prior research by utilizing census tracts as the
unit of analysis. Second, previous studies set the time resolution according
to crime counts that were aggregated on an annual (Wang et al., 2016),
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monthly (Bogomolov et al., 2014), or weekly basis (Vomfell et al., 2018).
In contrast, this study follows a di↵erent path by choosing a more granular
representation as this should better encode the fast pace of urban mobility;
therefore, it advances by studying spatio-temporal patterns of crime and
human flows based on an hourly resolution. Third, the model varies depending on the objective of the study. If an empirical quantification of the
e↵ect strength was desired, then researchers utilized correlation analysis and
simple association-based regressions as this facilitates theoretical hypothesis
testing in order to better understand the historic relationship between data
and crime (Traunmueller et al., 2014). If decision support for public stakeholders was needed, then machine learning models were estimated in order to
forecast future crime hotspots (Bogomolov et al., 2014; Kadar & Pletikosa,
2018). This work adopts both strategies: statistical tests are performed in
order to quantify the e↵ect of mobility flows on crime; afterwards, it is also
tested to what extent this relationship generalizes to out-of-sample evaluations concerning future crime in order to support public decision-makers in
crime forecasting.

3.2.3

Mining data from online location services

Data from online location platforms captures human activity at high resolution. Accordingly, this type of data was instrumental in basic research on
human dynamics, where it helped in identifying universal patterns of human
urban mobility (Noulas et al., 2012) and in discovering dynamic clusters of
urban activity (Cranshaw et al., 2012).
Given the aforementioned strengths of location service data, it is not
surprising that research has leveraged it in a wide range of applications.
For instance, it was used for measuring urban social diversity (Hristova
et al., 2016) and the impact of cultural investments (Zhou et al., 2017).
Other works apply this type of data in a business context, such as retail site
location planning (Karamshuk et al., 2013) or for predicting the survival
of retail stores (D’Silva et al., 2018a). Even other works adapt it to a
healthcare setting, e. g., when modeling the spatio-temporal evolution of
chronic diseases (Wang et al., 2018). However, mobility derived from checkins data has not yet been tested in relation to crime.
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Research gap and contributions

This study advances computational social science, by addressing for the first
time in literature the following dimensions:
1. It investigates crime theory at scale. The findings provide strong evidence supporting crime pattern theory and suggest mixed evidence
concerning the concept of humans acting as natural guardians.
2. It establishes the value of data from location-based services in understanding and predicting crime. For this, it leverages Foursquare data
(in anonymized form) consisting of almost 2.7 million transitions and,
as such, goes beyond the pure check-in counts of earlier research in
Kadar & Pletikosa (2018) and Chapter 2.
3. It fully operationalizes awareness spaces from crime pattern theory,
namely both routine activity nodes and pathways between these nodes.
It estimates their relative importance in explaining and predicting
crime, by inferring the number of people that are either (1) incoming/outgoing/transitioning between di↵erent venues within the neighborhood, or that (ii) potentially pass through the neighborhood on
their way to other areas.

3.3
3.3.1

Methods and materials
Data

This research is based on the following empirical setting. Crime concentrations are studied over the course of two years in the city of San Francisco.
San Francisco is in general a tech-savvy early adopter area, with a high
density of Foursquare transitions relative to the total population of the city
of around 3 transitions per inhabitant for the study period. By studying
hourly temporal profiles of crime and mobility, the data is eventually aggregated to a study horizon T = {0, . . . , 167} that comprises each hour of the
week.

Neighborhood crime is studied at the level of individual census tracts.2
2

Throughout this chapter, the two terms are used interchangeably. Census tracts are
administrative units defined by the United States Census Bureau and are home to 4,000
inhabitants on average.
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(a) Crime counts

(b) Check-in counts

(c) Pass-through flow

Figure 3.2: Descriptive statistics comparing San Francisco neighborhoods (using 2012 data). Crime counts are reported in
original units, while check-ins and pass-through transitions are in 100s.
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The city has a total of 196 census tracts, of which those with a population
of fewer than 100 inhabitants and those below a certain threshold of annual
check-ins (i. e., 100) are discarded. This results in a final set V of 169 census
tracts.
3.3.1.1

Crime dataset

The crime dataset originates from police reports that refer to crime incidents in San Francisco. These were retrieved for the same time period as
the Foursquare dataset. The data is publicly available and can be downloaded from the San Francisco Open Data platform.3 As was done in the
prior chapter, crime incidents involving one of five types of felonies, namely
larceny/theft, robbery, assault, burglary, and vehicle theft were considered.
All crime incidents were aggregated at census tract level. In total, this
resulted in a final sample of almost 115,000 crimes.
Figure 3.2(a) compares the distribution of crime across census tracts,
showing a particularly high concentration in downtown San Francisco.
3.3.1.2

Foursquare dataset with user transitions

The data from Foursquare contains the complete4 and anonymized5 sample
of user transitions recorded from January 2012 to December 2013 in San
Francisco. For this location and time period, the dataset counts almost
2.7 million transitions. The dataset was granted through a collaboration
between Foursquare and the University of Blinded. IRB approval was obtained from the University of Cambridge in order to work on the data for
the purpose of this study.
This dataset has several advantages. Unlike raw check-in data, it provides transitions that track the movements of individual users between activity nodes and therefore allows to eventually infer mobility flows. Also,
because a database export is used, the sample is not subject to the usual
biases that arise during data collection when using APIs or scraping techniques. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that, by making no specific
3
https://data.sfgov.org/Public-Safety/Police-Department-Incident-ReportsHistorical-2003/tmnf-yvry
4
For privacy reasons, transitions from or to home locations were removed by Foursquare
before export. It allows to focus on all routine activities that are non-residential.
5
Personal identifiers were removed by Foursquare before export.
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assumptions concerning the nature of the data, the findings should generalize
to other sources of location data. On the downside, the general limitations
of data captured in online services also apply to Foursquare, a fact that is
acknowledged in the discussion section.
An anonymous transition is defined as a pair of consecutive check-ins
recorded by the same user at two di↵erent venues within a timespan of
three hours. A transition is essentially a tuple with additional information,
namely start time, end time, source venue, and destination venue.
Each Foursquare venue belongs to a category specified according to a
detailed taxonomy. This information is used to assign each check-in to
one of the following main routine activity types: work/study (e. g., offices
and universities), restaurants/bars (e. g., Spanish restaurants), leisure (e. g.,
outdoors and recreation and entertainment), shopping (e. g., shops and services), and travel (e. g., airports). Finally, each venue comes with longitude
and latitude coordinates which can be used to identify the corresponding
census tract. Figure 3.2(b) illustrates the volume of check-ins across different census tracts, while Figure 3.2(c) reports the pass-through visitors
derived from the transitions as detailed in the next section.

3.3.2

Feature generation

The objective of this study is to operationalize awareness spaces by decomposing transitions at census tract level into the following variables:
Check-ins. These refer to the routine activity nodes and, in this case,
the number of total check-ins are counted, i. e., checkins i,t , per neighborhood i 2 V and hour t 2 T in the dataset. This variable is further split into incoming/outgoing transitions and self-loop transitions,

whereby a person remains in the same neighborhood. In the former incoming/outgoing transitions, it does not matter whether an individual
enters or leaves a neighborhood; instead, only how often an awareness
space appears due to node activity is of interest. Given a graph-based
notation is later introduced, the latter variable, the transitions within
the same neighborhood, is referred to as self-loop transitions since both
origin and destination correspond to the same neighborhood node.
Pass-through flows. This variable represents all transitions that potentially cross a neighborhood, but where origin and destination are

(b) Origin-destination network

(c) Shortest-path network

Figure 3.3: Visualization of computational steps in order to retrieve the pass-through flows (based on 2012 data).

(a) Spatial adjacency network
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located elsewhere. Hence, it is necessary to infer the likeliest path that
a person undertook when moving from origin to destination.
Note that all variables are calculated at hourly level for each census tract.
Computing pass-through flows requires additional processing steps that
are detailed in the following section. It is based on the idea of modeling
the city as a network in which nodes represent neighborhoods. Then a
transition from the location service data is replaced by the shortest path in
the neighborhood network.

3.3.3

Computation of pass-through transitions

A network-based formalization of transitions, that later aids the computation of pass-through flows, is introduced now. Neighborhoods are translated
into nodes V , while edges E connect adjacent neighborhoods. These then
form a spatial adjacency network Gadj = (V, Eadj ). Formally, the location of
a neighborhood i 2 V is modeled by the centroid location of the corresponding census tract. Two nodes i, j 2 V are connected by an unweighted edge
eij 2 ES if and only if the perimeters of the corresponding areal units of

the census tracts touch at one point (or more). The actual computation is
based on queen’s spatial contiguity.6 The network is undirected and, hence,
eij 2 V , eji 2 V .

Pass-through flows are computed by modeling the route that individuals

have undertaken based on the network structure Gadj . For this purpose,
let orig and dest refer to the origin and destination neighborhoods of a
transition. The goal is then to come up with a sequence of neighborhoods
norig , n1 , . . . , ndest 2 V that defines the order of transitions between adjacent

neighborhoods in order to reach dest when starting in orig. Based on the
spatial adjacency network, an origin-destination network is introduced. It
encodes all potential transitions and, subsequently, derive a shortest-path
network that yields the pass-through transitions.
Step 1: The origin-destination network GOD = (V, EOD , WOD ) comprises all transitions that occur between di↵erent neighborhoods. This network is now directed and weighted: an edge eij 2 EOD is added in the

network if at least one transition occurred from neighborhood i 2 V to
6

Implemented in the pysal Python package.
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j 2 V , while its weight wij 2 WOD denotes the number of such transitions
from i to j.

Step 2: The origin-destination network quantifies the overall mobility
flows, but it does not provide the routes. Hence, a shortest-path network is
computed where transitions are replaced by the shortest path between origin
and destination according to the spatial structure in the spatial adjacency
network. Using shortest paths in modeling transitions is a well-established
tool in network science and is widely employed, for instance, in the computation of centrality metrics such as betweenness centrality (Freeman, 1977).
In this work, simplified assumption is made that people move along the
shortest paths between origins and destinations in the network of neighborhoods. This might not always apply, as people traveling in a city must
follow roads or other fixed transportation lines; yet it is shown later that
this approximation is sufficient for testing the introduced hypotheses.
The shortest-path network is computed as follows. Let GSP = (V, ESP , WSP )
denote the shortest-path network with directed edges ESP and corresponding weights WSP . For each edge in GOD , the shortest path ⌧ according to
the network structure in Gadj is computed.7 Then, for each edge along the
path ⌧ , an edge is added to the shortest-path network GSP . Its weight is set
so that it is the sum of the weights from all shortest paths passing through
it. The pseudocode for the previous steps is listed in Algorithm 1, which
returns the directed weighted network GSP .
Algorithm 1 Construction of shortest-path network
Initialize neighborhood nodes V and set ESP
Eadj
for each eij 2 ESP do:
Initialize edge weights to wij
0
end for
for each weighted transition tkl 2 EOD do:
Compute the directed shortest path ⇡kl between nodes k and l in the network Gadj
for each directed edge eij 2 ⇡kl do:
Increment the weight wij by the number of transitions for tkl between k and l;
i. e., wij
wij + weight[tkl ]
end for
end for
return GSP = (V, ESP , WSP ) with WSP = {wij }

7

Implemented in the pathpy2 Python package.
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(a) Census tract 12800:
Lombard Street

(b) Census tract 11700:
Union Square

(c) Census tract 10100:
Fisherman’s Wharf

Figure 3.4: Hourly temporal profiles reveal co-movements of the numbers for crime and mobility flows (shown: 2012 data).
Crime counts are reported in original units, while check-ins and pass-through transitions are in 100s.
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Model specification

A two-pronged evaluation is performed whereby the model is varied depending on the objective; see Breiman (2001) for a detailed discussion. On
the one hand, an explanatory validation with the aim of theory testing is
performed. Hence, statistical tests are employed to quantify how well regressors with human mobility data describe the dependent variable of interest,
i. e., crime. As a result, one then interprets the estimated e↵ect strengths,
performs significance testing, and studies the explained variance based on
historic (i. e., in-sample) data. On the other hand, predictive modeling evaluates the ability of human mobility in forecasting future, unseen crime (i. e.,
out-of-sample). It is thus concerned with providing decision support to public stakeholders. By pursuing both explanatory and predictive modeling, this
study contributes findings of relevance to di↵erent audiences.
As the dependent variable, i. e., crime counts, exhibits an over-dispersed
distribution with higher variance than mean, the analysis follows earlier research (Osgood, 2000; Wang et al., 2016) and models crime as a negative
binomial distribution. This applies to all model specifications in both explanatory and predictive modeling.

3.3.4.1

Empirical modeling for theory testing

For understanding how the regressors explain crime, a PGLM with location
and time fixed-e↵ects is employed.8 This model is suited for the presented
research question for several reasons. First, the dataset consists of time
series. Second, one must account for between-neighborhood and temporal
heterogeneity by incorporating fixed-e↵ects at both census tract level and
for each of the 168 hours within a week. This is a common approach in
urban computing (Zhang et al., 2016), since it specifically controls for unobservable spatio-temporal dynamics. Thereby, the models controls for the
fact that some neighborhoods are more popular than others due to spatial
characteristics, as well as the fact that crime across the whole city is subject
to the same temporal variations.
8

The implementation provided in the R package pglm is used.
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The resulting PGLM is then formalized by
crime i,t = ⌫ + ↵i + ✓t +
+

⇥ past crime i,t

⇥ check -ins i,t + ⇥ pass-through flow i,t

with intercept ⌫ and coefficients

(3.1)

, , and , where i refers to the census

tracts in V and t 2 {0, . . . , 167} to all hours of the week. Eq. (3.1) contains
fixed-e↵ects for both neighborhood (↵i ) and time (✓t ). Over-specification

was avoided as one of the dummies for each dimension was automatically
removed. Historic crime counts from the previous year (i. e., 2011 when
estimated with 2012 data) in the same neighborhood is incorporated as an
additional regressor, since historic crime profiles indicate whether a neighborhood was previously prone to crime. The coefficients

and

then mea-

sure the extent to which both check-ins and pathways relate to crimes.
Several model variations are presented later. The AIC is reported, as
it should indicate which model should be preferred. First, several models
are tested where the pass-through flow is omitted. Second, Eq. (3.1) is
extended by splitting the total number of check-ins into: incoming/outgoing
movements, on the one hand, and self-loops where people remain in the same
neighborhood on the other hand.
3.3.4.2

Predictive modeling for crime forecasting

The prognostic capacity of mobility flows in forecasting future crime is further studied. Here a model is required that allows injecting structure in the
specification (e. g., for spatial heterogeneity) and accounts for non-linearities,
while still avoiding overfitting. Hence, a GAM is employed.9 GAMs refer to
machine learning algorithms which combine higher-order terms (subject to
unknown and potentially non-linear smoothing functions) for one or multiple predictors in an additive structure. They are known for balancing good
predictive performance with a white-box approach (Lou et al., 2012). This
approach enables one to leverage the underlying model structure and interpret the contribution of each predictor, so that additional insights can be
later reported.
In the predictive model, a di↵erent approach for handling spatio-temporal
heterogeneity is chosen. In fact, leveraging dummies would result in overfit9

The implementation provided in the R package mgcv is used.
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ting and compromise the prognostic capacity of the model. Still, crime
is subject to considerable spatio-temporal heterogeneity/autocorrelation.
Hence, spatial heterogeneity is included in the model by introducing a
smooth baseline crime risk that was modeled as a bivariate spline term
(xi , yi ) where xi and yi refer to the longitude and latitude of neighborhood
i. Formally, the location was derived from the centroid corresponding to
the neighborhood. Temporal variability was modeled via a univariate spline
(hour t ) for each hour. Moreover, additional stand-alone splines were created for the temporal characteristics of weekdays vs. weekend. These were
employed for all features involving crime and mobility flows. Needless to say,
the GAM can e↵ectively handle a large number of potential spatio-temporal
factors due to its built-in regularization and is still not prone to overfitting.
The estimation procedure was as follows. The GAM was fed with model
variables analogous to the PGLM. All model specifications were trained
based on data from 2012. The degree of smoothness of each function was
estimated automatically using generalized cross-validation.10 Afterwards,
the out-of-sample performance is computed by evaluating hourly crime data
throughout 2013. Across all experiments, the MSE is reported.

3.4
3.4.1

Results
Descriptive statistics

Figure 3.3(a) depicts the location of neighborhoods and the corresponding
spatial adjacency network. Figure 3.3(b) shows all transitions between origin and destination where the line weight corresponds to the number of
transitions. This is then translated into the shortest-path network from
Figure 3.3(c), which yields the pass-through flow.
Figure 3.4 compares the temporal profiles of crimes against mobility
flows. The profiles are shaped by daily and weekly circadian variations of
human activity. Similarities between crime and mobility flows can be already
seen in the graphs, and are investigated formally in the following.
10

The implementations provided in the Python packages pandas and scikit-learn are
used.
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PGLM (2a)
PGLM (2b)

PGLM (1a)
PGLM (1b)

Baseline PGLM

Model

Past crime, incoming/outgoing flow, self-loop flow
Past crime, incoming/outgoing flow, self-loop flow, pass-through flow

Past crime, check-ins
Past crime, check-ins, pass-through flow

Past crime

Regressors

85 141.41
85 094.53

85 203.60
85078.51

85 789.44

AIC

Table 3.1: Model comparison for the explanatory approach. The model specification follows the PGLM with both location
and time fixed-e↵ects from Eq. (3.1). Crime from the previous year is included in all model specifications, but mobility
features are varied. The best model in terms of AIC is highlighted in bold (estimates are based on 2012 data).
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Empirical relationship between mobility flows and crime

Table 3.1 performs a model selection based on AIC in order to compare the
use of di↵erent variables. Here the variant is preferred that includes both
check-ins and pass-through flows. Therefore, pass-through flows should be
considered in the final model. It should also be noted that the alternative model specification with mobility data (incoming/outgoing flow, selfloop flow, and pass-through flow) is only marginally inferior and, more importantly, the AIC worsens considerably when omitting mobility features.
Hence, this confirms the importance of pathways in describing crime concentrations. All mobility coefficients are significant at the 0.1 % level, with
the exception of the self-loop flow in PGLM (2b) which is significant at the
5 % level.
Model

●

PGLM (1a)

PGLM (1b)

●

Pass−through flow

●

●

Check−ins

●

●

Past crime
1.00

1.02

1.04

●

1.06

1.08

Exp. coefficient

Figure 3.5: Estimation results from the PGLM detailing how check-ins and
pass-through flow describe crime concentrations (based on 2012 data). Visualized are exponentiated coefficients (i. e., incident rate ratios) and the
corresponding 95 % confidence intervals.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 report the empirical results of the previous PGLMs
in describing crime concentrations. Di↵erent model specifications are reported in order to confirm that the estimated coefficients remain robust.
When interpreting the coefficients, one reports so-called incident rate rations (i. e., the exponentiated value of the coefficient) as these measure the
direct influence of a regressor on the outcome variable.
Following observations are made based on Figure 3.5. As anticipated by
crime pattern theory: both check-ins and pass-through flow are positively
associated with crime. According to PGLM (1b), 100 check-ins suggest an
increase in crime by 4.77 % (p < .001). Yet an even larger e↵ect is found
for pass-through flow, where an additional 100 people transitioning through
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PGLM (2a)

●

Pass−through flow
Self−loop flow

PGLM (2b)

●

●

●
●

●

Incoming/outgoing flow

●

●
●

Past crime
0.95

1.00

1.05

1.10

Exp. coefficient

Figure 3.6: Estimation results from the PGLM detailing how incoming/outgoing flow, self-loop flow, and pass-through flow describe crime concentrations (based on 2012 data). Visualized are exponentiated coefficients
(i. e., incident rate ratios) and the corresponding 95 % confidence intervals.
the neighborhood are linked to a 7.22 % rise in crime (p < .001). Notably,
the direction of the relationships remain robust.
Figure 3.6 splits check-ins into both incoming/outgoing flow and selfloop flow. As the data shows, the awareness spaces introduced as a result
of incoming/outgoing flow are linked positively with crime. However, selfloop flow, where people wander from one venue to another in the same
neighborhood, is linked to reduced crime. According to PGLM (2b), every
100 such visitors correspond to a 2.61 % decrease in crime counts (p < .05).
The implications for theory are discussed later.

3.4.3

Predictive power of mobility flows in crime forecasting

The ability of mobility features to generalize to unseen observations and
aid the prediction of future crime is now studied. Table 3.2 lists the outof-sample prediction performance. Two benchmarks are employed in order
to isolate the contribution of mobility features in forecasting. The first is
the historical profile which simply predicts past crime i,t . In fact, related
work suggested that crime clusters in space and time with regularity (Johnson, 2010), making historical crime a strong baseline. In addition, a GAM
baseline is utilized. It models spatial heterogeneity and temporal variations,
while also being fed with past crime. As the historical profile outperforms
the GAM baseline, the improvements over the former are reported.

—
Past crime
Past crime, check-ins
Past crime, check-ins, pass-through flow
Past crime, incoming/outgoing flow, self-loop flow
Past crime, incoming/outgoing flow, self-loop flow, pass-through flow

Historical profile
Baseline GAM

GAM (1a)
GAM (1b)

GAM (2a)
GAM (2b)

4.371
4.272

4.263
4.227

4.765
6.811

Value

11.29
8.27
10.35

10.54

—
−42.94

Improvement (%)

MSE

Table 3.2: Predictive performance of mobility features in forecasting future crime. The GAMs include separate splines for
location and time. Improvements over the historical crime profile are reported in %. The best performance in terms of MSE
is highlighted in bold (models are trained on 2012 data and tested on 2013 data).

Predictors

Model
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Figure 3.7: Location contour plot from GAM (1b): across all times and
irrespective of other factors, crime achieves highest concentrations in the
city center (N-E region).

Figure 3.8: Feature dependence plot for weekday hours from GAM (1b):
across all locations and irrespective of other factors, crime achieves minimum
concentrations around 4-5am.

Figure 3.9: Feature dependency plots from GAM (1b). Crime counts are
reported in original units, while check-ins and pass-through transitions are
in 100s. Zoomed-in: full line (50th percentile), dashed line (90th percentile),
dotted line (95th percentile).
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The best performance overall is achieved by the GAM (1b) with both
check-ins and pass-through flow, which improves the MSE of the historical
profile by 11.29 %. It even outperforms the equivalent model without passthrough flows, i. e., GAM (1a), by 0.75 percentage points. This reveals the
considerable value of pass-through flows in crime forecasting. An alternative
GAM that instead uses incoming/outgoing flow, self-loop flow, and passthrough flow is also investigated; see model GAM (2b). It is almost on par
with GAM (1b), but slightly inferior. Comparing GAM (2a) and (2b), the
inclusion of pass-through flows increases the performance considerably by
2.08 percentage points.
As anticipated by the literature on crime concentrations, the neighborhood location plays a critical role in forecasting future crimes: Figure 3.7 visualizes the cold- and hot-spots of crime in San Francisco found
by GAM (1b). The predictive model also confirms the expected temporal
variations of crime, as visualized in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.9 depicts the feature dependency plots of the relevant features
in GAM (1b). Given that the features exhibit positively skewed count distributions, the figures zoom in the respective 95th percentile ranges for better
understanding of the relationships. Please note that the remaining 5 percentile ranges are also associated with higher uncertainty estimates. In general, higher crime levels are associated with higher levels of past crime, with
more check-ins, and with more pass-through flows in the neighborhood. In
this multivariate and non-linear predictive setup, the e↵ect of pass-through
flows appears to dilute in the last 10 percentile of the distribution, meaning
that in busy neighborhoods with more than 100-150 visitors/hour, additional
pass-through traffic will not increase crime levels.

3.4.4

Sensitivity analysis by activity types

Specific instantiations of PGLM (1b) with only check-ins from a specific
type of routine activities (e. g., only check-ins at bars and restaurants) were
created. As a result, routine activities appear to vary in their relationship to
crime. Based on the results in Figure 3.10, it can be concluded that leisure
activities have the highest association with crime, while shopping may be
negatively linked to crime.
11

11

Needless to say, the e↵ect of pass-through

The results could be linked to the fact that people are more exposed and concentrate
in higher crowds during leisure activities. Also leisure venues many times lack security,
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Figure 3.10: Estimation results from the PGLM detailing how di↵erent types
of check-ins describe crime concentrations (based on 2012 data). Visualized
are exponentiated coefficients (i. e., incident rate ratios) and the corresponding 95 % confidence intervals.
flow remains positive and significant across all model specifications.
Furthermore, specific instantiations of GAM (1a) and GAM (1b) were
created in a similar way. As a result, this modification does not yield an increased performance when compared to the models that include total counts
across all activities. The best performance among the new specifications is
achieved by the model incorporating shopping check-ins. The pass-through
flow still manages to obtain substantial performance improvements. In a
final instantiation, GAM (1a) and GAM (1b) are extended in such a way
that each activity type has its own mobility feature. However, this does not
improve the forecasting ability further and, more importantly, the added
value from pass-through flows remains clearly visible.

3.4.5

Sensitivity analysis by crime types

Specific instantiations of PGLM (1b) were also created by considering as
the dependent variable only incidents from a specific crime type: larceny,
assault, burglary, robbery, and vehicle theft. The di↵erent types of crime
have di↵erent relationships with the number of people spending time or
passing through the neighborhood. Figure 3.11 suggests that the number
of visitors has the strongest positive association with larcenies and vehicle
thefts, and a potential negative association with robberies.
Finally, specific instantiations of GAM (1a) and GAM (1b) were created
unlike shops for instance.
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Figure 3.11: Estimation results from the PGLM detailing how check-ins
and pass-through flow describe describe di↵erent types of crime concentrations (based on 2012 data). Visualized are exponentiated coefficients (i. e.,
incident rate ratios) and the corresponding 95 % confidence intervals.
in a similar way. By far, the best performance among the new specifications is achieved by the model predicting larcenies, where the addition of
pass-through flow increases the out-of-sample performance. The hardest to
predict prove to be burglaries and vehicle thefts.

3.4.6

Robustness checks

Robustness of the results is tested by varying the period under study: testing
the empirical relationship between mobility flows and crime on the 2013 data
instead of the 2012 data results in identical findings. All regressors attain
similar significance levels across the di↵erent specifications, while the best
model in terms of AIC is again achieved by PGLM (1b). Moreover, the
sign of the coefficients are unchanged: check-ins, pass-through flow, and
incoming/outgoing flow remain positively linked to crime, while self-loops
are negatively associated.
For conciseness, only the increase in prediction performance based on the
MSE was reported. Even when computing alternative performance scores,
such as mean absolute error (MAE) and R2 , the findings hold true.

3.5
3.5.1

Discussion
Contributions to theory

The results establish that human mobility is highly capable of describing
crime concentrations. While check-ins have been studied previously (Kadar
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et al., 2017), this study actually observes an even stronger relationship (i. e.,
larger coefficient) with pass-through flows. This thus points to the overall importance of pathways in understanding and theorizing crime. When
decomposing check-ins further, mixed findings were obtained: self-loops
are negatively associated with crime, whereas the relationship for incoming/outgoing flows is positive.
The above findings confirm crime pattern theory (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1993): operationalizing the awareness spaces comprised of both
routine activity nodes and pathways via check-ins and pass-through flows,
respectively, returns a positive relationship. Accordingly, crime appears to
be located at awareness spaces. Mixed evidence is found concerning a natural surveillance according to which humans could function as guardians.
This could eventually stir research on testing the eyes-on-the-street theory
(Jacobs, 1961), but would require additional variables.

3.5.2

Implications for research and practice

This work demonstrates a novel use of data from online location services
and it can benefit computational social scientists when investigating urban
mobility at a granular, large-scale, and spatio-temporal level. In the context
of crime, mining urban mobility information from online location service
overcomes the limitations of using traditional survey-based data, which o↵ers
only a static view (Felson & Boivin, 2015), and thus entails considerable
benefits for theory testing. In fact, it also allows to decompose di↵erent
movement patterns such as node activity and pass-through traffic. The
approach makes not use of features that are unique to Foursquare and,
therefore, the results should thus generalize to other online services providing
location and activity information such as Facebook or Google Places.
It has also been shown how data from online location services can be
utilized in order to o↵er significantly better predictions of spatio-temporal
crime patterns. Provided with access to (near) real-time mobility data,
public decision-makers would be able to better respond to short-term evolutions of neighborhood crime. Furthermore, the implications of this work aid
better urban design policy. In this respect, this work relates to the value of
investing in neighborhood cohesion (Sampson et al., 1997) and social capital
(Hristova et al., 2018) in order to bolster neighborhood safety.
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Limitations and potential for future research

As with every research project, this work is subject to limitations. It is
well established in scientific literature that data from mobile users, as well
as online location services, reflects only a subset of the general population
(Arribas-Bel & Bakens, 2018; Silva et al., 2018). Foursquare users in 2012/13
were primarily young professionals, ranging from 25 to 35 years old, who
owned smartphones (Cranshaw et al., 2012). Another limitation is that
transitions were approximated through a shortest path, thereby ignoring
the actual layout of transportation systems. Despite these simplifications
with regard to mobility features, statistically significant relationships were
already observed, even when controlling for time and location fixed-e↵ects.
Finally, this is an observational study and, therefore, the results do not
imply causation, which is left for future research.
This work provides various opportunities for future research. First, it
represents one of the first studies that investigates crime based on hourly
resolution; however, even more granular spatio-temporal units could be demanded by practitioners. Second, the work could be advanced by studying
potential associations between specific types of crime and urban activities,
thereby by propelling further theory building. Third, extending mobility
flows with sociodemographic and spatial characteristics of neighborhoods
could yield additional insights.

3.6

Conclusion

This work studied the relationship between mobility data from online location services and crime concentrations in novel ways. First, this establishes
that human mobility aids in describing variations in crime concentrations.
In fact, both locations of routine activity and pass-through areas reveal a
statistically significant influence, while the observed e↵ect size is larger for
pathways. Second, these findings contribute to crime theory by advancing
our understanding of eyes-on-the-street behavior and finding affirmative evidence of crime pattern theory. Third, this chapter exposes the predictive
power of human movements from online location services in relation to crime
forecasting. This is likely to propel further innovations in computational social science where routine activities and other social phenomena in urban
settings are studied.
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Chapter 4
Developing imbalance-aware machine
learning for short-term crime prediction
in low population areas

While Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 presented research in highly populated urban environments, this chapter focuses on less populated environments. Predicting crime hotspots in regions with low population densities and highly
unequally-distributed crime, results in a severe sparsity (i. e., class imbalance) of the outcome variable, which impedes predictive modeling. To alleviate this, this chapter proposes machine learning models for spatio-temporal
prediction that are specifically adjusted for an imbalanced distribution of
the class labels. They are tested in an actual setting and with state-of-theart predictors: socio-economic, geographical, temporal, meteorological, and
crime variables in fine resolution. This work has direct implications for predictive policing, contributing to public decision support in low population
density regions.
The chapter opens by reviewing the current developments around predictive policing, and revealing the lack of short-term crime prediction studies
in areas with lower population densities. To close this gap, the specific
materials and methods that were utilized to develop an imbalance-aware
hyper-ensemble are then described. This is followed by the results of several
baselines and of the proposed approach on real-world data from the canton
of Aarau in Switzerland. Finally, the chapter closes with the implications
for research and practice, limitations, and future work.
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4.1

Introduction

In the e↵ort to reduce crime, governments and law enforcement agencies,
such as US police departments, have recently started experimenting with
techniques for predictive policing in order to optimize the use of resources
and to increase the chances of deterring, as well as preventing, crime events.1 .
The term predictive policing“ refers to the use of predictive analytics with
”
the aim of identifying the potential locations of criminal activity prior to
such an event taking place (Ratcli↵e, 2014). Formally, this approach draws
upon historical records of crime events in order to make spatio-temporal
forecasts (Bowers et al., 2004; Mohler et al., 2011).2 In addition, the predictive models are often extended by further information related to the socioeconomic status of the resident population and to nearby points of interest
(POI) (Kadar et al., 2017; Rummens et al., 2017; Vomfell et al., 2018; Wang
& Brown, 2012; Xue & Brown, 2006), basic temporal variables (Rummens
et al., 2017; Wang & Brown, 2012), or even social media, telecom, or mobility data (Bogomolov et al., 2014; Gerber, 2014; Kadar & Pletikosa, 2018;
Vomfell et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2016), in order to better adapt to the
spatio-temporal nature of crime events.
Forecasts from predictive policing improve situational awareness at both
the tactical and strategic levels for law enforcement bodies and help them
develop strategies for more efficient and e↵ective policing (Perry et al., 2013,
p. 2). Figure 4.1 summarizes the main steps involved in deriving tactical
decision support from predictive policing. In doing so, predictive policing is
based on the assumption that the presence of police o↵ers at crime hotspots
leads to decreasing crime rates, which has been recently validated in randomized controlled trials (Mohler et al., 2015).

1

https://leb.fbi.gov/articles/featured-articles/predictive-policing-usingtechnology-to-reduce-crime
2
This study builds upon the place-centric notion of crime prediction, with the aim of
forecasting time-dependent spatial hotspots of elevated crime risk. This is in contrast to
a people-centric notion, such as adopted by Canter et al. (2000) or Wang et al. (2013),
which aims at identifying attributes of potential o↵enders.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of how predictive policing delivers spatial
decision support for law enforcement.
Previous research has developed models for crime prediction that target
highly populated areas. Examples include cities such as Los Angeles (Gerber, 2014), London (Bogomolov et al., 2014), and Liverpool (Bowers et al.,
2004). Other studies even narrow the focus to individual districts such as
the San Fernando Valley in Los Angeles (Mohler et al., 2011). Yet there
is scant evidence that predictive policing can also be applied to areas with
lower population density. In fact, prior literature has overlooked sparselypopulated regions, despite the fact that over 50 % of household burglaries
in the US occur in such areas.3 However, this segment of society is currently not benefiting from novel, data-driven techniques for public decision
support.
The key contribution of this work is to adapt predictive policing to areas
with low population density. The unique features of these regions require
extensive modifications to current models used in predictive policing. More
specifically, they are characterized by low population densities and crime
incidents that are distributed sparsely. In fact, only 0.06 % of the total daily
observations in this study reflect a crime event. As a consequence, the outcome variable is a↵ected by a severe sparsity, which, in machine learning,
is called class imbalance. Due to it, traditional approaches to predictive
modeling struggle achieving a forecast performance beyond a random vote.
As a remedy, this study follows recent suggestions for handling class imbalances, and develops a hyper-ensemble for spatio-temporal crime prediction
that is specifically suited to an extreme class imbalance and, thus, to low
population density areas.
The evaluation demonstrates the capacity of crime prediction in a realworld, low population density setting. The results reveal the challenge of
forecasting spatio-temporal crime patterns with naı̈ve predictive models,
3

https://www.bjs.gov/index.cfm?ty=nvat
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since these outperform the default hit rate of a majority vote by a mere 18.1
percentage points in identifying the top 5 % of crime hotspots. To improve
the predictive power, this work proposes a hyper-ensemble that combines the
benefits of under-sampling and ensemble learning, thereby modeling decisive
relationships between predictors and outcomes even in the presence of sparse
crime events and thus extreme class imbalances. As a result, the proposed
hyper-ensemble consistently yields considerable performance improvements
over common baselines: it increases the hit ratio significantly from 18.1 % to
24.6 % when aiming for the top 5 % of hotspots, and from 53.1 % to 60.4 %
when aiming for the top 20 % of hotspots.
The work entails immediate implications for decision support, especially
across the public sector. This chapter helps to further develop decisionmaking in public bodies by incorporating spatial analytics for data-driven
decision support. Furthermore, literature commonly studies decision support in high population density regions, while neglecting a major share of the
population that lives in areas with lower population density. Here specific
levers for translating existing prediction algorithms are presented, such as
those used for managing rescue units or traffic flow, to these settings. This
is a direct remedy for an acute societal challenge, since sparsely-populated
areas already experience lower average incomes and are now additionally
excluded from the potential benefits of more efficient decision-making.

4.2

Related work

This section provides a detailed overview of the theoretical foundations,
drawn from the field of criminology, based on which the common choices in
predictive modeling of crime incidents were made.

4.2.1

Theoretical foundation

The spatial nature of crime has been subject to extensive theory development. In this regard, under the umbrella of crime pattern theory, individual
locations have been categorized according to whether they act as crime generators, crime attractors or crime detractors (Brantingham & Brantingham,
1995). For instance, locations where large crowds assemble are supposed to
serve as crime generators (e. g., sporting events), while the intrinsic characteristics of others function as crime attractors (e. g., bars) or crime detractors
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(e. g., police stations). In practice, these patterns can be modeled by the
inclusion of POI and other infrastructure characteristics as factors in predictive modeling, an approach that is also followed in this work. In addition,
the social disorganization theory (Shaw & McKay, 1942) and its further o↵shoots link crime levels to the ecological attributes of the neighborhood such
as socio-economic status, residential stability, and ethnic diversity. This motivates the choice of predictors in order to account for socio-demographic and
economic variations among the resident population.

The temporal nature of crime is often theorized to follow two distinct
patterns (Farrell & Pease, 1993). On the one hand, the concept of repeat
victimization proposes that crime events are more likely to occur at locations
at which other crime incidents have previously taken place. The reason for
the increased risk level originates from the assumption that o↵enders are
more likely to exploit suitable opportunities further, for example, by stealing objects replaced after the initial theft. On the other hand, near repeat
victimization refers to crime events occurring to close proximity of locations
of past incidents. Here theory assumes the concept of risk heterogeneity,
which states that the only association between one o↵ense and another is
the target involved. Since nearby locations of an existing crime scene are
more likely to share certain characteristics, such as escape routes or levels
of surveillance, it renders them potential locations for further crime in the
short run. Theoretical arguments have been proposed for both patterns
(Johnson, 2008), and thus, this study takes these theories into consideration by incorporating counts of previous crime incidents into the predictive
models.

Finally, the characteristics of an environment can inherently change according to climatic and seasonal conditions. A detailed literature review
of di↵erent studies concerning the impact of weather-related variables on
crime was performed in Murataya & Gutierrez (2013). The fact that both
violent and property crimes are significantly correlated with major holidays
is documented in Cohn & Rotton (2003). These studies have informed the
choice of further temporal factors.
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4.2.2
4.2.2.1

Short-term crime prediction
Naı̈ve predictions from historic crime data

Early attempts to identify crime hotspots relied upon non-parametric approaches, thus benefiting from simple estimation procedures but neglecting
the prognostic capacity of environmental attributes and all associated spatiotemporal dynamics. For instance, the so-called spatial hotspot model applies a simple KDE to historic crime events in order to locate areas that were
previously associated with a higher likelihood of criminal activity (Chainey
et al., 2008). While this approach proved feasible in high population density settings, the disparate and sparse crime events in less populated areas
limit its applicability. Nevertheless, historic crime data serves as one of the
baselines for determining locations with a high risk of crime. In fact, the
empirical results later establish that basic models without theory-informed
crime correlates result in inferior performance as compared to models leveraging spatio-temporal predictors.
4.2.2.2

Machine learning models with spatio-temporal predictors

Machine learning allows for the incorporation of crime correlates in order
to improve prediction performance. It can thereby accommodate further
theories, such as crime pattern theory and social disorganization theory.
As a result, a variety of models and predictors have been proposed in the
literature for short-term crime prediction, and they are summarized in the
following (see Table 4.1).
There is considerable variability in terms of model choice. Past studies
have quantified the probability of criminal events by means of generalized
additive models (Wang & Brown, 2012), logistic regression (Gerber, 2014;
Rummens et al., 2017), gradient boosting (Vomfell et al., 2018), neural networks (Rummens et al., 2017), or random forests (Bogomolov et al., 2014;
Vomfell et al., 2018). However, there is no evidence that any one model is
consistently superior to all others. A potential reason might be located in
the di↵erent prediction horizons, which can vary from month-ahead predictions (Bogomolov et al., 2014; Wang & Brown, 2012) and bi-weekly crime
counts (Vomfell et al., 2018) to ranking hotspots on a daily basis (Gerber,
2014). Notably, these works all deal with urban data and thus avoid having
to account for class imbalance. Hence, a wide range of models is later inves-
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tigated in order to identify a tailored prediction strategy for this research
setting.
Numerous spatio-temporal crime correlates have been used as predictors,
often in a theory-informed manner. Location features inspired by social
disorganization theory and crime pattern theory are common and predominantly include socio-demographic variables, infrastructure and POI data
(Bogomolov et al., 2014; Kadar et al., 2017; Rummens et al., 2017; Vomfell
et al., 2018; Wang & Brown, 2012). To account for (near) repeat victimization, previous crime has been incorporated into the prediction models
(Gerber, 2014; Wang & Brown, 2012). Further dynamic features refer to
seasonal indicators (Rummens et al., 2017), or urban human dynamics extracted from social media, mobility, or telecom data (Bogomolov et al., 2014;
Gerber, 2014; Kadar & Pletikosa, 2018; Vomfell et al., 2018). This chapter
adheres to these works and follows an extensive, theory-informed selection
of spatio-temporal predictors in this low population setup.
Table 4.1 summarizes key studies on short-term crime prediction from
the literature. It is import to mention that these studies restrict the analysis
to an area with high population density (a major city or a region of it) and
do not consider areas with low population density.

4.2.3

Research gap and contributions

The novelty of this work is to expand short-term crime prediction to low
population density settings. It’s key contributions are:
1. in terms of techniques, it is the first to develop a hyper-ensemble model
which can successfully handle extremely imbalanced distributions of
crime events, as those presented by areas with low population densities.
2. in terms of data and interpretability, it uses state-of-the-art spatiotemporal predictors, grouped in several categories grounded in relevant
theories from environmental criminology.
3. in terms of unit of analysis, it predicts crime hotspots at a very granular scale (200 m ⇥ 200 m ⇥ 1 day), which can be used for tactical
decision-making in law enforcement.

4. in terms of evaluation, it evaluates the proposed approach on a temporal out-of-sample test set and by means of domain-specific metrics.
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Wang & Brown (2012)

Mohler et al. (2011)

Bowers et al. (2004)

Study

High

High

High

Population density

Charlottesville

Part of Los Angeles

Liverpool

Study area

Grid cells of 32 m ⇥ 32 m

Grid cells of 200 m ⇥ 200 m

Grid cells of 50 m ⇥ 50 m

Spatial resolution

1 month

1 day

2 days/1 week

Temporal resolution

Crime, social media

Crime, spatial

Crime

Crime

Features

Logistic regression

Spatio-temporal generalized
additive model

Self-exciting point processes

Prospective hotspot

Method

Random forest

1 day

Crime, spatial, telecom

Logistic regression, neural network

Points at 200 m ⇥ 200 m intervals

1 month

Crime, spatial, temporal

Los Angeles

2 weeks

Random forest, gradient boosting,
neural network

High

Grid cells of 200 m ⇥ 200 m

Crime, spatial, social media,
mobility

Gerber (2014)

Unnamed city in Belgium

1 week

Hyper-ensemble

Grid cells of 200 m ⇥ 200 m

Census tracts
(geographic hierarchy)

Crime, spatial, temporal

London metropolitan area

High

NYC

1 day

High

Rummens et al. (2017)

High

Swiss canton Aargau
(analogous to an US state)

Bogomolov et al. (2014)

Vomfell et al. (2018)

Low

Lower layer super output areas
(geographic hierarchy)

This work

Table 4.1: Key studies on short-term crime prediction (i. e., up to one month as required in tactical setups). The overview
shows the dearth of works that target low population density areas. Aargau has a total surface of 140,400 ha (1.8 times bigger
than NYC) and a population density of 4.72 people/ha (seven times less populated than NYC.
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Methods and materials

4.3.1

Research framework

Low population density areas are characterized by a strong sparseness of
crimes relative to the total number of instances. Such a setting where
the predicted variable in machine learning is subject to sparse outcomes
is termed class imbalance. That is, the number of instances from one class
outnumbers the number of instances from the other class. In this particular
setting, the dependent variable will be zero (= no crime) almost everywhere
and only set to one (= crime) in < 0.1 % of cases. This poses a great
challenge for identifying the few crime events through common predictive
modeling and necessitates a tailored approach to handle such severe class
imbalance.
Only a few studies in the decision support literature have investigated
prediction in imbalanced datasets, either as a general methodology (Piri
et al., 2018) or for specific application domains such as bankruptcy prediction (Veganzones & Séverin, 2018). However, it can later be seen that the
traditional approach of over- or under-sampling is not sufficient in the case of
such an extreme imbalance and, for this reason, an imbalance-aware hyperensemble is proposed. This ensemble performs repeated under-sampling and
should thus be more robust in identifying decisive relationships for predictive
purposes.
Data1collection

Data1preprocessing

Spatial
features

Temporal
features

Predictive1modeling11

Performance1measurement

ImbalanceBaware1machine1learning
Methods:1undersampling,1
oversampling,1costBsensitive1
learning,1ensembling

T
X

Y

Base1learners:1random1forest,1
AdaBoost,1L1/L21logistic1
regression

Hit1rate,1PAI,
AUC1surveillance1plot

Crime
features

Figure 4.2: Research framework combining di↵erent feature sets in order to generate forecasts of crime hotspots based on imbalance-aware machine learning.

Figure 4.2 summarizes the overarching research framework for identifying
the most likely times and locations of burglary in a low population density
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environment. This study investigates the proposed hyper-ensemble, but also
experiments with various resampling strategies and cost-sensitive models as
baselines; see the specification in the subsequent sections.

4.3.2

Methods for imbalance-aware machine learning

4.3.2.1

Proposed hyper-ensemble

The proposed hyper-ensemble is intended to address the skewed distribution
towards one class in the data and the fact that classical over- and undersampling approaches are likely to miss discriminative information in the
data. To address this and give the learning procedure additional structure,
the hyper-ensemble is trained on di↵erent subsamples of the data and the
test set results of these models are averaged in a final single prediction, as
detailed in Algorithm 2.
In this way, the two concepts of under-sampling (i. e., adjusting the class
distribution of the data set) and ensemble learning (i. e., are strategically
generating and combining multiple models) are combined towards a strategy
that exploits more information than a standard under-sampling approach
and provides additional structure in comparison to a standard over-sampling
approach.
Algorithm 2 Hyper-ensemble of random under-sampling models.
Training phase
Require: Given training set Dtrain and the number of elements in the ensemble ( )
1: for i = 1 to do:
i
2:
Create balanced sub-sample Dtrain
of Dtrain by randomly drawing instances without replacement from the majority class until the same number of instances as in the
minority class is reached
i
3:
Train model M i with sub-sample Dtrain
4: end for
5: return ensemble {M 1 , . . . , M }
Prediction phase
Require: Given an unseen observation x and the ensemble {M 1 , . . . , M }
1: for i = 1 to do:
2:
Apply model M i to x and obtain the predicted probability ŷ i
3: end for
4: return final probabilityPwhether x is labeled as crime or no-crime by averaging over
the ensemble, i. e., ŷ = i=1 ŷ i /
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Baselines

The presented approach is evaluated against several baselines.
The most basic baseline is that of the majority class classifier – this classifier will always categorize a spatio-temporal unit as no-crime (majority
class). The naı̈ve classifier baseline is that of a normal machine learning
classifier, where no adjustments were made to account for the class imbalance.
In addition, a cost-sensitive learning model is implemented by proportionally increasing the cost of classification mistakes of the minority class.
This classifier is trained on the entire dataset, and is an instantiation of an
algorithmic approach to handling class imbalances.
Furthermore, several resampling approaches to class imbalance are tested.
Random over-sampling achieves a balanced training dataset by randomly
duplicating samples from the minority class until the minority class reaches
the same number of samples as the majority class. In turn, random undersampling yields a balanced training dataset by selecting a random subset of
the majority class with the same size as the minority class. Heuristic oversampling is implemented by means of SMOTE (Chawla et al., 2002), where,
in order to over-sample the minority class to the size of the majority class,
the following algorithm is applied: for each point p in the minority class,
choose a random point r among its three nearest neighbors in the same class
and create a random point on the line between p and r. Heuristic undersampling is performed by applying the NearMiss method (Yen & Lee, 2006),
where, in order to reach class balance, those points in the majority class are
retained that are closest to their three nearest neighbors in the minority
class.

4.3.3

Estimation procedure

The resampling strategies make no assumptions regarding the underling
base learners, and hence provide the flexibility to experiment with di↵erent
choices. Di↵erent models were evaluated, including regularized linear models
(logistic regression with L1 and L2 regularization, i. e., LASSO and ridge
logistic regressions), bagging (random forests), and boosting (AdaBoost).4
4

Due to their internal structure that automatically ranks the importance of features,
these models are able to cope with datasets that contain many heterogeneous and potentially collinear features.
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They all return a probability score in a binary classification setup, which can
then be sorted and used to compute top hotspots. All of the aforementioned
base learners are implemented but, for the sake of brevity, the results of only
one classifier are reported exhaustively: the random forest classifier, since it
returned best results across di↵erent specifications in the experiments. This
is in line with prior evidence, as random forests are known to return best
benchmarking results across a multitude of problems and metrics (Caruana
& Niculescu-Mizil, 2006).
The idea behind the base learners is briefly summarized in the following.
Random forests are an ensemble learning method for classification, where
an entire set of decision trees are grown at training time, and their mode
prediction is output at testing time, thus lowering the variance of the individual trees. AdaBoost is also an ensemble model, but instead of averaging
the prediction results of decision trees trained in parallel, it trains sequential
decision trees, such that each new learner is optimized to correctly classify
instances that have been misclassified by the previous learners. The L1
and L2 logistic regressors are simpler (i. e., linear) models with automatic
regularization to avoid overfitting.
In all experiments, the dataset is split into 2/3 training data (first two
years) and 1/3 testing data (third year). This split specifically maintains the
chronological order of the data, simulating a real-world scenario and avoids
over-optimistic inference (Faraway, 2016; Hirsch, 1991). Furthermore, the
classifiers are trained in a 5-fold cross validation setup on the training set in
which the optimal hyper-parameters are identified, and results are always
reported on the test set. Optimized parameters consist of the number and
depth of the decision trees for random forest, number of trees and learning rate for AdaBoost, and regularization strength for regularized logistic
regressions.

4.3.4

Prediction performance

For predictive policing, a decision-maker is usually interested in how many
of the top hotspots were correctly identified. In machine learning, this is
referred to as a ranking task. Domain-specific metrics have been proposed
in the literature to evaluate spatio-temporal prediction models. The hit rate
metric is the percentage of crime cells within a specified time period falling
into the areas where crimes are predicted to occur (Chainey et al., 2008)
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and is defined as hit rate = n/N , where n represents the number of crime
areas correctly predicted, and N refers to the total number of crime areas
within the studied area. This metric is analogous to the commonly used
Recall metric in classification tasks.
The second metric with which to compare geographical prediction models is the prediction accuracy index (PAI) and has been utilized in multiple crime studies (Adepeju et al., 2016; Chainey et al., 2008; Rummens
et al., 2017). It incorporates a trade-o↵ between the hit rate of the identified hotspots and their relative size: PAI = hit rate /coverage area. The
greater the number of future crime events in a hotspot area that is smaller
in size compared to the whole studied area, the higher the PAI value. The
metric is controlled by the coverage area parameter, which defines what percentage of the whole area the police would be able to patrol (Adepeju et al.,
2016) and is defined as coverage area = a/A, where a is the combined area
of all predicted hotspots and A is the total studied area. The coverage area
could be set by the decision-maker to, e. g., 5 %. Therefore, in the results
section, the metrics are presented under di↵erent coverage area specifications. The predictions are made on a daily basis and averaged across all
days in the test set.
Finally, a surveillance plot depicts the hit rate values y as a function
of increasing coverage area values x (Gerber, 2014). The surveillance plot
is a powerful tool: if one were to monitor the top x most threatened areas
according to the prediction, one would observe approximately y of all crimes.
To produce a scalar summary for surveillance curves, their total area under
the curve (AUC) is calculated (Gerber, 2014).

4.3.5

Data

The crime dataset consists of burglary incidents in the Swiss canton5 of Aargau (i. e., analogous to a State in the US) over the course of three years from
January 14, 2014 to January 13, 2017. Switzerland has consistently ranked
in past several years as one of the top destinations for burglars in Europe.6
The canton of Aargau fits the definition of a low population area: given a
total size of 140,400 ha, it has a total population of approximately 660,000
5

Similar to an US state, a Swiss canton is a subdivision of a country established for
political or administrative purposes. As of 2018, Switzerland comprises 26 cantons.
6
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/products-datasets/-/crim off cat
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inhabitants. Highest population densities (16 to 20 people/ha) are achieved
only in the cities of Aarau (20,000 inhabitants), Baden (17,500 inhabitants),
Brugg (10,000 inhabitants), and Zofingen (10,500 inhabitants), with the majority of the environment being sparsely populated – see Figure 4.3.7 The
overall population density amounts to only 4.72 people/ha.8

Figure 4.3: Heat map of population density in the study setup.

Each o↵ense in the provided crime dataset features the exact geolocation, and the reported time period in which the crime was committed. (in
case a time window longer than one day is specified, the last day of the
window is use for analysis). The data is derived from police reports which
are created by police officers after an event is reported and represent the
first piece of documentation in the investigative process. Figure 4.4 presents
a heat map of all burglary incidents. It can be noticed that burglary tends
to cluster in three more densely populated areas, although incidents occur
in less inhabited areas, as well. All burglary incidents span 32.7 % of the
cantonal built surface.

7

All maps in this chapter have been generated using the open source software QGIS.
https://www.ag.ch/en/weiteres/portrait/zahlen und fakten/
zahlen und fakten.jsp
8
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Figure 4.4: Heat map of burglary incidents over three years in the study setup.

The data is preprocessed in such a way that only cells with built landuse are considered. These cells cover residential and industrial areas, where
a burglary is theoretically possible, while cells consisting only of unbuilt
land-use (such as forests) were removed. Figure 4.5 shows the result of the
filtering process in the area of Erlinsbach, at the border of the canton. This
filtering process is based on land use data provided by the cantonal geoportal
AGIS9 and yields a final number of 10,149 grid cells that could be matched
with a crime time series. Following this step, the average population density
of the cells remains low at 15.6 people/ha. This is, for instance, seven times
smaller than the average population density in NYC.

9

https://www.ag.ch/de/dfr/geoportal/geoportal.jsp – Bauzonen Schweiz (har”
monisiert), Ausschnitt AG, gemaess MGDM“
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Figure 4.5: Only grid cells covering the Aarau canton and including built environment are included in the final grid.

Spatio-temporal data was collected with a spatial resolution of either
point-level or in discretized cells of one ha (100 m ⇥ 100 m) from the original

data sources. All spatio-temporal features were then aggregated to grid
cells of 200 m ⇥ 200 m with daily resolution. This choice is consistent with

leading studies in the literature (Gerber, 2014; Mohler et al., 2011; Rummens
et al., 2017) and was made jointly with the decision-maker, i. e., the police
analyst. It was essential for the decision-maker that the spatial and temporal
unit of analysis be kept at low granularity in order for the police to plan
e↵ective preventive actions. The final dataset consists of 11,123,304 spatiotemporal observations (= 10,149 cells ⇥ 1,096 days), out of which only 6,266

observations are labeled as containing a burglary event. This amounts to
only 0.06 % of observations of the positive class, highlighting a very severe
class imbalance in the dependent variable.
Finally, each outcome crime/non-crime is predicted based on 64 spatiotemporal features grounded in prior criminological research and listed in Table 4.2. In order account for (near) repeat victimization, four features were
crafted based on recent crime history in the cell and its neighbors. In order
to account for social disorganization theory, various socio-demographic, economical, and land-use factors were formulated from governmental open data
(such as AGIS). For crime pattern theory, other open data platforms (such

Crime

Locational

percent
percent
real between 0 and 1
percent
buildings/ha
points/ha
points/ha
points/ha
points/ha
points/ha
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real between 0 and 1
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land indust, land park, land resi1, ...
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buildgs dens
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poi shop

poi public

poi edu
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pub hous

highway exits

border cross

road type

intersection

pub trans
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Number of public events on the specific day for the respective cell

Moon phase (1 = full moon)

Hours of daylight

Discomfort index

Humidity at 12 am

Temperature at 12 am

Indicator of whether there is a public holiday

The day of the week

Quality measure for public transport

Occurrence of a major crossroads in the respective or neighboring grid cells

Type of a road in the grid cell: from 0 = no road to 3 = high volume road

Occurrence of a border crossing within 5,000 m of the grid cell

Occurrence of a highway exit within 5,000 m of the grid cell

Occurrence of a public housing unit in a grid cell

Density of gastronomical amenities such as restaurants, bars, etc.

Density of educational institutions such as schools, kindergartens, etc.

Density of public buildings such as police stations, hospitals, etc.

Density of shops

Density of infrastructural items such as ATMs, post boxes, waste baskets, etc.

Density of buildings within a grid cell

Fraction of area within a grid cell covered by buildings

Diversity of land use

Fraction of land usage: industry, park, residential area with 1 story buildings, ...

Fraction of male employees

Density of employees

Diversity of employees with respect to sector

Diversity of workplaces with respect to sector

Fraction of businesses in sectors 1, 2 and 3

Density of workplaces

Fraction of stable residential population

Fraction of male residential population

Diversity of age

Fraction of residents between 0-19, 20-34, 35-64 and 65+ years of age

Diversitya of citizenship.

Fraction of residents: EU, non-EU European, non-European, or Swiss citizens

Fraction of residents not born in Switzerland

Density of total residential population

Number of o↵enses in the respective and neighboring cells in the past days

Description

events.ch

Darksky API

feiertagskalender.ch

—

AGIS: “OeV Gueteklassen”

AGIS: “Netz Kantonsstrassen und Nationalstrassen”

Bundesamt fuer Wohnungswesen

OpenStreetMap Switzerland
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Uebersichtsplan 1 5000”
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(STATENT) 2013
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AGIS: “Statistik der
Bevoelkerung auf
Hektarbasis”

Aargau cantonal police

Source

Table 4.2: Theory-informed choice of crime, locational, and temporal features serving as predictors.
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float between 0 and 1

real between 0 and 1

emplsec dividx

event

real between 0 and 1

busisec dividx

moon

percent

busi sec1, busi sec2, busi sec3

hours

businesses/ha

busidens

daylight

percent

popstab

real

percent

popmale

percent

real between 0 and 1

popage dividx

discomf

percent

pop age1, pop age2, pop age3, pop age4

hum

real between 0 and 1

popcit dividx

degree celsius

percent

popcit EU, popcit europ, popcit noneurop, popcit CH

temp

percent

popbirth nonCH

boolean

people/ha

popdens

holiday

integer

Dimension

prior1d, prior3d, prior7d, prior14d

Theory Name

a
Diversity is computed as the normalized Shannon entropy, given all possible categories for the variable, similarly to the approach in Kadar &
Pletikosa (2018) and Chapter 2. The resulting value lies between 0 (homogenous) and 1 (diverse).

Temporal

(Near)
repeat
victimization

Social disorganization theory

Crime pattern theory

Climatic and seasonal

Type
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as OpenStreetMap10 ) were exploited in order to describe nearby POI and
road infrastructure. This amounts to a total of 52 locational features per
cell. Lastly, eight public features that are predominantly of temporal nature and refer to calendar, weather, and event attributes of the day in each
particular cell were included (from sources such as the Dark Sky API11 ).

4.4
4.4.1

Results
Prediction performance

Table 4.3 evaluates the di↵erent methods to cope with class imbalance introduced previously. The majority class model (which always predicts no
crime) does not manage – by definition – to predict any hotspot. The second
baseline, a random forest with no modification, achieves moderate hit rate
and PAI scores. Both over-sampling techniques fail to improve upon these
scores, and the first imbalance-aware technique that surpasses the baseline
methods in most metrics is the heuristic under-sampling approach. It is followed by the cost-sensitive learning and random under-sampling techniques.
The best-performing method across all metrics is the hyper-ensemble.
It benefits from the fact that it is trained on ten di↵erent under-sampled
subsets. Through its internal model averaging, its average results outperform those of a single classifier trained on an under-sampled subset. When
applied to a coverage area of 5 %, the hyper-ensemble achieves a hit rate
that is 35.9 % higher than the naı̈ve baseline. It even surpasses the best
baseline (i. e., random under-sampling) by 5.6 %. The same pattern is also
observed in the PAI scores.The same proportions apply to the PAI score.
When varying the coverage area, it can be noticed that the hit rate
generally improves for the models. Notably, the hyper-ensemble model consistently outperforms all baselines. The most efficient PAI is achieved at the
5 % level with a value of 4.932.
A paired t-test is utilized to assess whether the mean hit rate and PAI
results of the hyper-ensemble model are significantly better than the results
of the other classifiers. The paired sample t-test is a paired di↵erence test,
used when comparing two sets of related measurements to assess whether
their population means di↵er. The results of the proposed method are signif10
11

https://osm.ch/
https://darksky.net/dev
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icantly better than the results of the naı̈ve baseline at all coverage area levels
(p < 0.001). Furthermore, the hyper-ensemble also significantly outperforms
the random under-sampling approach at 10 % coverage area (p < 0.05), and
at 5 % and 20 % coverage areas (p < 0.1).

4.4.2

Sensitivity of prediction to base learners

This section studies the sensitivity with regard to di↵erent specifications of
the base learners and finds that the above observations, in terms of models and coverage areas, remain robust. Table 4.4 lists the performance
of the two best model specifications (random under-sampling and hyperensemble of random under-sampling) with the four di↵erent base learners
introduced in the previous section. Relatively similar performance results
are noticed, whereby the random forest setup wins in most configurations,
followed closely by the AdaBoost setup.

4.4.3

Sensitivity of prediction by population density

The sensitivity of the prediction performance is studied across di↵erent levels of population density in order to understand whether there are specific
regions where the model performs better (or worse). For this purpose, the
dataset is split according to percentiles of the population density attribute in
order to have three separate datasets with a similar number of samples: low
population density (popdens < 2.25 residents/ha), medium population density (2.25 residents/ha  popdens  16.75 residents/ha), and high popula-

tion density (popdens > 16.75 residents/ha). Most crime occurs in the high
population density areas (i. e., 1,335 incidents), some in areas of medium
population density (i. e., 398 incidents), and considerably less in low population density regions (i. e., 151 incidents).
For each subset, a model was trained analogous to the previous experiment. The performance results are listed in Table 4.5, revealing the following
key finding: the higher the population density, the better the models are at
ranking higher risk areas. Still, the overall model, having access to all data,
achieves the best hit rates and PAI scores. For example, the hit rate score
in the overall model outperforms the hit rate in the less populated areas by
as much as 134.3% and the hit rate in the more populated areas by 64.0%.
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Classifier
PAI

5 % Coverage area
Hit rate

10 % Coverage area

20 % Coverage area

AUC

0.754

0.000

PAI

2.651

0.000

Hit rate
0.0 %

PAI

53.0 %

Hit rate

3.249

0.000

0.000

0.0 %
3.621

32.5 %

0.0 %

0.593

0.769

18.1 %

2.935

Majority class classifier

2.040

Naı̈ve classifier

58.7 %

4.186

40.8 %

3.094

3.611

21.0 %

2.523

15.5 %

36.1 %

Cost-sensitive learning

25.2 %

Random over-sampling

0.773
2.649

0.590

38.4 %

2.181

2.953

4.665

26.5 %

59.1 %

23.3 %

21.8 %

3.840

Random under-sampling

3.252

0.721

2.495

2.159

16.2 %

60.4 %

2.063
12.5 %

4.020

41.3 %

Heuristic over-sampling

40.2 %

43.2 %

Heuristic under-sampling

4.932

0.779

24.6 %

3.021

Hyper-ensemble

Table 4.3: Test set performance comparison of the machine learning methods proposed to cope with class imbalance. All
models are trained using random forests as base learners.

Random forest
AdaBoost
L2 logistic regression
L1 logistic regression
Random forest
AdaBoost
L2 logistic regression
L1 logistic regression

Random under-sampling

Random under-sampling

Random under-sampling

Random under-sampling

Hyper-ensemble

Hyper-ensemble

Hyper-ensemble

Hyper-ensemble

23.3 %

22.1 %

24.7 %

23.3 %

24.6 %

21.8 %

24.6 %

23.2 %

4.665

4.414

4.936

4.659

4.932

4.363

4.922

4.654

38.4 %

34.1 %

37.3 %

38.1 %

40.2 %

34.1 %

37.1 %

37.7 %

3.409

3.731

3.809

4.020

3.407

3.712

3.771

3.840

PAI

Hit rate

Hit rate

PAI

10 % Coverage area

5 % Coverage area

54.5 %

57.4 %

59.2 %

60.4 %

54.4 %

57.3 %

58.7 %

59.1 %

Hit rate

2.722

2.868

2.959

3.021

2.717

2.866

2.933

2.952

PAI

20 % Coverage area

0.758

0.769

0.772

0.779

0.758

0.768

0.771

0.773

AUC

Table 4.4: Test set performance comparison of di↵erent base learners reveals only marginal sensitivity to the choice of the
base learner.

Base learner

Classifier
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Population density

All

Low population density

Medium population density

High population density

5 % Coverage area

10 % Coverage area

20 % Coverage area

All

Spatial

Temporal

Crime

All

Spatial

Temporal

Crime

3.1 %

8.4 %

10.5 %

10.5 %

0.7 %

4.0 %

24.6 %

23.3 %

6.5 %

16.1 %

3.123

2.805

0.623

1.686

2.096

2.096

0.142

0.813

4.932

4.655

1.292

3.213

11.3 %

21.9 %

21.5 %

20.4 %

7.6 %

13.6 %

15.7 %

15.7 %

3.8 %

5.0 %

40.2 %

37.1 %

12.5 %

27.4 %

2.721

2.348

1.132

2.185

2.156

2.043

0.763

1.357

1.568

1.568

0.385

0.508

4.020

3.711

1.255

2.743

41.8 %

39.2 %

21.7 %

35.1 %

29.9 %

31.5 %

14.5 %

20.4 %

21.2 %

21.2 %

6.5 %

8.0 %

60.4 %

57.2 %

21.1 %

39.0 %

2.091

1.960

1.083

1.756

1.493

1.572

0.726

1.019

1.060

1.060

0.324

0.402

3.021

2.860

1.057

1.949

0.651

0.633

0.486

0.561

0.448

0.447

0.327

0.355

0.251

0.251

0.154

0.157

0.779

0.771

0.498

0.581

AUC

Crime

14.0 %

2.320

23.5 %

Feature set

Temporal

15.6 %

1.199

27.2 %

PAI

Spatial

11.6 %

3.033

Hit rate

All

6.0 %

3.013

PAI

Crime

15.1 %

Hit rate

Temporal

15.0 %

PAI

Spatial

Hit rate

All

Table 4.5: Test set performance comparison of crime, temporal, spatial, and all features across di↵erent levels of population
density. All models are trained using a hyper-ensemble of random under-sampling with random forests.
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Sensitivity of prediction to temporal resolution

The sensitivity with regard to the temporal resolution is studied by processing the target variable and the features at weekly granularity. This yields a
dataset of 1,552,797 spatio-temporal observations (= 10,149 grid cells ⇥ 153
weeks) with a pronounced class imbalance of 0.56% instances belonging to
the positive class (i. e., crime). In this scenario, the winning hyper-ensemble
of random under-sampling based on random forests achieves a total AUC
of 0.844 This corresponds to a hit rate of 51.9 % at 5 % coverage level, and
to a hit rate of 74.4 % at 20 % coverage level. As such, weekly burglary
hotspots prove to be easier to predict as daily burglary hotspots. Yet, daily
predictions are desired for tactical decision-making in law enforcement.

4.4.5

Relevance of feature sets

Finally, a direct comparison of the di↵erent predictors is performed in terms
of their predictive power for predictive policing in areas with low population density. The prediction performance varies across three subsets of all
candidate features: crime features (recent crime history in the area and
surroundings), locational features (socio-demographic, land-use, POI and
infrastructure factors), and primarily temporal features (calendar, weather,
and event attributes). Per Table 4.5, it can be concluded that, in all areas,
the locational features yield the best predictive results, approaching the results of the models with all features. This highlights the overall importance
of both social disorganization theory and crime pattern theory when modeling crime patterns. Second is the model with features inferred from the
recent crime incidents in the area, as per insights from (near) repeat victimization. The least predictive features turn out to be the temporal features.
For instance, when training on samples spanning all population density levels, the model utilizing the complete feature set outperforms the temporalonly setting by 278.5 % and the crime-only setting by 52.8 %. These results
refer to the hit rate at 5 % coverage level, but, as depicted in Figure 4.6, the
large improvement of the full model against the crime-only baseline holds
at all coverage levels.
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Figure 4.6: Surveillance plot: hit rate as a function of coverage area when
considering di↵erent feature sets.
When comparing the di↵erent levels, one observes that, relative to all
other zones, the spatial features perform best in the low-density areas,
whereas the past crime features perform best in the high-density areas.

4.5
4.5.1

Discussion
Interpretation and link to the literature

This chapter establishes the e↵ectiveness of tailored machine learning in
terms of identifying places and times of elevated burglary risk in a wide and
heterogeneous region with low population density. The superior performance
of the proposed hyper-ensemble can be attributed to two main factors: (1) an
innovative strategy that deals with the strong class imbalance by fusing the
concepts of under-sampling and ensemble learning, and (2) the incorporation
of state-of-the-art spatio-temporal predictors of crime into the model.
The results achieved by the proposed approach in a sparsely-populated
environment are – despite the methodological challenges – on a par with or
better than the latest results achieved in densely-populated environments,
which, to their advantage, do not su↵er from severe class imbalance. As
an illustration, Adepeju et al. (2016) report a hit rate of 51.5 %, i. e., a
PAI of 2.57, for burglary in South Chicago, while Gerber (2014) reports
a hit rate of 45.0 %, i. e., a PAI of 2.25, for crime in Los Angeles, both at
20 % coverage area. Furthermore, Rummens et al. (2017) report the optimal
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values of 25.1 % for hit rate and 3.95 for PAI, which were achieved at 20 %
cut-o↵ probability for home burglary in a Belgian city (this translates to
approximately 6 % coverage area). Hence, the hit rate of 60.4 % at 20 %
coverage area in this study attains a similar performance, despite the more
challenging setting of sparsity.
When investigating whether the predictive performance varies across different levels of population density, the presented system is found to perform
better in regions with highest levels of population density. This is not surprising, since such areas: (1) experience more crime and thus provide the
algorithm with more training examples of the positive class, and (2) coincide with a wider distribution of the features, which allows the algorithm to
discover more discriminative patterns.
As crime in less populated areas might not be equally a↵ected by the
di↵erent spatio-temporal factors considered, the prognostic capacity of the
separate crime, spatial, and temporal feature sets is discussed. When looking
at the whole study area, the high number of spatial features inspired by
the social disorganization and crime pattern theories predict crime best.
These are followed by recent crime history features crafted according to the
(near) repeat victimization phenomenon, while a model trained on temporal
features delivers only marginal improvement over the naı̈ve baseline. Most
importantly, the additional features describing the environment and time
considerably improve the predictive power of the models relying only on
crime features.
Di↵erent patterns emerge when comparing di↵erent levels of population
density. In that case, the importance of past crime features increases with
increasing levels of density. For instance, in less populated areas, the model
based on locational features based o social disorganization theory and crime
pattern theory achieves the same results as the model trained on all features,
while the performance of the model based on crime features is inferior by a
factor of about 2.5. For more populated areas, the ratio shrinks to about
1.3. his tendency is consistent with the current literature and practices12 in
urban predictive policing, which rely heavily on insights derived from the
notion of (near) repeat victimization.

12

https://www.predpol.com/
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4.5.2

Implications for research and practice

This work is timely and highly relevant. It contributes to the e↵ort of
crime prediction by studying areas with low population density that have
been overlooked in previous research due to the inherent challenges of this
undertaking.
Advances in big data and machine learning over the past decade have enabled the implementation of location and non-location analytics in decision
support research (Pick et al., 2017) by utilizing proprietary and open data
for di↵erent applications such as optimizing car-sharing (Barann et al., 2017;
Willing et al., 2017), predicting crimes (Gerber, 2014; Vomfell et al., 2018),
or preventing traffic accidents (Ryder et al., 2017). Spatially-referenced data
that is usually inaccessible has been made available to academic researchers,
allowing to advance the literature on location analytics for spatial decision
support in smart cities (Pick, 2017), with an emphasis on under-researched
regions with low population density. Furthermore, this study illustrates the
successful integration of several existing theories and their innovative application to public decision-making.
The tandem of a constant increase in the ubiquity of data, in combination
with exponentially advancing computational power, has led to numerous applications of big data analytics in practice. Based on the lessons learned from
the digitalization of the private sector, stakeholders in the public sector are
now learning how to adapt their processes and services for the 21st century
– with police forces representing one example (Taylor et al., 2015). Hence,
the proposed methodology can be directly leveraged by decision-makers in
law enforcement, both private (e. g., private security firms) and especially
public (e. g., police forces). This chapter provides a fully-fledged approach
that can be integrated as a prediction module in a spatial decision support
system, as the one presented in Figure 4.1. Based on the current available
patrolling resources, a decision-maker can set the maximum coverage area
and identify the top crime hotspots.
In the broader sense and inspired by this work, similar approaches utilizing imbalance-aware machine learning techniques can be envisioned to
forecast other sparse spatio-temporal phenomena such as demand for prescriptions, ambulance calls, or 311/911 calls.
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Limitations and potential for future research

With the goal of developing a crime prediction approach for areas with
low density population, random forests were leveraged in a hyper-ensemble
approach utilizing a super-set of features that have their origins in criminological theory and empirical studies. Although random forests benefit from
strong performance in this predictive setup, the resulting decision rules are
largely data-driven and thus lack the same interpretability as theory. Hence,
they are not the ideal instrument for testing the theoretical contribution
of each individual feature – carefully crafted explanatory models and randomized controlled trials would be proper instruments if that objective was
desired.
Future research could explore additional methods for highly imbalanced
classifications in the domain of unsupervised learning, such as novelty detection and outlier detection. For novelty detection, the training data is
not polluted by outliers, and the interest is on detecting anomalies in new
observations.
Another potential avenue for future work consists of hourly crime prediction. The current limitation lies in the fact that burglaries are often
discovered only post hoc. Because of that, the actual time of the burglary
is unknown and can merely be approximated. With more e↵ort on precise
reporting, hourly analyses could further bolster decision support.
While this study worked with an extensive set of features that adheres
to best-practice recommendations from prior research, one could potentially
investigate the prognostic capacity of further features, such as, e. g., mobility or social media data, in a low population density setting. The current
limitation for these datasets is their extreme sparsity in areas with low population density, making their application unfeasible at the moment. Though
with the proliferation of location-based services, this might be worth revisiting in the future. In addition to expanding the feature set, it would be
interesting to evaluate the presented features with respect to other types of
crimes, such as theft or assaults.

4.6

Conclusion

The aim of this work was to explore the potential of predictive policing in
a low population density setting. While areas with high population density
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have been subject to extensive research, decision support for law enforcement that is designed for less populated areas and their unique characteristics is scarce. The results have demonstrated the successful application
of imbalance-aware machine learning techniques to the task of building a
ranking system that identifies regions and times of elevated burglary risk
in a large, heterogeneous area. One of the major challenges in the prediction setup is the sparse nature of crime, which is commonly referred to as
a severe class imbalance. In this chapter, it is coped with by proposing a
hyper-ensemble that combines under-sampling and ensemble learning in an
e↵ective strategy. This approach outperforms traditional techniques based
on (heuristic) under- and over-sampling, as well as cost-sensitive learning.
By incorporating various spatio-temporal crime-correlating factors into the
model, the model significantly improves upon the predictive performance of
models that rely solely on past crime data. When dividing the study area
according to three di↵erent levels of population density, an increase in predictive performance is noticed in areas with higher population densities. To
conclude, the proposed approach can be useful for areas with low population
density, which up to now have been neglected within the domain of crime
forecasting.
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Chapter 5
General discussion and conclusion

The previous chapters of this thesis have so far presented the motivation for
and background work on three research topics that have focused on advancing crime forecasts and crime theory. The results of these three studies have
been presented in the corresponding chapters. In this chapter, the overall
context of the work and the core results of the three studies are revisited,
summarizing the key findings of this thesis and outlining the implications
for research and practice. This is then followed by a discussion on the limitations of the research and how future work can advance the topics at hand.
Finally, the chapter brings this thesis to its conclusion and closes with final
remarks regarding the work presented.

5.1

Summary and key findings for research and
practice

Overall, the topic of crime and how to develop measures to decrease it has
been extensively discussed by academics, local authorities, and governmental
bodies over the past decades and even centuries. This serious problem is
pervasive across high income and low income countries, and urban and rural
areas alike. Hence, academic research that advances our understanding of
spatio-temporal crime distributions and provides levers for public decision
makers towards e↵ective crime prevention measures remains highly relevant.

5.1.1

Advancing long-term crime prediction

In order to address the first research objective highlighted in Section 1.3.1
and determine whether sources of urban human activity data can be utilized
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in crime prediction models, a study was conducted on data from NYC. Since
the theory-inspired feature engineering step resulted in a large number of
89 features compiled from census, LBSN, taxi, and subway data, the study
utilized state-of-the-art machine learning models able to deal with this heterogeneous feature set. Specifically, tree-based ensemble models (random
forest, gradient boosting, and extra-trees) were harnessed to predict yearly
crime counts at neighborhood level. The out-of-sample prediction performance was evaluated both on a geographical test set (i. e., on 20% of NYC’s
neighborhoods) and on a temporal test set (i. e., on data from the following
year) in terms of MSE and R2 . Several combinations of features and their
performance on di↵erent crime types were tested. The study lead to several
insights, listed in the following.
The model specifications including human activity features always improve upon the baselines leveraging only census features for all crime types
and both in the geographical and the temporal evaluations. For instance,
the R2 metric increased by 30 percentage points on the geographical test
set (from 35% to 65%) and by 7 percentage points on the temporal test set
(from 82% to 89%) when predicting the yearly total number of incidents in
a neighborhood. Zooming into di↵erent types of crimes, the highest increase
in geographical predictive performance brought by the human activity features relative to the census features is observed in the case of grand larcenies
(from 18% to 59%). Conversely, assaults are already well predicted by the
census data, and the addition of human activity data leads to only a minor
improvement (from 47% to 56%). These results confirm that publicly available data sources of urban human activity can greatly aid crime prediction
models.
When comparing the three di↵erent sources of human activity data, the
models incorporating, next to census features, spatial and spatio-temporal
features inferred from Foursquare data deliver the highest prognostic capacity compared to the models incorporating features derived from taxi rides or
subways entries/exits. For instance, the census + LBSN specification attains
an R2 score of 65% for total incidents, 54% for grand larcenies, and 57% for
assaults when evaluated on the geographical test set. This indicates that
LBSN data has the highest capability of modeling criminogenic places in the
presented approach and should be the preferred choice in future studies.
Feature importance assessments reveal a mix of census and human ac-
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tivity features in the top discriminative features for each model. From the
census features, the metrics of concentrated disadvantage have scored highest across all crime types - a fact that is aligned with the findings within
the frameworks of the social disorganization theory. Regarding the novel
features, the total number of shopping/eating/travel venues and check-ins,
the number of popular venues in a normal afternoon, the total number of
taxi pick-ups, and the taxi drives index are the features with the highest discriminative power. These predictors describe criminogenic places and were
inspired by routine activity theory and crime pattern theory. As such, this
study extends the empirical literature in computational social science, urban
computing, and even criminology, by putting forward new data sources for
the derivation of alternative crime predictors.
The highest improvement brought by human activity data in predicting
crime is observed in crowded regions of the city, such as recreational areas,
parks, shopping areas, entertainment areas, and airports. These areas are
usually under-described by census data (as they have few numbers of residents) and this work provides an alternative approach for quantifying crime
there. These findings are highly relevant for urban developers in estimating
the safety of new developments and public spaces. It allows them for a new
approach in CPTED, one moving forward from only attributes of the built
environments, towards the attributes of the estimated human activity that
will be generated within the newly created space.

5.1.2

Advancing theory testing

Motivated by the findings to the first research objective and to address the
second research objective introduced in Section 1.3.2, a study was conducted
on crime and Foursquare data from San Francisco over the course of two
years. It leveraged the LBSN data with the objective to rigorously test crime
pattern theory. Towards this end, data on consecutive check-ins occurring in
the city within 3 hours of each other, together with a novel application of the
shortest path algorithm on it, were utilized to construct city-scale mobility
flows. Three di↵erent types of mobility flows were inferred: (1) incoming and
outgoing transitions from a neighborhood, (2) transitions remaining within
the neighborhood, and (3) transitions where people only pass through the
neighborhood. As such, the first two types of mobility flows model the
concept of routine activity nodes from crime pattern theory, i. e., locations
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where people routinely spend time for working, shopping, or going out, while
the last type captures the pathways between these locations. The di↵erent
components were then utilized in both explaining and predictive models of
hourly crime patterns.
The main result of the study was the strong confirmatory evidence for
crime pattern theory. In other words, both the mobility flows generated
by users check-ins and the pass-trough flow were found to be significantly
and positively related to the crime levels of the neighborhood. Specifically,
every 100 visitors spending in local venues increase crime by 4.77 % and every
100 pass-through visitors en route to other locations result in an additional
increase of 7.22 %. These results establish that human mobility inferred
from LBSNs data can be very e↵ective in describing crime concentrations,
and, for the first time in literature, show that, one can actually observe
an even stronger relationship between crime and pass-through flows than
between crime and activity in routine activity nodes. These results are
highly relevant for criminologists and computational social scientists.
Distinguishing between incoming/outgoing flows and self-loop flows reveals mixed evidence for the concept of natural surveillance: incoming and
outgoing flows are positively linked to crime levels, while self-loop flows are
negatively linked to crime levels. The results showed that every 100 visitors
moving between the neighborhood’s venues correspond to a 2.61 % decrease
in crime counts. Before any definite conclusion is drawn, more data describing the density and diversity of people and buildings would be required for
a full operationalization of Jane Jacob’s conditions of urban vitality and
safety.
Di↵erent types of routine activities vary in their relationship to crime,
with leisure activities having the highest positive association with crime and
shopping a potential negative association. Also, not all crimes are equally
impacted by the mobility flows in the area. Mobility in the neighborhood
has the strongest positive association with larcenies and vehicle thefts and
a potential negative association with robberies.
In an out-of-sample setting, a machine learning model incorporating human mobility flows improves the prognostic capability of a baseline model of
historical crime by 10.54 % when accounting for incoming, outgoing, and selfloop flows, and by 11.29 % when additionally accounting for pass-through
flow. In terms of crime types, the results mirror the results from the long-
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term crime prediction models. Notably, larcenies could be best predicted
using mobility flows, whereas burglaries and vehicle thefts are the hardest
to predict since no data on the targets was incorporated into the prediction
models. Altogether, the findings in this predictive setup suggest considerable
benefits of human mobility flows from LBSN data for the task of forecasting
crime at granular spatial and temporal scales.

5.1.3

Advancing short-term crime prediction

While the first two studies advanced our understanding of the connection
between crime and human activity in highly populated metropolitan areas,
they left unexplored a significant part of the global crime and population
distributions. Hence, the third and final research objective of this thesis, as
highlighted in Section 1.3.3, is to explore innovative methodologies to adapt
predictive policing algorithms to areas with low population density areas.
Such regions have been neglected in prior work, and often lack data-driven
and evidence-based public decision support. The supporting study leverages
proprietary burglary data from a cantonal police in Switzerland, together
with a very extensive set of socio-economic, geographical, temporal, and
meteorological factors.
The study area is characterized by low population densities and crime incidents that are distributed sparsely: the average population density amounts
to 15.6 people/ha and only 0.06 % of the total daily observations reflect a
burglary event. This results in a severe class imbalance of the outcome variable, which challenges predictive modeling of daily burglary hotspots. A
naive classifier would achieve a very high accuracy by simply always predicting the majority class (i. e., no crime), which is not the intended behavior,
as it will always fail to predict any crime, resulting in a zero hit rate. As
such, the main contribution of this work is the development of a tailored
machine learning approach that addresses the class imbalance and consists
of a hyper-ensemble model aggregating the results of base models trained
on balanced datasets achieved through random under-sampling. Classical
over- and under-sampling approaches are likely to miss discriminative information in the data, but the presented method gives the learning procedure
additional structure, by leveraging many di↵erent subsamples. The choice of
the base models is open, but the experiments presented in Chapter 4 found
that random forests perform best.
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The proposed model increases the hit ratio significantly in comparison
to a classical random forest without modifications as follows: from 18.1 %
to 24.6 % when aiming for the top 5 % of hotspots, and from 53.1 % to
60.4 % when aiming for the top 20 % of hotspots. Actually, significance
tests have shown that the results of the method are significantly better than
the results of the naı̈ve baseline and of the classical random under-sampling
approach (among other baselines) at all coverage area levels. These results
are on a par with or better than the latest results achieved in denselypopulated areas (such as, e. g., a hit rate of 45.0 % at 20 % coverage area for
crime in Los Angeles), which do not su↵er from a severe class imbalance.
Hence, this work shows that short-term crime prediction can be successfully
ported to low population density areas that have been overlooked in previous
research due to the inherent challenges of this undertaking. The proposed
approach can be directly leveraged by public and private decision-makers
in law enforcement as a prediction module in a spatial decision support
system, where an analyst can set the desired coverage area based on available
patrolling resources.

Finally, the study investigated in detail the impact of the temporal granularity, the area’s population density, and the used feature sets on the prediction results. When predicting weekly hotspots instead of daily hotspots,
the performance increases and the approach achieves a hit rate of 51.9 %
at 5 % coverage level, and a hit rate of 74.4 % at 20 % coverage level. Also
not surprisingly, the model performs better in the regions with the highest
levels of population density, since these regions exhibit more training examples of the positive class and coincide with a wider distribution of the
features, providing the algorithm with more data to learn discriminative
patterns. From all features sets, the locational features yield the best predictive results in the presented setup, approaching the results of the models
including all available features. This confirms the strong relevance of social
disorganization and crime pattern theories in short-term crime prediction
applied to low population density areas. These features are then followed
by recent crime history features which are crafted according to the (near)
repeat victimization concepts. This final result is in line with the current
literature and practices in predictive policing.
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Limitations and research outlook

The promising findings and implications of this thesis should be considered
in the light of the challenges of the respective research settings. This section
revisits the previously mentioned limitations in Sections 2.5.3, 3.5.3, and
4.5.3 respectively that are common to all studies, while additionally highlighting other limitations of this thesis. It also includes discussions on the
future work that should be conducted to address these issues and advance
the research topics in the future.
The major shortcomings of this thesis are centered around the used data
and employed techniques, as outlined below.
First, the crime data su↵ers from reporting bias1 . Bias in police records
depends heavily on the type of crime2 and the socio-demographic attributes
of the victim3 . The gap between reported and unreported/undiscovered
crimes (also called the dark figure of crime (Walsh & Hemmens, 2013)) can
be attributed to the following two causes: (1) levels of community trust in
police, in case of self-reported crimes, and (2) patrolling focus on certain
ethnic groups and neighborhoods, in case of police-reported crimes (Lum
& Isaac, 2016). Training models on biased historical data and having police patrol those communities more often will lead to even more arrests of
minorities and introduce a dangerous self-enforced loop.
The solution to having less biased crime reports needs to happen at societal level and is not trivial, as it lies at the heart of the interaction between
the police and the communities. As an alternative mitigation in studies, one
can use other data as the dependent variable. At higher aggregation levels
and for certain types of crimes such as drug o↵enses, ground truth“ crime
”
data could be estimated from crime victimization surveys and demographically representative synthetic populations (Lum & Isaac, 2016). Finally, in
what concerns the crime data in Chapter 4, burglary incidents in Switzerland are expected to su↵er from less reporting bias, as these tend to be
reported to the police, e. g. for insurance reasons.
Second, the LBSN data is documented in literature to exhibit several
1

The use of the word bias“ throughout this thesis refers to sampling bias, i. e. the
”
bias resulted from collecting a sample in such a way that some members of the intended
population are less likely to be included than others. The resulted sample is hence a
non-random sample, i. e. biased.
2
https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/cv17.pdf
3
http://www.pewhispanic.org/2009/04/07/iii-reporting-crimes-to-the-police/
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types of biases (Silva et al., 2018). One such bias is the geographical bias:
geo-tagged tweets, pictures, and Foursquare check-ins are biased towards
urban perspectives at the expense of rural ones (Hecht & Stephens, 2014).
These datasets have more users, more information, and higher quality information within metropolitan areas than outside of them. Another bias of
the LBSN data is the social bias, as it may reflect the behavior of only a
fraction of the (urban) population: Foursquare has younger, more educated
and wealthier users (Cranshaw et al., 2012). A final source of bias could be
denoted as self-selection bias and is associated with the fact that data from
LBSN come from deliberate actions of the users, which might be not sharing all of their destinations but, e. g., prefer recording and making public
check-ins in trendy venues to impress friends (Silva et al., 2018).
The studies presented in Chapters 2 and 3 took several measures to keep
the LBSN data bias to a minimum. One measure is the deliberate choice
of NYC and San Francisco as study areas, being very tech-savvy cities with
some of the most activity on the Foursquare platform. Another measure is
the usage of complete data (all check-ins on venues level used in Chapter 2 –
public data, and all user transitions used in Chapter 2 – proprietary data),
as opposed to the incomplete extracts of check-ins on user level published
on Twitter that are prevalent in the urban computing literature (e.g., Yang
et al., 2013). Finally, since Foursquare has fundamentally failed to appeal
to rural populations (Hecht & Stephens, 2014), Chapter 4 leverages other
sources of spatio-temporal data and focuses on a di↵erent research question.
Another limitation of all presented studies lies in the fact that they always employ statistical learning on historical observational data. As such,
this thesis only provides predictive or explanatory modeling of the spatiotemporal crime distributions (Breiman, 2001), i. e., correlations, albeit generalizable out-of-sample. Therefore, none of the results imply causal relationships between the derived features and the crime counts. Potential
mitigations here include quasi-experimental techniques, such as propensity
score matching (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983), or proper randomized controlled field experiments, i. e. real-world interventions in collaboration with
the local police (such as in e.g., Mohler et al., 2015).
Apart from the limitations reiterated above, there are two further shortcomings inherent to all studies presented in this thesis. The remaining of this
section shortly outlines them and future research that may address them.
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First, the choice of the spatial unit of analysis has a strong influence
on the results and conclusions of any study. Changing the size and/or the
boundary of the spatial units may change the estimated results, an issue
known as the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) in the literature (Openshaw, 1983). Another pitfall is assuming that the risk is evenly distributed
within the chosen spatial units, also known as the ecological fallacy in literature (Robinson, 1950). In fact, crime is known to exhibit strong variability
at micro levels of geography (such as places and street segments), suggesting
that an exclusive focus on higher geographic units (such as neighborhoods
and communities) will lead to a loss of information and inefficiency in the
focus of crime prevention measures (Weisburd et al., 2012).
Second, this work has relied on supervised learning methods on a set
of carefully crafted features inspired by theory. As such, they are not able
to automatically infer latent patterns of urban phenomena (such as POI
distributions or human mobility) and discover new structural insights in
respect to spatio-temporal crime concentrations. Yet, seeking for latent
structures has the potential to not only better quantify already known crime
correlates, but also discover novel correlates and as such contribute to theory.

5.2.1

Latent Gaussian processes to estimate the influence of
criminogenic places on crime

To address the MAUP limitation, sensitivity analysis in respect to the choice
of the spatial unit of analysis (by, e. g., testing areas of decreasing size) and
the feature generation process (by, e. g., counting POIs in decreasing levels
of proximity) would help in assessing the robustness of the results. But what
if the spatial discretization were to be dropped completely and the influence
of the POIs learned automatically from data? One can think of the approach
as an automated RTM, where the heuristics rules from the human analyst
are replaced by rules automatically inferred from the empirical data.
Such a granular spatial analysis could be attained by a model where the
influence of each POI type on crime counts is modeled by an additive combination of latent Gaussian processes (Zöchbauer et al., 2019). Specifically,
the model learns the relationship between the POI locations and the crime
locations under full consideration of their spatial distributions. The influence of each POI type depends on the distance to crime points and is fully
learnable. Furthermore, crime points can be characterized by additional
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features, including environmental and temporal features. Mathematically,
crime intensity at a given location, is an additive function of: (1) the influence of the location’s features, (2) the influence of each POI type, and
(3) spatial heterogeneity.
Let y = {yn }N
n=1 denote the outcome variable (i. e., crime counts) with

N observations. Each observation is associated with a location sn and can

be optionally associated with an additional feature vector xn . The set of
POIs is given by P = {p1 , p2 , ...}, where each POI pi is characterized by
the triple (!i , i , ⌘i ) where !i represents its location,

i

its type, and ⌘i

POI-specific covariates. Let f be the function that describes the outcome
variable under consideration of its features, its spatial distribution, and the
POIs: f : (xn , sn , P) 7! yn for each n = 1..N . The feature influence g(xn )

depends on the features xn that are directly associated with the outcome
yn . For instance, it would relate to the heterogeneity introduced by the
location itself, such as its social and environmental attributes. The POI
influence describes the e↵ect of all POIs on the outcome. Each of them
has an influence ↵p k (sn , !, ⌘; ✓), where ↵p is a POI-specific scaling factor,
and k measures the (normalized) type-specific e↵ect of p on y. k varies
according to the distance between the outcome location sn and the POI
location ! and is further parameterized by parameters ✓ that are learnable.
Spatial variation h0 (sn ) beyond POIs is additionally included and the crime
intensity is finally defined as follows (adapted from Zöchbauer et al. (2019)):
f (xn , sn , P) = g(xn ) +

X

↵p k (sn , !, ⌘; ✓) + h0 (sn )

p2P,p=(!, ,⌘)

Authors in Zöchbauer et al. (2019) show, under mild assumptions, the
equation above can be written as a sum of latent Gaussian processes, and
derive a scalable learning algorithm for it via sparse and variational approximations.
The envisioned model would provide a scalable and granular operationalization of criminogenic places (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1995) and allow exact estimations of the spatial influence of – already known or newly
discovered – crime attractors, generators, and detractors on crime outcomes
from the empirical evidence.
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Supervised latent Dirichlet allocation to estimate the
influence of mobility motifs on crime

Another aspect currently left unexplored is how latent patterns in urban
mobility flows influence spatio-temporal crime distributions. Chapter 3 only
studied crime as a function of the number of visitors spending time in the
local POIs or passing-through the neighborhood at a given hour. But what
about the following aspects: (1) what were the visitors doing before traveling
to the neighborhood or after leaving it? and (2) where were they before and
afterwards?
The above information could be encoded in so-called mobility motifs:
tuples capturing contextual information at both the origin and destination
of each individual transition (e. g., consecutive user check-ins in Foursquare
within 3 hours). For instance, if at time t, a user checks in a venue corresponding to activity type ai within neighborhood i, arriving from a venue
of type aj located in neighborhood j, the incoming mobility motif can be
encoded as following: (t, i, j, ai , aj ). Analogously, an outgoing mobility motif is defined for neighborhood j. Also, self-looping and passing through
mobility motifs can be defined for each neighborhood.
A model based on probabilistic topic models would extract hidden patterns of co-occurring behaviors across neighborhoods based on this information. This can happen in a completely unsupervised manner by means of a
standard latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) or the model
can be extended such that it searches for mobility patterns that are directly
associated with lower or higher crime levels by means of a supervised LDA
(Blei & McAuli↵e, 2007). The parallel to topic models on text documents is
as follows: neighborhoods correspond to documents, mobility motifs correspond to words, and the discovered mobility patterns correspond to topics.
Given the K hidden patterns

1:K

(each

k

is a vector of motif probabil-

ities), the Dirichlet parameter ↵, and the response parameters ⌘ and

2,

the generative process for the supervised case is sketched in Algorithm 3
(adapted from Blei & McAuli↵e (2007)).
Instead of using a pre-determined set of features, the envisioned model
would then automatically discover routines in mobility flows, and as such,
not only predict crime, but also aid in discovering patterns of human mobility which are relevant for urban crime.
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Algorithm 3 sLDA adapted to discover mobility patterns relevant to crime.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

Draw mobility pattern proportions ✓ | ↵ ⇠ Dir(↵).
for each mobility motif do:
Draw mobility pattern assignment zn | ✓ ⇠ Mult(✓).
Draw mobility motif mn | zn , 1:K ⇠ Mult( zn ).
end for
Draw crime response variable y | z1:N , ⌘, 2 ⇠ N(⌘ | z̄, 2 ).

5.3

Conclusion

While the importance of preventing crime incidents is not a new topic, without the continuous research of criminologists, sociologists, urbanists, geographers, physicists, computer scientists, mathematicians, and practitioners
into the di↵erent approaches and insights that could improve the situation,
crime will continue to remain a primary issue worldwide. The advent of
large-scale, geo-tagged, human-generated data, paired by constant innovation in machine learning research, brings the promise of a new era of urban
safety, where our understanding of the crime phenomenon will increase substantially and ultimately lead to significant advancements in spatio-temporal
crime forecasting.
This thesis presented several studies that tap into this potential and
advance the study of spatio-temporal crime concentrations along three dimensions: data, models, and applications. The overall contributions are
summarized below.
First, this thesis has highlighted the importance of alternative data
sources and processing techniques measuring the ambient population of a
city. This thesis provided a thorough investigation of novel datasets of urban human activity data which concluded that such data can considerably
advance the prognostic capacity of long-term forecasting models relying only
on census data that measure the resident population in the city. It also found
that, LBSNs o↵ering large, semantically rich, and temporally granular data
on the non-resident activities in the area, are the current most promising
alternative data source to provide new state-of-the-art operationalizations
of crime theory concepts. Such metrics can be then used for both building
more performant crime forecasting models, and testing crime theory in a
more robust and scalable way.
Second, both existing and novel machine learning models on spatial and
spatio-temporal features were leveraged/proposed towards long- and short-
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term crime prediction models. On the one hand, in urban environments with
high population densities and good data availability, state-of-the-art treebased ensemble models were applied on large features sets describing the
ambient and resident population, yielding more accurate prediction models of yearly crime counts. On the other hand, the sparsity of crime in
areas with low population densities, motivated the development of a novel
hyper-ensemble model that can tackle the highly class imbalance setup. The
machine learning model makes use of both internal police data and publicly
available spatio-temporal data to predict daily burglary hotspots in a large
and sparsely populated region. The achieved efficiency is equivalent to its
counterparts in highly populated regions.
Third, the applications and implications of this thesis are of interest to
academics and practitioners alike. Understanding the impact of the ambient
population on long-term crime concentrations and how to measure it from
ubiquitous data sources advances the empirical literature in criminology, as
well as the body of applications in the urban computing literature. The
findings are also relevant to practitioners such as urban developers towards
the design of safer urban areas. Furthermore, the ability of detailed human
mobility flows in explaining and predicting the temporal profile of neighborhood crime is highly relevant for both scientists and public decision makers
such as city representatives and law enforcement. Finally, the development
of a tailored machine learning approach for predicting crime hotspots in
areas with sparse crime distributions, has a direct and impactful application: porting predictive policing to regions with low population density and
providing data-drive public decision support for such regions.
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Glossary
ABM agent-based modeling. 11
ACS American Community Survey. 28
AIC Akaike information criterion. xxiii, 72, 74, 75, 81
BMT Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Company. 30
CPTED crime prevention through environmental design. 54, 115
GAM generalized additive model. xxiii, 10, 72, 73, 76, 77, 79
IND Independent Subway System. 30
IRTC Interborough Rapid Transit Company. 30
KDE kernel density estimation. 8, 12, 90
LBSN location-based social network. xi, xxiii, 3, 13–15, 17, 23–25, 42, 43,
45, 46, 50, 51, 53, 114–117, 119, 120, 124
LDA latent Dirichlet allocation. 123
MAE mean absolute error. 81
MAUP modifiable areal unit problem. 121
MSE mean squared error. xxiii, 38, 39, 42–44, 46, 73, 77, 79, 81, 114
MTA Metropolitan Transportation Authority. 30, 33
NYC New York City. xix, xxiv, 16, 21, 24, 25, 27–31, 34–36, 41, 47, 54,
92, 99, 114, 120
NYPD New York Police Department. 28
PGLM panel generalized linear model. xix, xx, xxiii, 71–76, 80, 81
POI points-of-interest. 12–14, 23–27, 33, 38, 42, 44–47, 50–52, 86, 89, 91,
102, 107, 121–123
RTM risk terrain modeling. 9, 10, 121
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Appendix A
Appendix for Chapter 2

Figure A.1 provides the cross-correlation matrix between all factors and the
di↵erent types of crime incidents within a census tract. Spearman’s rank
correlation is used, as many of the variables exhibit skewed distributions.
Spearman correlation tests have revealed significant correlations between
the presented variables. Some clusters of co-related features stand out: the
number of venues by type, the number of check-ins by type, the number
of popular venues by time, the average numbers of metro exits/entries, the
average numbers of taxi drop-o↵s/pick-ups. Notably, these features are also
positively and relatively strongly correlated with the crime indicators. Negative correlations are also noticed, like the demographic diversity indexes
and some of the venues fractions and o↵ering advantages.
All features are kept for the following step, where the chosen machine
learning algorithms, due to their internal structure, will be able to deal with
higher number of (potentially correlated) features and rank them according
to their predictive power.
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Figure A.1: Chapter 2 features cross-correlation matrix.
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Appendix for Chapter 4

Figure B.1 presents the cross-correlation matrix of all features in Chapter 4
(using the training dataset). The non-parametric Spearman’s rank correlation is used, as the features include both numerical features (which are not
necessarily normally distributed), and categorical features.
Several groups of correlated features ca be noticed, based on their meaning or on the way they were constructed. The weather features constitute the
first set of correlated features, whereby the humidity feature is negatively
correlated, while the rest are positively correlated with each other. The
second set of features that are strongly correlated is represented by prior
crime features. As a third group, most of the socio-demographic and economic factors are positively correlated with each other. In addition, they are
positively correlated to the built area fraction/density features, partially to
residential/mixed land uses, and to the diversity index of land use, but negatively correlated to the fraction of no dedicated land use. Worth mentioning
is also the relative strong and positive correlation of the socio-demographic
and economic factors to the quality measure of the public transport in the
area.
All features are kept for the next step, i. e., predictive modeling. In
this step, a variety of machine learning models that are not sensitive to
collinearity, such as a random forest, ridge regression, and the LASSO, are
looked into. The latter performs implicit variable selection. This should
rule out the risk of overfitting due to correlation and ensures the validity of
the findings due to the fact that a purely predictive analysis was performed.
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Figure B.1: Chapter 4 features cross-correlation matrix.
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